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*GEM
S2 workstation

350 internal sounds
and over 1600 in RAM. 250,000

event sequencer. Complete
master keyboard functions.

Sample playback from RAM.
16 note polyphony

expandable to 32 with
new turbo -kit

Philip Rees
MIDI Accessories

(Mailorder post free)
2M merge unit £69.95
5 x 5 MIDI switch £99.00

MCV MIDI to CV convertor .....£189.95

W5 dual input thru £55.95

V10 MIDI thru £39,95

V3 MIDI thru £14.95

2S selector £14.95

3B selector £29.95
5S selector £29.95

Peavey KI3300 £515 Electro-Voice S12 2 cabs £799
Peavey KI3100 £319 Electro-Voice S15 2, pair £899
Peavey KB60 £269 Electro-Voice Endyme 257 mics only..£99
Peavey KB15 £109 JBL M330 pair.. £870
Laney KB120 £395

4:5400,4*.klaw,/ Laney KB80 £265
Laney KB50 £220
Laney KB30 £170

£375
£265

JBL M350 pair £999
Peavey EurySys 2 pair £260
Peavey EuroSys 3 pair £300
Peavey HiSys 1 1x12 pair £550
Peavey HiSys 2 1x15 pair £580
Peavey XR600 head £495
Peavey XR500 C head £395
Peavey CS800 power amp £599
Klynstrom 1000 power amp £850

MORO
01 W/FD WORKSTATION
* 48000 note sequencer
* 48 Mb waveform memory
* 200 programs
* 32 oscillators
* 4 outputs
* PHONE FOR A GREAT PRICE
KORG i3
Interactive music workstations

* full arrangement and backing sequences
* 16 track sequencer, (40,000 note)

* 32 note polyphony
* 340 PCM multi -sounds, 164 drum sounds

KORG 12:
all the features of i3 plus
76 note keyboard + expanded PCM ROM

05/RW MODULE
An 01/W in half rack, form, 32 voice,
16 part, 32 oscillators, 6 meg £589
WAVE STATION SR MODULE
550 sounds, 16 part 32 voice £999
X3 WORKSTATION KEYBOARD
6 meg, PCM samples, 340 multi -sounds

164 drum souinds, GM, 32 note £1259

G3 MULTI FX PEDAL
Reverb, flanging, distortion

amp simulation, 9 memories +

power supply £BEST PRICE
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YAMAHA MASTER CENTRE

NEW 16 part 32 note module
* 456 voices
* 9 drum kits
* 17 programmable effects
* 32 note polyphony
* 16 part multi-timbral
* Host computer connections
* Stunning new Yamaha

acoustic sounds!

ALESIs
41:1~41XICIPM

IT'S HERE -

Buy now at
pre -increase prices

TG300 module £649
TG500 module NEW LOW PRICE

TG 100 module £399
SY85 workstation
keyboard £1195
SY35 keyboard £549
RY30 drum machine £359
RY1 0 drum machine £199
GW50 guitar workstation £559
MDF2 MIDI -filer £349
NS1 0 monitors £299
AM802 mixer £349
MV80 2 mixer £399
MS10 powered monitor £99

* NEW GW10 guitar
multi -effector

20 multi -

effects

including

wah-wah &

pitch shifting £320

FX550 guitar multi effects £349
QY20 portable
workstation £399
NEW PSR 1700 keyboard £999
PSR 2700 keyboard with
sampling £1300
PF100 piano WEST PRICE
PF85 piano £895

64 -voice, 16 -part, 76 -note
and 256 effects patches,

digital i/o
Ouadraverb Plus
Ouadraverb GT ...£399
MIDIverb It
Microverb III
3630 compressor

D4 drum module
RA100 power
amp £299
SR16 drum
machine £239

Fostex 380s £799
280 £699
Re £1799

X18 £309 GT10 £999
X18H £339
X28H £449

DCM100
mix tab £399

NEW!! The S760 sampler

MT8X: 8 Track Recorder

The new
Yamaha MT8X multi-

track recording system

* 8 tracks - 8 channels
*3 band EQ
*2 aux sends
* DBX noise reduction
* FREE: Electrovoice

microphone,
headphones & tape
Plus, hands-on
instruction course to
get you started

Choosing the wrong P.A. system or sound re-inforcement unit could be
your most expensive mistake!! We have large showrooms with everything
set up to be demonstrated. Don't be fooled! Come & try it at Gigsounds
Example
P.A. package - Peavey XR600 6 -channel mixer amp + Peavey HiSys 1 speaker cabs
300 watt with compact system ideal for duos, keyboard rigs & bands ...1999 complete

Keyboard Amps P.A. Equipment

LANEyCarlsbro K100

Carlsbro K65

TASCAM
New Porta 7, 4 tracks, EQ, high speed effects loop £379
424, 8 input, 4 tracks, 3 speed £549
464, 12 input, 4 track, 3 band ED, 2 speed £799
488, 12 input, 8 track, 2 band EQ, high speed £1499
644, 16 input, 4 track, 2 speed, MIDI controlled £1199
688, 20 input, 8 track, high speed, MIDI route/mute £2699

voice,4248khz.2,g1.6kh. to

expandable to 32
meg,monitor output

£1699 with FREE sample CD
KEYBOARDS
JV1000 - 76 note workstation

only £1650
Jv80 - 61 note multi -
performance synth
JV800 - realtime
programmable, huge sounds
JV35 - 56 voice 16 part 18 bit
converter £1099
JV50 - 56 voice MIDI file player
16 part, incorporates sound
brush £1325
JV90 - 76 note keyboard £1499
A30 - 76 note mother keyboard,
amazing value
AX1 - 45 note remote
keyboard, excellent
performance model
JD990 - new super JD
synthesizer module
JV880 - 1U
expandable module
SC55 Mk 2 - Sound
Canvas, GM/GS
format

SD35 - new sound module &
MIDI file player in one unit
Boss SE70 - Multi-FX including
vocoder, revert), distortion and
much more £475

DRUM SEQUENCERS
R8 Mk II - new human rhythm
composer, 200 sounds
R70 - great sounds and human
feel + rhythm expert system
Boss DR660 - superb drum
sounds, built-in FX, 56 kits

£329

JD99O 8 part, 24 voice, high
quality wave form synthesis
£price veto

Keyboards, modules, drum sequencers & accessories.
More stock arriving all the time - Please call!!

SPECIALS
Second-hand

Ex -demo
End of line &

One-off bargains!
Yamaha PSR 410, new £475
Yamaha PSR 210, new £225
Phonic dual 31 band graphic £249
Phonic monitors 100w pair £149

Korg SQD1 sequencer £99

Korg Data Filer s/h £99

Lexicon MRC MIDI controller £225
Studiomaster Pro -line 16:2R £845
Korg DRV 3000 reverb £350
Akai XR 10 drum machine £149

Cheetah MD 16R drum machine £199

Korg S3 drum machine s/h £299

Casio MT 600 keyboard s/h £89

HW MX8 disco mixer s/h £75

Tascam M1B line mixer £199

Roland M-160 line mixer £645

Yamaha GSP100 FX £129

Siel analogue module £145
Roland D50 Mega - RAM pack £59

Yamaha PF80 Piano s/h £399

Yamaha FB01 Module s/h £95

Yamaha QX21 Sequencer s/h £75
Roland MC50 Mkll Sequencer £579

wYTRA SPECIALS
SKB 19" RACK CASES -
LIGHTWEIGHT & TOUGH!

WAS NOW ONLY
2U £109 £95
4U £105

6U -114 £115

8U -£169_, £149
10U 11-8 £165

WIRELESS SYSTEMS
LARGE RANGE NOW IN STOCK

Nady Diversity Microphone £335

Nady Non -Diversity Microphone £259

Nady Guitar System £219

Trantec Lapel System £249
Trantec Diversity Microphone £389

Trantec Non -Diversity Microphone 1255
Trantec SM58 Non -Diversity £389
Trantec Instrument System £199

Shure SM58 Non -Diversity £450

HIRE
* WIDE RANGE AVAILABLE

* P.A & BACKLINE

* GUITARS & KEYBOARDS

* MICROPHONES & STANDS

* LOW RATES

* EXTENDED PERIOD HIRE DISCOUNTS

Studiomaster Mixing consoles
Star 36 input, 4 aux, 3 band EQ E935
DIAMOND SERIES
16.216 channel, 3 band 60, 2 aux,
Phantom power £435
Diamond Pro 8.3 balanced inputs, 8 channels,
routeable stereo aux inputs £389
Session Mix Gold 12.2R 12 channel, 3 band EQ,
sweeping mid -range, XLR outputs, rackmount £639
MACKIE
1202 12.2 mixing console, 2 band 60, 2 aux £355
1604 16.4 mixing desk, 4 aux, 3 band EC.
CD quality £199

DELIVERY
Most deliveries in the
London area will cost
just £5 to your door.

We accept Visa, Access,
cash & cheques
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'11 IN BOTH EXPANDED AND
NON -EXPANDED VERSIONS
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and Dealer uinta(r.

VE-JV1
"Every new EXpanded Jr -

35150190 comes pre -installed
with a VE-JVJ expansion
board to offer 512 extra

sounds, 56 note polyphony and
16 part multitimbrality"

VE-GS1
"Alternatively, an optional VAI

GSlexpansion board can be
installed to offer 226 extra

GM/GS sounds, 8 drum sets,
built-in Sound FX and 24 pa4

multitimbrality"

\\ Lix e Fwar-r,ioti

SR JV80-01 Pop

SR JV80-02 Orchestra

SR JV80-03 Piano

SR JV80-04 Vintage Synth
"The SR JV80-04 "Vintage

Synth" features classic synthesizer
sounds like JP -8, Juno -60,

System -700, SH-101,
Oberheim, Arp 2600 etc, and is
one of four nee 8 Mbyte waz:e

i.9Fj. Tel (0792) .;10247 expansion board o tions"



MT issue

A MESSAGE FROM US
The response to our Readership Survey in January was an inspiration. Your invaluable
feedback has enabled all of us here at MT to formulate a radical game plan to try, at
least, the impossible: keeping absolutely everybody happy. It's clear from the Survey that
you believe Music Technology to be the indisputed voice of authority in its field. It's also
clear that there simply isn't enough room in the magazine as it currently appears to
cover the ever-increasing range of related technologies which you need, which you use,
and which you enjoy. For this reason, we have decided to pool resources with our sister
publication Home & Studio Recording and create something bigger, better and stronger
than the sum of its parts - titled, appropriately, The Mix.

From June 23rd, the first issue of The Mix (dated July) will be available to lead us
into a very promising future: a future in which every aspect of music production is
reflected in one definitive magazine. Having listened to what you have to say, this, we
are sure, is the evolution from which you, the reader, will most benefit. See you there.

40 Tony Thorpe
...aka The Moody Boys, Voyager and Urban jungle,
and remixer by appointment to KLF, Systeni 7
and many others. Phil Ward uncovers '*e real

Tony Thorpe.
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Sarah Short
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16 Virtual World
Technology is the touchstone at this key
event. Phil Ward talks to Mike Godfrey,
designer of the Audio Visual Live

Systent.

4Ik
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Interests

ART STUDIO
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Studio Hilary Reed, Chris Brennand,
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There ain't no such thing as a
free lunch, but there are a few
free software sequencers

around. Ian Waugh digs
'em out.
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27 The Mix
The future of MT
unveiled...

the fir
Ask apy Editor, here's something peculiarly
awkward -about writing editorials: enough words
to make it a task you have to sit down and think
about; too few to really get stuck into those
issues that need to be addressed.
Writing this particular editorial, however, comes
with its own unique set of problems - what to
say in the last issue of MT as you know it. I could,
I suppose, rummage through the previous 90
issues of the magazine and highlight the mile-
stones of almost a decade of continuous
tiara. I could offer warm thanks to all those
whose efforts have gone to make Music
Techno/oa, the indisputed voice of authority
in its field. Alternatively, I could do what
comes more naturally at a time like this: go
down to the pub and dispose of several pints of
strong lager.
Better perhaps, to leave the last word to a man
who I We to co rat amongst 7; closest friends,
and the person whose was the original
inspa.titHon , - Dan
Goldsticin,
See you in To,
Nigel Lord, Editor.

I know it's.a cliche, but it genuinely does seem
iike only yesterday that the phrase 'Music
Technology' came buzzing into my head - and,
like the perfect pop record, obstinately refused
to go away. Actually, it was a decade ago. But
the events surrounding the development of that
title and the creation of the magazine whose
mark it described are still startlingly vivid.

e mid -1980s were a time of great change
- m scatty, technologically, and in lots of other
\,\.a too. In 1984, I had just become editor of a

azine called Electronics & !vi ,sic Maker. The
magazine itself was lively, influential, and pros-

rous. We were sailing on the crest of Wavof
stirred up b' a new breed of digital synthffsers,--'
affordable multitrack recording, Frankie Goes To
Hollywood, and a curious thing' called MIDI
which nobody seemed to have;quite mastered
yet. But while the magazine was successful, its
title - conceived, I assurneby committee, in an
earlier era of veroboard fuzzboxes and studio

mometer kits - was holding it back.
Hence Music Technology - a name which

would surely endure in the face of any new
des.elopments themuSit industry could throw at
us. It it was new and you could make music with

Quality Control
40 Wave For Windows

PC -based direct -to -disk recording is
getting better... and cheaper. Ian Waugh
looks at one of the latest systems to
emerge.

53 Roland Vintage Sounds
Ancient and modern: classic analogue
synths for your TV -series synth.
Andrew Jones



t place

ruin circumstances,d low -tech, Mid -tech, or
even no -tech aplIiimsch may be the one that has
most to commend it.

So it's farewell Mak Technology. Hello The
Mix a magaiine which picks up where the old
one left off. A magazine that upholds thettM/ tra
ditions of speaking its mind, of searchiViout
new ways of expression both musical and -

nological Ted of laughing in the face of by
magaz tea/ peo ith re?l o
ions, design flair and ination, a
edited by...er, ytkurs trufy.

You'll find cletils of The Mix on page 27 of
this issue. But there'll be no substitute for -the
real thing. As someone -who ahead dives great
satisfaction from Music Technology, tt owe it to
yourself to reserve a dopy of The Mix at your
newsagent every 'nowt).

Yes, you're right. This is the end of an era.
But, as with that perfect pop record, just when
you think'it's all over, the best bit comes and hits
you right betvveen tile eyes

Take cove,

Dan Goldstein, Founding Editor,
Music Technology

Taki'

Scanners
The month - this month

Diskoverey 21
rd option... everything you

know about hard disks
then some. Ian Waugh

is your guide.

A -Z of An logue 31
This month: Hohner

Dare! 66
You play 'cm... we flay 'em

End Product 72
Get 'em while they're hot.

Thismonth: Erasure, The
Future Sound Of London,

Renegade Soundwave and
so much more...

Grief 69
A problem shared is a

problem solved

NJD Lights
Proving that rigs don't need to be big,
these lights follow you around the room.
Ian Masterson
Ram Doubler
Double your Mac's RAM without
doubling your overdraft. Ian Waugh
Short Cuts:
Que Computer Hardware Buyers Guide
AMG Global Trance Mission sample CDs
Microsoft Music Multimedia CD-RONIs

:::MAKER
INUSIC
 PUBLICATIONS
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MO' FUNKY ELEMENTS
7 Out now! - even BETTER tban its t

predecessor - It fills in all the gaps let

"The FUNKY ELEMENT" so between the

two you've got all areas covered! Enjoy.

STOP PRESS!!...

-A Five-star Review

(Sound on Sound March 94). Fantastic!!!

7E54.95

RA4E3 NT
VOLLI

THE SAMPLE -CD

by IAN BO
Better than Vol on

Five-star

(Sand On Sound UK). Foitosid

£54.95

,-.47ituti, nLi,

GET YOURSELF A

CD-ROM PLAYER
WE'VE GOT THE BEST AT THE LOWEST PRICES!

ILYfolthyintigpTegidt,ceIsr.;mt4e)spriigscgo,7,t,

APPLE CD300 only £159.00 excluding VAT:

- (price includes SCSI cable and Terminator).

SONY CDU6211 -Only £99.00 excluding VAT.

PuilCrri,!

GRAB YOURSELF A BARGAIN

ONR BERT BLOCKS FEATURING

SLY DIJNBRR
"UPBEAT"

World's No.1 Reggae drummer &
Producer. One half of the Riddim Twins
Sly and Robbie. There's nothing like this

on the market! The styles & sound are
simply overwhelming  Reggae  Ska 

Dancehall  Bhangra  Out mid -Feb.

MEGRBR55 REMIX!
ZERO-G "For instant loop gratification, stop

here...this CD is faultless...It's another
dance workstation, but fresherthan

10. funky elements 51. "Perfect for, the most vicious dance
most"dance

"Samplemania" the brand new Time+Space Showcase

Sample -CD, and "NOW! That's What I Call Sampling! the

AMG Showcase CD, both packed with samples & demos

from nearly all existing & future products, and they are

FREE with any order! (unless you've already got theml").

'OFFER LIMITED TO ONE PER HOUSEHOLD WHILE STOCKS LA5/

2 FREE CD
ZERO-G

C.0

Ra tVG
FUNK

unlw oot

R055's RISING FUNK
Funky Guitar Rhythms
OUT NOW! Another great rhythm

guitar sample library from Zero -G.

It complements our "Funk Guitar' CD

perfectly, being very different in

character Demon licks & laid back funk.

ALPHADANCE
This is the BIG NEWS from Germany

Alphadance - you get an audio CD and

an Akai CD-ROM! - VERY usable. We

can tell you that this is completely

UNMISSABLE. And the price!?! This is

no misprint!! Both discs for...

`L59.95

I  it 11 , Ills  i,

EVERYTHING FROM A.M.G, To ZEROG!
Time+Space are now delighted to be able to offer

the entire range of CDs from fellow UK
developer The Advanced Media Group (AMG).

That means you con now get ALL of the world's top discs

FROM ONE SOURCE - FAST - when you need them.
Our reputation is on the line every time you make a purchase,
so we curry rirtlo the hilzhe4 quality products available, from

the world's best developers. We offer UN -BIASED advice.

And if you want to listen before you buy, call to book an un-
hurried private listening session in our demo suite!

III

This month's blinding offers...
*FREE TIME+SPACE SHOWCASE CD WITH ANY ORDER*, PLUS

FREE AMG SHOWCASE CD WITH ANY ORDER*.

*FREE SHOWCASE CD-ROM WITH ANY CD-ROM ORDER*.

*FREE 72 -PAGE COLOUR CATALOGUE.

*FREE 48 -PAGE CD REVIEWS BOOK.

(*Offers limited to once only per household, while stocks last)

GLOBRL 7v:0,
New from AMG. Specially created

dance samples with the emphasis
on analogue synthesis. Ind: Synth
Sequences, Ambient Pads, Drum
Loops, Synths, Synth FX, Atmos
sounds, Basses, Sung Vocals &
Dialogue, FX, amazing Ethnic
Sounds. Unique and highly

creative sample library. Two CDs,
available independently, or
together at a special price.

rf49.95 EACH: E79.95 PAIR

VAP1

NOW CD-ROM

DANCE INDUSTRIAL lI
THE SEQUEL

Its here at last! The world's nest long-awaited

sequel has arrived -it's a double CD! Loops, plus

the component percussion elements frail them,

plus their programming on MIDI -file disk.

I F.

riveittir Review
(Sound on Sound UK). Fantastic, 1,

500 Mb CD-ROM! Fresh new samples from Ihe1

latest AMG Producer Series CDs and many from

CDs due for release later this year. On Akai.

Roland or Sampkvell CD-ROM for only £54.95!l!

Many of the sounds will never be available

elsewhere. Material from Vince Clarke, Keith Le

Blanc, Gota Yashiki, Megabass, Global Trance

Mission, plus the entire contents of the"Now!"

audio CD. INCREDIBLE VALUE FOR MONEY!

ON E,Y £54.95

KEITH LE EFINC's
KICK/N' LUNA' ,:"

Credits Include Sugar Hill Class
mes Brown. REM, Mick Jagger.

Annie Lennox, Seal. 808 State.
alcolm McClaren, Bomb The Boss

ABC, Tackhead. etc. -Devastating...
Keith copes with beats only drum

achines should be capable of... a
consummate timekeeper. Rated:
Five Stars A ;SOS).
peciony recorded grooves plus

single hits to
customise your own. £54.95

Newallessorrewe 2

VINCE CLRRKE - LUCKY ERSTRRO
"A must for anyone creating techno-p
tunes... one hell of a useful CD. 9/10"po

(Future Music). Huge collection of sequences
specially created by Vince using his massive
collection of classic analogue synths. Grab
whole sequences or chop them up! Many

totally synth -generated unique drum loops,
r one of Vinces trademarks. Also,

multisamples, plus all the samples from
Erasure's last 'Chorus' tour ore featured.
The ultimate analogue sample CD by theA 0 King of the Synth. Available as a numbered limited
edition of just 1000 - so hurry!

NEW CATALOGUE . FREE !
Only the newest releases are in ill, ail, mi. 10t ttlr sT GET THE FULL CA ALOGUE!!

100 COLOUR PAGES 100's of PRODUCTS!

HL'54.95

NEIL CONTI : FUNKY DRUMS FROM HELL
"Immaculate... a controlled looseness
in the playing... Definitely the best live
drumming Cu" (SOS). "the corning
together of all that has been kcirnt
about drumming in the last thirty
years - taut performances, impeccable
recordings, skilful tuning and above
all, the value of the groove...)
recommend this CD" (MT). Contents:
Over 90 long developing grooves
offering 1000's of juicy potential

loops in 5 distinct
L 54 95 sounds, & more!

... enough useable samples on this
to fit into any kind of track... 9/10."
re Music). "It takes something special
nd out...Rembd is something

iaL..inherent versatility which makes
Remixl an essential
studio accessory"
H&SRI. £54 95

THE PSYCHOTRONIC
SOUNDS OF NEURONIU

BY MICHEL HUYGEN
Unique & beautiful sounds & atmospher
created by the internationally acclaim -

Spanish electronic musician. Multi -
sampled at various octaves. Designed t
give your compositions a totally new &

original dimension. Exclusive worldwid
distribution by Time+Space.

L34.95
NORMFI N COOK

SKIP TO MY LOOPS" From one of the
UK's most successful dance remixers.
"Another AMG masterpiece... some of
the best cases of white boy utilises a

reggae feel since the days of The
Clash. "(Mixmag). Contents: Massive
collection of superb loops, ranging

from 84 bpm to obscenely fast. Vocals,
FX, Bass, Drums, Guitar, Reggae, Flute,

Sax, Brass, Synth and many more.

£54.95

JJ JECIRLIKS RRT OF SAMPLING
Credits Include: The Art of Noise, Frankie
Goes To Hollywood, ABC. "For a collection o
odd noises and useable instruments, this CD
is ideal...a refreshing change. 8/10." (Futur
Music), "Seriously classic... Well
atmospheric... Quirky... Slice Of Sampling
History." (SOS). Huge collection of off-the-
wall sounds, Art of Noise classics, plus Brass
Bass, Guitar, Drums, Percussion, Wind, Sung
& Spoken Vocals, Sound FX, Synth, Strings,

Orchestra, plus 51000

.£54 . ) data section.

COLDCUT's KLEPTOMRNIR
"Raw, wicked and packed into the
terraces... quite brilliant... another
'must have for any serious dance

enthusiast. Rated: Five Stars *****"
(SOS). "this CD is meaty...Probably the

most DJ friendly thing not on vinyl."
(Mixmag). "built to be exploited...Used
properley these sounds are one of the
secrets of modern dance music...pre-
selected for you by four of the best

ears in the business." (MT).

£54.95
DANNY CUMMINGS & MILES BOULD'S

RHYTHM OF LIFE
"Immaculately played...inspirational to work

with... A connoisseur's product" (Sound On
Sound)."The production is superb... a yen,.
classy CD." (Future Music). Content: specialist
percussion sounds incl. 49 tracks of creative

sr.

grooves, plus tons of single hits in many styles.
Congas, Bongos, Djembe, Udu, Bata Drums,
Saber & Sarouba, Shakers & Rainmakers,
African Shakers, Gongs & Hand Cymbals,

Life Cowbells, Agogos,
Tambourines, Guiro, £54 .95
Talking Drum, Bells, etc!



FINFILOG
TO DIGITPL

Going down a storm! This massive collection

of vintage analogue sounds, FX, and rhythms

is, according to our customers, better than

any other analog collection out there.

£54.95

cp ee-7--cp E' .0
NEST COLLECTION OF PROFESSIONAL SOUND LIBRARIES ON CD & CD-ROM cs'',°*

STEVE REID's
DEFINITIVE PERCUSSION

World-renowned percussionist Steve Reid
has played on over 300 records, films & TV
shows from Miles Davis to Supefframp to En

Vogue. Hundreds of exotic hand drums &
instruments from Africa, Brazil, India &

Cuba, with every nuance of attack & tone.
Plus a vast selection of classic film percussion

effects. A top -class library from the USA.

Audio CD: L5995

"PSYCHIC HORNS'
Brass loops, riffs and samples of POP,

FUNK, R&B and JAZZ styles of Horn
sections. large and small sections of

Trumpet, Tenor & Trombones with stabs,
falls and swells in stereo, both dry and
ambient. Also some drum grooves. The

members of "Psychic Horns have played
with: The Crusaders, Aretha Franklin,

Terrence -Trent Darby, The Temptations, The
Four Tops, Mike Stern, Freddy Hubbard,

Tony Bennett, Natalie Cole and many other
traditional & contemporary

Jazz and R&B artists. £59.95

THE DIGITAL KITCHEN's

DEFINITIVE GROOVES
This brand new disc from the USA definitely

has the Time+Space seal of approval. 99 new

hiphop breakbeats, plus hundreds of new

hiphop, hardcore, techno, & rave samples -

scratches, squeals, screams, vocal FX, and

more... Heard it all before?? Don't worry -

this disc passes the tough Time+Space usability

test!! We wouldn't stock it if it

£59.95 didn't deliver the goods.

Q -UP RATS

COMBO VOLUME ONE
We are now distributing the great
range of new quality products from
CI -UP ARTS in the USA. This disc is
superb value -for -money and a fine

intro to their range. It contains a huge
range of sounds from 10 different
products, both in audio format and

all ready to load in CD-ROM formats

Mixed mode Audio
CD & CD-ROM:

Armando Bore

L.69.9
AKA(, K2000, EIIIX, EP -700 S760
MULTI -PLATFORM  MIXED MODE

DNA BEAT BLOCKS FEATURING

ARMANDO BORG:

PERCUSSION
INCOGNITO

Live percussion loops on CD plus midifiles.

Five-star Review

(Sound on Sound, UKI. The bestlii!

£69.95
WILL LEE BR55 LIBRRRY
One of the most in -demand bass players

working today. Over 1700 performances on

this CD, using many famous basses, with each

note played in appropriate style for each

instrument. Lifelike quality & musicality. All the

nuances that make a "real bass' performance:

 "a -notes"  "pats"  slides  drops  thumps

 mutes  harmonics * fingered  picked 
thumbed  every semitone sampled.

£69.95

ORCHESTRA

ILL L
BASS LIBRARY
5wmPlINC

PETER SIEDLREZEK

ORCHESTRA
CD-ROM

Hugely successful Orchestra library.

Hits, swells, Glissandos (all tutti), &

great strings sections. Superb.

CD-ROM: for Akai or

SampleCell: £199

ZERO -G TECHNOTRRNCE
There is an enormous BUZZ deve

hod fantastic reviews and what r, -.:m se

Audio CD: £54.95 -Rom:1£99.00

ZEROG
NEW LOW PRICE! Over 3

Fantastic reviews in AU tl

Audio CDs: £19.95

FROM BEST

WILES
hly acclaimed samples for dance.

ss.Tremendous value for money.

Akai CD-ROM: '£99.00.

GERMANY  TWO OF THE BEST CDs WE HAVE.

ER HORNS" AND

RSSICRL CHOIRS"
B.:Atm CDs have had -A -A.:tc-A A Fivestar

Reviews in Sound on Sound Fantastic quality!!!!

Audio CD versions:

CD-ROM versions:

5R MPL ELLIRRE
If you liked the "Dance Industrial" CD, you'll
LOVE this. Hard -edged techno & industrial
loops & percussion. Ultra -high standard of
production. One albeit dance products we've
heard from USA, by two big U.S. names.
"Unless you wont to do straight soul or hip hop
with your sampler, you should definitely buy
this volume. It's hard, it's brash, it's funky, it's
catchy, it's well produced, it's comprehensive,
it's- it's... Well, quite frankly its brilliant...
give your sampler a treat and get yourself a
copy os soon as possible:
(Future Music, Mor.941. L.69.9.)

£59.95
£149

NOW YOU'VE GOT A FREE CD-ROM!*
the brand new Time+Space Showcase CD-ROM
in Akai 53000/51000 format. Over 200MB of
samples from many existing & future products.
It's FREE when you order any other CD-ROM!

*OFFER
LIMITED TO
ONE PER
HOUSEHOLD,
WHILE STOCKS
LAST -SO
HURRY!

RE CNN
TONAL TEXTURES by DRVID TORN

Loops, Beds, Samdscapes for Film,

Composition & Multimedia. Completely
compatible with 51000, 51100, 53000,

K2000, EIIIX, SP -700, 5-760. By esoteric guitar
wizard, David Torn. Diverse new collection of
unique belied atmospheres that morph and
change through time. Very special musical

landscapes that evoke an infinite spectrum of

moods,ambiance's, colors, and feelings.

Audio CD: [09.95;
Multi -platform CD-ROM:1£249.00

"XL -I Plus" 1111
DOUBLE CD DANCE PACK

The replacement for X -Static and XL1 (which

hove both been discontinued).

"XLIPISis" contains 3144 dance samples.

,1( Five-star Review

(Sound on Sound, Mar 94(. Wicked!!!!

£69.95

JD -800 RKRI CD-ROM
Wicked programming! This is a really

happening CD-ROM  500Mb  210
Volumes  2200 programs  2500 samples

sorted by category  Attack synths  Basses

 Bell sounds  Brasses  Clavinets  Ethnic

& flutes  Fairlight impressions  Organs 
 Pianos  Strings  Musical & special

forms. Ando very low

ATTENTION ALL SAMPLING
HARDWARE DEALERS!

Heard about the Time+5pace
sample -CD Jukebox Promotion??

Let us put a Sony 100 -CD Jukebox in your
premises, fully -loaded with the worlds Top

100 Sample -CDs, at our expense! Start
stocking all Time+Space titles now! Well
give you all the support you need & your

customers will get the best possible software
support for their sampler. They can listen

before they buy - WITHOUT staff
assistance. Call us to see if your store

qualifies for this unique promotion. Then
come and try the system first-hand at the

Midi Music Show (Wembley, 22-24 April)
- we think you'll agree it's a winner.

FUNK allTPR
By Vkid Noslos. Simply the best guitar rhythm

collection in existence the reviewers all agree.

Coming soon, Vlad's new CD/CDROM 

FUNK BASS  one of the major releases of 1994!!

Audio CD: £54.95
Full Akai CD-ROM:. £199
mlte E:;47(-27" `£79.00

FINIMPLOG7
ANALOG GROOVES

New from Big Fish Audio (USA). Ambient,

Progressive, Trance, Techno, Rave - these styles

ore rapidly evolving. Don't use outdated synth

& bass loops that would fit right into a cheesy

commercial or a second-rate video game! They
just won't cut it in 1994. This disc is pocked

with over 70 mins of pippin' NEW analogue &

synth/bass loops. Step back, look ahead.

VOCRL BYTES
This new vocal CD is extremely
valuable. Although it's not all

amazing, the good samples are not
just good but PRICELESS!! Top -class

dance vocals, all original, and
many sung with a really special

power and vibe. So great value at :

I 54 9 5

Synclavier-
Sampler Library

VOCAL BYTES

OV.r
PRO00( 1111V101.01 1k,,t4 Ma. MARK [YU/W.10M

Oil eons, now..., HAP n DANor

SYNCLRVIER LIBRARY
Highly coveted collection incl. 1000's
of timbres & effects previously only
available to Synclavier owners. A
series of FOUR CD-ROMs in Akai,

Roland or Samplecell formats: Vail:
Strings. Vol.2: Percussion. Vol.3:
Keys & Guitars. Vol.4: Brass &
Winds. Call for release dates.

L249.00 EACH

REMR!! ONLY A FEW OF 001111.111s.- ARE IN THIS
ADVnR1lle,S0 CALL FOR OUR MEL CATALOG!!

FAST mail-order service - delivery usually nest working day
after receipt of payment by credit card (VISA / MASTERCARD
/ AMEX), postal orders, bank draft, building soc. cheque, or
cash (registered post - its quite safe!). TO ORDER:

TEL 0, 444 870681 or FAX 0442 877266
However, if paying by personal cheque please allow up to 7

working days (!) for clearance through the bank.
Make cheques/POs ayable to "TIME+SPACE" and post to:

BOX 306
HP4 3EP 

International orders: please add Li airmail or E10 express airmail. EC
countries: please give us your international VAT number if you have one.

Prices include VAT & UK Postage,

,&&

are subject to change without notice.

Ti
THE LEADING EDGE

OF SAMPLING TECHNOLOGY



News conipiled by Phil Ward and Danny McAleer

Roland
At the head of a stampede of new Roland products,
which include a new dimensional expander, are
more JVs than Jim Davidson could shake a stick at.
The new generation of synths - the JV-35, JV-50
and JV-90 - have each been designed to be
upgradeable via expansion boards, to increase the
polyphony, multitimbrality and the total number of
sounds available. The JV-35, which retails at £1,099,
comes in the physical form of a 61 -note velocity -
sensitive keyboard and with the aid of a pre -installed
VE-JV1 expansion board offers 56 -note polyphony
and 16 -part multitimbrality. The JV-50 has all the
functions of the JV-35 but with the addition of a SMF
player, all for the retail price of £1,350.
The JV-90, a better -endowed 76 -note keyboard, has
been designed by Roland to be both a live keyboard,
with its comprehensive controller sliders and a
velocity- and aftertouch- sensitive keyboard, and a
synth for studio/sequencing applications. £1,499 will
buy you 56 -note polyphony and 24 -part
multitimbrality with a wealth of sounds and
expansion capabilities.
The SDX-330 is Roland's latest step in their
ventures into 3 -dimensional sound. Utilising the RSS
technology first implemented by Roland in 1990, the
SDX-330 is able to move audio signals around a 3 -
dimensional sound field using conventional stereo
speakers. Effects offered include 3 -dimensional
chorus, panning, flange, phasing and a 3 -band
parametric EQ, of which certain parameters (up to a

oducts
maximum of five), like rotation speed or panning,
can be controlled via MIDI. The SDX-330 will retail
for £745 including VAT.
The MT -120S sound module represents another
poke at General MIDI for Roland, but this time
incorporating a more 'all -in -one' music source. Not
to be confused with another MT -120S, this one
features (amongst familiar GM/GS facilities) a built-
in 14W powered speaker system, and a 3.5" disk
drive that loads SMF and MIDI ISM data formats.
The MT -120S can store up to 40,000 events per
song in its 5 -track sequencer, and has additional
audio inputs so that other instruments can be mixed.
The MT -120S will retail for £825. For more
information contact: Roland UK, Rye Close, Ancells
Business Park, Fleet, Hampshire, GU13 8UY. Tel:
0252 816181.

Multimedia y
By its own admission, the Multimedia '94
show, which is to be held at Earls Court
2, London, between the 7th and 9th of June, is going to be "a
showcase for companies selling multimedia to businesses".
The event seemingly therefore is going to require a stiff
upper lip and some form of business apparel, and if this
seems bearable then perhaps the Innovation Gallery, a
feature devoted to demonstrating new and developing
products, will be worth seeing. For more information call Paul
Shelley on 081 742 2828.

Expanding the boundaries
of Time and Space

While AMG are off concentrating on the production of new CD-
ROMs and audio CDs, including libraries from the likes of Gota

Yashiki of Simply Red and Tim Farriss of INXS,
Time+Space have become the UK distributor for all
of their existing range, and if this isn't enough, the
German -produced 'Best Service' range of audio CDs

and CD-ROMs as well. The latest
sample CDs and CD-ROMs they
have to offer include Hallelujah!, a
collection of assorted vocal
samples ranging from classical
and ecclesiastical choirs to ragga
and rap, and XX-Large, a CD full
of loops for the dance, house and
techno orientated. For full details
on these products, or any others,
contact Time+Space, PO Box
306, Berkhampsted,
Hertfordshire, HP4 3EP, for a free
colour catalogue. Tel: 0442
870681. Fax 0442 877266.

IIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIIII

Metra Sounds
Answering the pleas of many old synthesiser owners for new,
professional sounds, Sounds OK, the UK distributors of the Metra Sound
cards and disks, are now distributing a range of disks, cards and even
cassettes, by the American company `Kid Nepro'. Keyboards and
modules such as the Casio CZ and VZ series, Roland's Juno keyboards
and the Korg Poly800 are now being catered for, in addition to Sounds
OK's usual service to more recent models. Prices for cassettes are
£24.30 each, disks are £32.45 each, and Korg/Roland RAM cards are
£68.87 each. For a full list of prices and sounds available, contact: Sounds
OK, 10 Frimley Grove Gardens, Frimley, Camberley, Surrey, GU16 5JX.
Tel: 0276 22946.
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CD
recording tips
If you've ever had one of those DAT to

CD -R sessions where nothing seems to work,
HHB have the "essential fix -all" device for you!
The Bit Box CD -R Optimiser i6 able to translate

index points, convert sample rates and, by
"manipulating status bits", make the transferral
of data from both professional and consumer
DAT recorders to CD -R devices an apparently
simple process. The Bit Box will be available

from June. For further information on what bits
are manipulated contact Steve Angel at HHB

Communications Limited, 73 -75 Scrubs Lane,
London, NW10 6QU. Tel: 081 960 2144.

Fax: 081 960 1160.



Yamaha MT120S Yamaha's MT120 4 -
track has undergone an
identity change, and

with it a host of improved features have been added. Recently discharged from the clinic under the
new title of the MT120S, it now boasts, in addition to all the facilities that the original model had to
offer, a 'stereo -sub' input, that allows a line level input from an external source to be routed into the
stereo master mix. Also, the new MT120S offers the function of auditioning foot -controlled punch -
ins and overdubs, thus avoiding any tape degradation caused by continuous re-recording. The
footswitch operation itself features a 3 -stage control sequence; once to start the tape, twice to
punch in and a third time to punch out. For further information contact Karl Christmas at Yamaha
Kemble UK Ltd., Sherbourne Drive, Tilbrook, Milton Keynes, MK7 8BL. Tel: 0908 366700. Fax:
0908 368872.

Cakewalk Home Studio is a software -based entry
level sequencing package for the PC, featuring
many of the facilities found in professional kits like
score, event, piano roll and MIDI controller mixer
edit pages. Priced very reasonably at £139 (inc
VAT), for £299 (inc VAT) the same package
comes complete with the Turtle Beach Maui
wavetable synth and Samplestore card.
Cakewalk Home Studio works on any IBM-
compatible PC running Windows 3.1 or higher,
and supports up to 16 MIDI ports with
Windows drivers, including the Roland
MPU401 and Soundblaster compatibles.

More information can be sought from Et Cetera on
0706 228039. Fax: 0706 222989.

Islington Music Workshops
As for so many aspiring music technicians, the prospect of ever getting that dream
job in a major recording studio is as unlikely as the Channel Tunnel opening on
time, so knowing that the Islington Music Workshop is running diploma courses in

2In4

series of shorter courses in Sampling/Sequencing/MIDI

a-tdradcitkiurnectuortdhieng8,-wMelDekl adnigdiuthmealickueu, rhaaes, itmo wbeaaregoruondntihnignga.

if
basics, 24 -track engineering and backing vocal training. There
is

coursesaIsoac

aourrseepinricseadmaptsamplingrateMIDIspfeucr

the
specifically forpwluoymeedn.

All
/ and residents of Islington. For a free brochure and prospectus

call 071 608 0231, or write to: Islington Music Workshop, 44
Pear Street, London, EC1V 3SB.

Steinberg now have an alternative to
having to give up a track of your ADAT to
SMPTE timecode when sync'ing to a MIDI
sequencer. The ACI is a device that can
translate the ADAT's proprietary timing
information into MTC for any MIDI
Machine Control (MMC)-compatible
sequencer to follow. This means that,
aside from having eight tracks of audio, far
more intuitive editing is available by using

the transport functions actually on the
sequencer. The ACI also has a 2 -way
interface that allows the connection and
control of more than one ADAT. More
from: Harman Audio, Borehamwood Ind
Park, Rowley Lane, Borehamwood, Herts
WD6 5PZ. Tel

207 5050.
Fax: 081 207
4572.

The complete audio picture
Professional audio in its many guises will be displayed for all to see and
query at the 1994 APRS exhibition, taking place from the 22nd - 24th
June at Olympia 2, London. The APRS show aims to provide a series of
workshops and 'briefing sessions' for all visitors, encompassing some
of the latest and most critical subjects including multimedia, theatre
sound, broadcasting, post -production and automation. Amongst the
exhibitors already confirmed to appear at the APRS are AMEK/TAC,
Otari, Harman Audio, Sony and Turbosound. For further information,
contact Philip Vaughan at APRS, 2 Windsor Square, Silver Street,
Reading, RG1 2TH. Tel: 0734 756218. Fax: 0734 756216.

Harman Audio, the UK
distributor for Steinberg, has

announced the implementation
of a Cubase upgrade system

whereby version upgrades,
and even computer platform

crossgrades, are possible.
Prices for converting to a

better life are available by
contacting Harman Audio at

the address below, or by
contacting your local dealer.

In addition, Steinberg now have the
Synthworks' Editors available for the Atari
Falcon, which are also upgradeable from

the ST version by sending your original
program disk to Robin Pearce at Harman

Audio, Unit 2, Borehamwood Industrial
Park, Rowley Lane, Borehamwood,

Hertfordshire, WD6 5PZ. Tel: 081 207
5050. Fax: 081 207 4572.

Easy c-o
cQ

E3

Sound Galaxy
upgrade

PC users with a 16 -bit Sound Galaxy
sound card can plug in and go with
Wavepower. The board supplies a 16 -

channel, 32 -note polyphonic
synth, complete with 4Mb of
onboard waveforms and
hundreds of digital sounds.
Plus the Midisoft Studio For
Windows sequencing software,
GM compatibility and a price of
only £104.58 (inc VAT). More
from Mark Blackham at Silica,
Tel: 081 309 1111. Fax: 081 308
1230.
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making waves
in PC audio

Logitech's latest sound card, called SoundMan Wave, employs wavetable
technology to stowaway samples inside your PC. It's a 16 -bit stereo card

Dance to the MIDI music
Dance Master is the new
collection, available on
two floppy disks, of
programmer Peter
Murphy's much sought
after drum patterns. Each
disk contains over 500 2 -
bar drum beats, with
several vari-ations on
each basic theme.
Stylistically, the patterns
are divided into 140 club,
50 house, 100 rave, 180
soul music and 40
ambient breaks - so the
current club scene is well
catered for. "Today's
dance music means
anything goes," says
Murphy, and since he
cites both 2 Unlimited and The Orb as style templates, it would
seem it most certainly does. More from: Profile Midi -Music, 143-
145 Mansfield Road, Papplewick, Notts NG15 8FJ. Tel: 0602
633117. Fax: 0602 633908.

running at 44kHz, and uses a Yamaha OPL-4 chip to store 128 original
sounds. There's a SCSI -II interface for CD-ROM drives, and the card is compatible with either
Windows 3.1 or DOS without any installation adjustments. In addition, FM synthesis is supported, so
both the old and the new standards in PC audio are covered.
Aiming the card at the multimedia and games markets, Logitech hope that the quality of the audio
will increase the seriousness with which audio is taken in these fields; at the same time, of course,

progress of this nature
continues to increase the
status of the computer as
an integrated musical
instrument. At a recent
demo, the card was pitched
against four others in a test
not unlike Blind Date for PC
journalists, and SoundMan
Wave was unanimously
voted top in sound quality.
So you never know; this
could be the start
of a beautiful friendchip.
More from: Martin Pickering
at Logitech, Tel: 0344
891313.

The SoundMan Wave
PC sound card: just
like having a little man
playing sax inside
your PC?

Backing musicians without attitude
OK, you've got piles of superb songs just
waiting to be heard. Trouble is, you don't play
drums or bass, your keyboard and guitar skills
are open to critical analysis and, whoops -a -
daisy, you don't run a professional recording
studio with session musicians wandering in and
out at all times of day and night. Well,
MusicStation For Windows could be just
the nudge you need to get you out of this hole
and into a rewarding computer -based groove.
This program, from Cubase moguls Steinberg,
is aimed at the seriously ambitious when it
comes to songwriting, and the absolute
beginner when it comes to, computer
sequencing.
MusicStation has 15 GM/GS-compatible style
templates, with 64 variations within each
template. Further styles can be loaded from

disk, or generated by your own adaptations.
These styles are arranged into eight
instrumental parts, which can be edited to
taste. In other words, if you've got the melody
and the chords, MusicStation has the rest.
A wavetable program incorporates some digital
audio; score printing is included; and plenty of
MIDI help is thrown in along with some
MIDI song files. What's that? The computer?
Oh... a 386/25MHz PC running Windows
3.1 or higher with 2Mb of free RAM.
Your choice of MIDI keyboard is your own
affair.
Given that you can upgrade to any Cubase
package on any platform (after the first three
Top Ten singles, presumably), MusicStation
would seem to get you off to a very reasonable
start at £149.00. More from Jane Pendry at:

Harman Audio, Borehamwood Industrial
Park, Rowley Lane, Borehamwood, Herts.
WD6 5PZ. Tel: 081 207 5050. Fax: 081 207
4572.
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76 Keys
64 Voices
16 Meg of ROM
Onboard Effects
ADAT° Compatible

TM

The Sound of Alesis. At last.
Sound Technology plc
Letchworth Point,. Letchworth, Hertfordshire, SG6 1 ND
Tel: 0462 480000 Fax: 0462 480800

128 factory presets, 128 user programs, QS Composite Synthesis', QS Parallel/Matrix Effects'' with 4 independent busses, a PCM-CIA ROM
card slot, intelligent user interface, multiple independent zones, velocity, aftertouch and direct digital recording to ADAT make the QuadraSynth
the most powerful keyboard you can own. The Dream Studio" is coming together. Don't need the keys? The S4' Sound Module is coming soon.
All trademarks are property of Alesis Corporation. ® Alesis and ADAT are registered trademarks of Alesis Corporation.
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Scenes from the

Frankfurt Music Messe...

The Waldorf
Wave -a
big, big
synth with
designer
knobs for
the '90s...

An ebullient presentation for Emagic's
Logic Audio software, showcasing The
Digital Factory editing tools. During the
launch of this DTD recording package,
Sting's 'We'll Be Together Again' was

groove-quantised into a reggae track in
(almost) real time. All of the functions of

MIDI sequencing (as in Notator Logic) are
available to the digital audio, integrating

MIDI and acoustic parts with
unprecedented control.

Blow your mind with Akai's
EWI3020 wind -controller and
EWI3020m sound module,
upgrades to the almost
forgotten EWI3000.

desktop EFFECTS forwa
Mac musos can look

rd to a range of
signal processors

available as software add-ons - sort of on-line FX as opposed to in -
line FX. The first of these is Hyperprism from Arboretum Systems,
which offers real-time, non-destructive effects application and
editing to sound files of any length. Two effects can be applied
simultaneously, and all the likely types of effect are available -
subdivided into filters, modulations, delays, followers, spatialisation
and 'special' (ring modulation etc). Obviously, parameters can be
set up and stored ad infinitum.
It's all click'n'drag stuff, and one more step in the direction of the all -
in -one professional desktop studio. NB - you will need a NuBus or
LC slot, plus SoundTools 1 or 2, Audiomedia 1 or 2, or ProTools
hardware. Price: £411.25 (inc VAT). More from: TSC, 9 Hatton
Street, London NW8 8PR. Tel: 071 258 3454. Fax: 071 262 8215.

HomeTech Music Club
If the thought
appeals of rifling

through your local record store and coming
across a 12" with a sticky white label on it
bearing the name of you or your band, I dare
say you're not alone. It's for this reason that
the HomeTech Music Club has formed. The
club is designed to help hi -tech
home musicians unite with their potential
audiences via a periodic promotional
newsletter. Initially a quarterly publication
(until such time as circumstances allow
a monthly), the newsletter (priced £3.00,
or £2.50 to members) will provide the

Akai DA8 DTD recorder, 8 -track plus
16 -channel onboard mixing...

...Plus:

New 'virtual acoustic' synthesis from
Yamaha: the VL-1.

The Manager CD Printer from German company
TechnoLab, a hard disk recording system which prints the final mix directly onto
a recordable CD... Akai MPC3000 MIDI Production Centre, 32-voice/16-bit
sampler/sequencer, 2Mb expandable to 16Mb... The Mac version of Emagic's
Logic 2.0 supports QuickTime Video, so soundtracks can be prepared on the
desktop... and strong DJ gear presence from Kam, Gemini and others.

This is the WaveRider, a brainwave-
to-MIDI converter. Scanned trans -
cranial electronic impulses trigger
MIDI notes and are recorded
sequencer -style as you, er, go
along. At this stage, little happens at
the other end apart from random

tinklings of General MIDI sounds. In time, pulse, gestures and other bio-
dynamic states could be mapped to pre -ordained sequences, or
different sound modules. Place of origin? California...

much sought after link between buyer
and musician with a mail order facility
and an accompanying demo tape of members'
work.
The service is essentially free, though
presumably there is a charge for membership
(which is for life), and as an incentive to
apply, HomeTech are currently offering
complimentary copies of their preview issue
and tape to all enquiries they receive. Those
interested in finding out more should contact
Keith Nelson-Tomsen at: HomeTech Music
Club, 2a White Conduit Street, Islington, Ni
9EL. Tel: 071 354 8870.

collective experimentation
As an alternative to Virtual World, the Cornish dance and cyberfun
extravaganza announced in last month's Scanners, the 3rd Annual
Festival Of Experimental Music is for those who prefer their headspace
to be bombarded in less hedonistic ways. On exactly the same dates -
May 27th -30th - this festival will showcase a more cerebral underground
scene, where jazz meets electronics and musique concrete meets rock.
Artists confirmed so far include Thurston Moore of Sonic Youth, Fred
Frith (ex -Henry Cow), and "electro-scrambling improv pranksters" Stock,

Hausen & Walkman. Look
out, also, for Jon Rose's
`virtual violin'. Few, if any,
prisoners will be taken.
The whole thing takes
place at Conway Hall, Red
Lion Square, Holborn,
London WC1, each night
at 7pm, and is organised
by the London Musicians'
Collective. One of their
stated aims is "to focus
attention on the new
aesthetics being forged by
the application of
contemporary
technologies", and when
jazzers say things like this
you can be sure
something big is brewing.
Check it out, if you don't
like dancing.
The LMC is also showing

a healthy interest in mixed media ideas. As part of the London Jazz
Festival, they're putting on three nights of new works for music, video
and film at Creative Block, 49 East Road, London N1 6AH, at 9pm on
12th, 13th and 14th May. These events feature experiments in sampling,
audio-visual co-ordination, tape looping and electronics by
acknowledged pioneers in the field. Anyone remember Fluxus?
More from: the LMC, 60 Farringdon Road, London EC1 R 3BP. Tel: 071
490 2118. Fax: 071 490 2119.
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COVER ALL YOUR BASSES

dd some color to your low end with the Peavey DPM®
SpectrumTM Bass. The name says it all. This rack -mount bass module
covers the whole spectrum of bass voices. From finger -picked and slap
electric bass, fretless electric bass and pizzicato upright bass to tons of
analog and digital synth basses, the Peavey Spectrum is chock full of all
the hot new sounds along with the standard classics.

The Spectrum features 8 -voice polyphony and 4 -channel multi-timbral
response, allowing four presets to be layered or accessed on individual
MIDI channels.

Front panel controls include basic preset selection, transposition,
pitch bend range, fine tuning, and MIDI reception mode (complete
preset selection available via MIDI).

Other features include stereo audio outputs, MIDI in/out/thru
connectors and MIDI overflow for daisy -chaining modules.

The Peavey DPM Spectrum bass covers all the basses. And as usual,
the price is right. See your local Peavey dealer for a demonstration.

 8 -voice polyphonic
 4 -voice multi-timbral
 1 Mb of 16 -bit samples
 200 presets

Layered presets for
even fatter sounds

 Interface to keyboards
or Peavey Cyberbaser"

 Mono/Legato mode
 Fine tune and transpose

PEAVEY"
PEAVEY ELECTRONICS (U.K.) LTD. HATTON HOUSE HUNTERS ROAD CORBY NORTHANTS NNI7 5JE UNITED KINGDOM TEL: 0536 205520
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sample CDs and
disks, and a completely inept filing system to
match, perhaps it's about time you woke up to a
database system. On the other hand you could
always buy one, already prepared with many
templates of popular sample CDs, from Intrinsic
Technology. Slam CD is a card -based database
accessory (so it's possible to run it alongside
your sequencer) for the Atari ST/Falcon that
helps you catalogue your sample library. It

provides the usual search criteria expected of
databases, but with the addition of a BPM/delay
and Score calculator, which is particularly useful
for loops. Slam CD is available for £10 from
Intrinsic Technology Ltd., PO Box 907, London,
SE27 9NZ. Tel/Fax: 081 7610178.

Radio silence

Stand and deliver

Following Radio 3's decision to broadcast ambient sounds during the
wee small hours between closedown and startup, comes news of a
campaign to start an 'ambient' radio station. The hope is that the
franchise for the FM spectrum between 105MHz and 108MHz will be
used for a continuous program of ambient music.
Unlike Radio 3's concept - which literally transmits natural sound
recordings such as running water or birdsong - The Light Program (as
it would be known) would carry all sorts of music from "classic rock" to
"pure waves of ambient sound", but, crucially, would avoid DJs, jingles,

Whenever we talk about desktop this and
desktop that in MT, what sort of desk are we
talking about? Something scrawled with
compass striations and stained with ink blots? I
don't think so. It's probably something more
like the GT-CDESK1 portable studio desk
from Cambridge Innovation Systems.
Designed to accommodate such kit as master
keyboard, small mixer, computer, rackmounted
modules and monitors, it's undoubtedly a
piece of bedroom furniture. Of the three work
surfaces, the middle shelf is the largest at
1450mm wide and 700mm deep. The top
shelf measures 1450mm by 350mm, and the
lower shelf 1400mm by 700 - a surface which
is retractable in the manner of your average
computer stand. Price? £249.95 (inc VAT).
Contact: CIS Sales, Tel: 0284 725639.

news reports and adverts. Sounds idyllic ...and also sounds a lot like
any other proposed subscription -based systems for aural wallpaper
using cable technology. Our guess is that, while the continued
promotion of Brian Eno's concept of ambient music is laudable, only
when greater interaction between the listener and the programming is
allowed will broadcasting of this kind truly mature.
To join the campaign, send an SAE to: USS, The Sound House, PO
Box 37B, Hampton Court, Surrey KT8 9JB. More information from USS
on 0792 360742.
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SOUNDFX Classic 3000
SOUN,D SYSTEM

 16 BIT PC Soundcard
 PCM wavetable synthesizer with 317 sampled sounds
 Sampling rate 44.1 KHZ (CD quality)

...some of the best sounds I've heard on a PC card
 ADLIB, Soundblaster compatible "...sounds pretty good, too"
 Windows sound system compatible
 Roland SCC-1, MT32 instrument compatible
 General MIDI & Roland GS instrument compatible
 Roland MPU - 401 UART compatible
*CD ROM interfaces
 MIDI interface & lead
 Digital mixer
 Mini keyboard (optional)

MT March '94

Future Music April '94

Every Sound
You'll Ever Need

All this for around £200* including cubase Lite and wave sound editor
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Sound
Explorer

Effuepffint Bluepoint Corporation (UK) Ltd, 17-19 James Way, Milton Keynes MK1 1SU
For local stockists call 0908 277007
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*Price subject to VAT

Sound FX Classic 3000
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Mike Godfrey's sketches for Virtual World reveal a beach
transformed into a multi -zoned techno-park.

A 1

More than anything of

else, Virtual World
(previewed in last
month's 'Scanners')
is designed to be a

multimedia experience. Not
merely a dance music festival,
nor a hi -tech fairground, the
intention is to integrate a whole
range of aesthetic stimuli in one environment.

In doing so, organisers Obsession are bringing together
several threads in popular culture. From dance music comes the blend
of DJs and chart acts such as D:ream and The Prodigy, whose new-
found status, despite the anti -star system propagated by dance music
in its purest forms, lends some glamour to the occasion. From the club
scene comes a concern for visual impact and an immersive space,
represented by lights, lasers and 3D sound. And from the world of
computer games come simulators, video graphics and other interactive
attractions without which no self-respecting youth program would be
complete.

The primary unifying factor in all this is technology and, more
specifically, a positive attitude towards it. Almost as leitmotifs for the
whole concept, two pieces of technology in particular are proudly on
display. Making its debut in the UK, the LVP (Laser Video Projector)
projects full colour video and 3D graphics onto a 60ft screen, using two
30W Coherant tubes and 225Kv of power. It's accompanied by the AVLS

(Audio Visual Live System), which promises "the full immersion of
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audiences within
a projected interactive
environment". This environment actually
consists of screens and speakers, but there's more
to it than that.

The audio-visual program can be manipulated in real time. Combining
virtual reality, games simulation and video lighting technology, the
system is a deliberate attempt to go beyond small, individual computer
screens and headsets for two reasons: firstly, these are not considered
to be natural, ergonomic interfaces for gregarious human beings; and
secondly, they destroy the whole concept of 'an audience'.

AVLS is the brainchild of Archiv Productions, whose Mike Godfrey has
been engaged in the pursuit of virtual environments for the best part of a
decade. The company has its roots in the kind of computer -based 3D

4r



modelling used in such specialised fields
as architecture, but Mike's natural

bent towards music led not
only to considerations of

the entertainment potential
in the software, but also
to pioneering work

in the PA sphere -
namely, improving

the frequency
responsiveness
of rigs supplied by
market leaders
Electro-Voice.

Exposed to live
musical events
in this way,
Mike founded a
breakaway team
resplen-dent in

the group title
Children Of Tech-

nology, and quickly
discovered that he

had captured a mood
shared by an emerging

dance and festival
culture.

"Not only did we
wish to create music

and visuals as artistic
goals," he recalls,
"but also develop
technologies to

inco-rporate
our wider

under-
standing of
the potential
we had identified
and needed to
research".

As a result, 1992's Glastonbury
Festival heralded the arrival of the AVLS in the guise of a 60ft screen
showing a live mix of computer graphics and video footage in sync
with electronic music by One Love Foundation and Harvey
Bainbridge. The graphics element, generated by Dave Japp
and Jeff Minter, became known as a separate entity. and was

ough of a hit to prompt the formation of yet another specialist team
der the banner of the Virtual Light Company. Meanwhile. the same

occasion drew Annie McGann into Mike's team,
supplementing the multimedia brainstorming with
experience in avant-garde music and theatre.

Following several successful productions, including
Against Nature in Liverpool and some special effects for
The Tempest at Bristol's Old Vic, The Children Of
Technology were approached by dance -party organisers
Obsession in a move to integrate large-scale video
projections and lighting effects into their rave -inspired
events. The first of these, The Third Dimension in Exeter,
extended the scale of operations. 450 square metres of
screen surfaces surrounded the audience, as synchronised
laser projections transformed the dance experience into
something new. Other events followed, and a relationship
was cemented between club culture and computer
graphics. Increasingly, live electronic performances and
experimental theatre productions also benefited from the
team's expertise. When Virtual World was first conceived,
Archiv and the Children Of Technology were a natural
choice.

"The Virtual World concept grew out of rave/dance culture," says
Mike, "and was prepared by Archiv in its entirety, sketch by sketch, after

discussions with Obsession's Gideon Dawson in Spring
1993. A full production for 20,000 people was

envisaged, to happen within striking distance
of London.

"But it was not to be. The proposals
were thwarted in mid -1993, with

resistance from local authorities. At
Archiv's suggestion, Obsession

continued its program of live dance
parties in regional venues."

Now that's a familiar story. The
same fate has befallen
Experience, also announced in
last month's 'Scanners'.
According to the organisers of
the Lydd Airport extravaganza,
a licence became impossible
to secure in the face of all the
old authoritarian excuses. It
seems that the business of

trailblazing hi -tech events
demands equal portions
of vision and
administrative caution.

However, the venue
for Virtual World - a

mile and a half of
Cornish beach near St

Austell - became available
without hiccups after two

Obsession events in the same
region passed without incident.

To seize the opportunity, Archiv
were given all the encouragement

they needed to push back the
boundaries in a "futuristic" brief from
Obsession. It was decided, explains

Mike, to develop two separate AVLS's.
"The main arena will feature strongly as

the night draws on. Spectacular lighting
effects are planned, with the use of lighting towers

and an LCI laser projector for video graphics. The screen
format and its position are unusual, based on AVLS experiments. Live
visuals will be mixed into the system by Children Of T(i-cliiiJlogy, Hex
and Siricom. It's unlikely that any of the latest Interactive

17



will be inputting into the AVLS 1 prior to an evaluation of the screen and

projector performance.
"The second AVLS stageshow will feature workshop visuals mixes,

with visuals developers invited to experiment. The system will use
Barco 5000 and Sony CRT projectors to create an immersive
wide screen array. In addition to pre -prepared stock footage, inputs

will include data from graphics computers, digital video platforms
and live camerawork, all manipulated in real time to either follow
the music or inspire the musicians."

It's clear that this is a technology only at the beginning of its potential.
Experiments are ongoing, and the will to achieve an integrated whole to

some extent still outweighs the practical realities. Meanwhile, centralised

audio-visual control is

appended by 3D sound and
Optikinetics lighting systems in
an approximation of true
multimedia. Equally important
for the future is the
technology's ability to handle
responsively and interactively,
which is why Archiv are
currently rubbing shoulders
with games and graphics
developers. Mike Godfrey is
optimistic.

"Our intentions to develop a
live visuals manipulation
system, as a robust tool for
bands, musicians and
multimedia developers,
enabling the transfer of studio
product into the real world,
have progressed significantly
with further collab-orations,"
he says. And if all goes well at
Virtual World, progress is
assured. 
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Your music career starts here! Whether you're a
"pro" or just starting out, SeqWin MultiMedia is all
you need to create an exciting multimedia symphony
- and it's great fun too!

And SeqWin MultiMedia comes with a FREE copy of
- the essential MIDI driver package

for Windows - valued at £29!

SeqWin MultiMedia is written in the U.K. by LWA, so
you're assured of the best possible support, including
FREE lifetime technical support & regular upgrades.

-es/E0.419
What the Press say about

Sep Win
"For the new recruit to MIDI, it's an
absolute joy" - Practical PCilarch 1993

"Seqwin is excellent value for money,
offers a wide range of features and is very
simple easy to use" - Pc ling,zme,./14/1. /993

This British product is probably as good
as you'll get from a Windows MIDI
application - rWU, lin,. Dec onht9 199;

SeqWin is an excellent product ... It's
great fun and it brings together sound and
vision in a way which would have been
beyond our means only a couple of years
ago." - III ilagazine, January /993

OW

©track
featured unlimited

Wtrack MIDI sequencer

©piano
MIDI event editing in

roll or notation

©with
Wave audio editor

toliwith .WAV import/export

©takes
Instrument Map

Wtakes care of MIDI details

©formats
multiple media

tOformats at the same time

©with
& loop phrases

Wwith simple mouse clicks

©for
patch -caching

Gravis Ultrasound

Contact LWA at:
Spirella Building
Letchworth
Herts. SG6 4ET

SeqWin v2 £99
SeqWin v2/MultiMedia £129

MIDI Master Plus £29
MultiMedia Systems from £179

By Lowrie Woolf Associates Ltd. 4.
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APRS 94 is Europe's 'One Show' for the
latest and best in Pro Audio NOW!
Microphones to MIDI to mixing desks,
broadcasting systems to multimedia,
project studios to post -production, live
sound to CD replication...

and much more !

For YOU and everyone seriously into
audio, APRS 94 is the one place to be.

Call our Helpline - UK (0) 734 31 22 11
to check your free registration.
Deadline to pre -register: 30 May 1994
(or simply pay £6 at the door).

the one audio show

APAS
22-24 June 1994

/WI

Plus - new for 94 ! - all visitors welcome to our FREE programme -BRIEFINGS". panelled by leading
industry names and covering the hottest topics of the business throughout the 3 days of the Exhibition.



 MAIL ORDER

 FAST DELIVERY

 LOTS OF SOFTWARE

ALWAYS ON DEMO

IN STORE!
1 Hurts Yard, Nottingham NG1 6JD

PC MIDI MUSIC SPECIALISTS. HERE ARE JUST SOME OF THE PRODUCTS WE STOCK:

Mille
aefN e

 PACKAGE DEALS

I U M A SPECIALITYM
 EXPORT WELCOME

 HELPFUL SERVICE

cfoitwafi-e

Fez : 0602 241924
VISAMasterCard

AMERICAN
EXPRESS

SOFTWARE
MASTER TRAX PRO £179.00

CADENZA FOR WINDOWS £269.00

SUPER JAM £59.95

CAKEWALK V2.0

NEW CAKEWALK
Homo Studio
only El 29

NOW WITH SCORE PRINT CREST ANYWHERE

BAND IN A BOX £89.00

MAX PAK £229.00

BALLADE DOS OR WINDOWS £P.O.A.

9xanbcug

CUBASE
SCORE

PC

CALL

FOR

BEST

DEALS

All versions on all formats inc Falcon Audio

NEW MUSIC STATION £349.00

CHASE AUDIO (MAC) £P.O.A.

CUBASE COMPACT (P() £189.00

FINALE (P.0.4.

SONGWRIGHT £119.00

MUSICATOR GS £269.00

PROFESSIONAL COMPOSER £399.00

MUSIC PROSE (P.0.4.

MIDI QUEST SYNTH EDITORS.. £79.00

MUSIC TIME £P.O.A.

ENCORE £449.09

MIDI CONNECTIONS

The all in one software only £125.00

SEQWIN V2.0 MULTIMEDIA (rave reviews) £129.00

PIANOWORKS Teach yourself keyboard technique for just £99.00

MIDISCAN £P.O.A.

JAll GUITARIST £49.95

THE PIANIST

(OVER 200 CLASSICAL MIDI FILES) £49.95

NEW JAll PIANIST FOR PC, ST OR MAC (49.95

EiTIAGiC
NOTATOR LOGIC (MAC/ATARI) £P.O.A.

MICRO LOGIC (PC) £119.00

NOTATOR SL (ATARI) £179.00

LOGIC AUDIO State of the art MIDI sequencing and digital

recording for Macintosh & Atari Falcon. Call for details.

DIGITAL AUDIO
SAW 8 TRACK
The very latest in digital recording
- now with some great new
features including sync to MT(

£549 inc. VAT

MUSIC

Hewi
T

1uv 4E0:P:of

WARALOoRLD'S

miPE.

Bert

TURTLE BEACH MONTEREY £P.O.A.

TAHITI £P.O.A.

MAUI £P.O.A.

GV]C\V:r CARD D SYSTEM
Incorporating 4 track hard disk recording with lightning
fast editing and real-time mixing. Complete system for
less than £1000. Call for more details.
WAVE FOR WINDOWS
An awe inspiring package that can record, edit, add
stunning effects and mixdown sample files in many
formats £119.00

CREATIVE LABS AWE - 32
16 bit Total Solution sound card

Call for details

CLASSIC FX3000
Stunning new sound card inc: 317 Sampled Sounds,
Digital Recording at 48 KHz - call for more details

ROLAND ATW10 £439.00

ATARI FALCON 030

+ CUBASE AUDIO CALL

SAMPLE VISION

Sample Editor for PC. - supports most samplers ..£99.95

TURTLE BEACH DIGITAL RECORDING SYSTEM

Inc Turtle Beach Tahiti card, SAW 8 track software

and Music Quest MQX-32M. £999 inc VAT

PC MIDI INTERFACES
MUSIC QUEST PC MIDI CARD £P.O.A.

MUSIC QUEST MQX-32M £P.O.A.

MUSIC QUEST 2 PORT SE 2 MIDI IN AND 2 OUT WITH
SMPTE FOR THE PARALLEL PORT £199.00

MOTU MIDI EXPRESS

6 MIDI ins, 6 outs, SMPTE, MIDI patchbay

New MPU401 compatible £P.O.A.

Key HP128 8 outputs on the parallel port £179.00

SOUND CARD, update -to -MIDI kits CALL

KEY MIDIATOR SERIAL PORT INTERFACE £119.00

PORTMAN PARALLEL PORT INTERFACE £119.00

CALL NOW FOR THE BEST QUOTE!! E&OE

:KORG:

AUDIO GALLERY
128 stunning GM sounds

with effects. PC or MAC,

interface with MIDI out. Includes

Iran V3.0 sequencer with 64

track MIDI sequencing, score

printing and multimedia support.

All connection cables included

at just £319.00

Soundtrack GSQ(21
GM sound card &
PC MIDI interface.

Over 250 sampled sounds
for only £129.00

It, 'Roland
RAP 10

in stock £POA

Ilc 'Roland
SC -7

£299.00

FATAR
STUDIO 90+

In stock
EPOA

E -mu
Proformance

f 299.00

MICROPOLIS
Data storage systems

FULL
AFTER SALES

SUPPORT

YAMAHA

TG 300 fP.O.A.
Dream GMX -1

tone module inc
PC MIDI interface only £179.00

THE JAMMER
Incredible style & song generator.

Tell Jammer as much or as little
about your new song as you want

and let the programme
do the rest.

YAMAHA
HELLO MUSIC

4
IN STOCK

1111M1111111111111111111

Yamaha
SY85

£P.O.A.

inRoland
PC200 GS

ONLY £195.00

11tHn;fllIP111Hul

NOVATION BASS STATION
Dual oscillator analogue bass synth

with full MIDI control £P.O.A.
MIDICON 2 -octave MIDI controller £89.00

At CISMonitor One studio reference
monitors ONLY £369.00 pair

AKG Acoustics mics and headphones.
Call for details.

COMPUTER SYSTEMS
IBM COMPATIBLE 486 SX25

2MB RAM, 85MB HD, 14" SVGA, DOS, Windows,
Mouse etc.

Desk -top or Mini Tower £899.O0inc.V.A.T.

COMPLETE PC MUSIC SET-UP

IBM 386 as above with Cakewalk Pro V2.0, Wave for
Windows, Logitech Soundman 16 -bit card and MIDI
adaptor cable £1349.00 inc. V.A.T.

CALL FOR A QUOTE ON A TAILOR-MADE

PC MUSIC SYSTEM

Millennium 0602 24 19 24
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Once a luxury of only professional computer users, hard disk drives are now included with every

machine sold. But how much disk space do you need? How fast does your data need to flow? How

much need you spend? Answering all these questions - and more - Ian Waugh...

.1

t's true. Personal computers are really
powerful these days; compact and
expandable, even a relatively
inexpensive machine can provide
you with a computing power

approaching that of Harlow in Essex. A
computer of equivalent power 15 years
ago would have taken a large
warehouseman to hold it... Really.

Given that computers are getting more
and more powerful, you might think that
speed is not the problem it used to be. But
modern applications are growing in size,
too, becoming more sophisticated and
graphics -orientated and demanding a fast
machine in order to work at a reasonable
pace. Speed is also essential for any
process based on the rapid transfer of data
such as direct -to -disk recording and video
playback.

All of which puts an added burden on
your computer's hard disk drive. Simply
put, if you don't have the disk space to
install that new multimedia program or
the drive speed to transfer data at the
required rate for that direct -to -disk
recording system - you're stuffed. In fact,
hard disks are probably one of the most
underrated items in your computer setup.
This feature will tell you a little bit about
them and help you select a suitable disk
when buying a new computer or if you're
looking to upgrade your old one.

In the early days of hard disks, 10Mb
was a lot of space, more than enough
to install several applications and store

their data. The minimum size disk you're
likely to find for i PC or Mac now is 40Mb
although in reality this is far too small for
a modern computer system. Many
suppliers are currently suggesting a
minimum of 80Mb or 100Mb and some
even recommend 250Mb drives.

OK, the smaller disks are not going to
be too small for everyone. If you only
want to run one application such as a
wordprocessor fine, but if you're involved
in direct -to -disk recording, sequencing,
multimedia, CD-ROMs, DTP; if you're
likely to add even two or three new
applications to your computer over the
next few months; if you install the odd
game, enjoy Shareware and the programs
given away on the covers of magazines -
then that 'massive' 100Mb of disk space
will vanish in no time at all.

Large capacity hard disks are
particularly important for direct -to -disk
recording and multimedia. They are
useful, too, for storing and organising
samples although a removable hard disk is
generally a better option here.

To give you an example of how much
disk space a computer can gobble up, the
System folder on my Mac contains 30Mb
of data and the Windows directory on my
PC contains over 25Mb of files. My PC's
230Mb hard disk has been full for three
months and I've only had it for a year.
Time for me to upgrade. I was wise with
my Mac and have a total of 1Gb of hard
disk space divided between the internal
and an external drive. Currently half of
this is free. I have a 30Mb drive on my ST
which has been far too small for at least
three years, but such is the current ST
market that I'm not inclined to upgrade it.
ST applications don't need as much disk
space as those for the Mac and PC and ST
drives are horrendously expensive.

The first thing you must do is budget
for a hard disk which will see you
through, hopefully, a couple of years

at least. Always overestimate - it'll be
cheaper in the long term. The good news
is the cost of hard disks is falling. More

good news is that the bigger the disk you
buy, the faster it's likely to be and the
cheaper each megabyte of storage space
will be. For example, a 40Mb disk for the
Mac or PC is likely to cost around £2 per
megabyte whereas a 1Gb drive could work
out 75p or 80p per megabyte. Opt for a
2Gb drive and prices can be as low as 60p
per megabyte. A typical 40-52Mb drive for
the ST will cost between £150 and £200.
When you start looking at 500Mb and
1Gb drives the prices get better but still
cost over £1 per megabyte.

A 52Mb SCSI 2 drive for the Falcon
could cost £250 although why anyone ).

The case for compression

If you're running short of disk space you may
be wondering whether to buy another disk or
save some money and invest in a
compression utility. Programs such as DOS 6's
DoubleSpace and Novell's Stacker for the PC,
and Disk Doubler for the Mac will compress
botft applications and data files on the fly,

ctively increasing your disk's storage
cacity. They often claim to double your disk
s ace but in practice the savings are
somewhat less, although still significant.
The advantage of these programs is that they
are easy to install and they work in the
background. However, there are two
potential dangers you should be aware of.
Although the programs compress and
decompress fairly quickly, you will
undoubtedly experience a noticeable delay,
4tpecially on slower machines. The second
prqblem involves data security. It's just
poisible for disaster to visit your computer
while the program is in the middle of doing
its stuff. If this happens you could lose data
and find it hard to recover becausotf the
way it has been compressed. You should, of
course, always back up your data regularly,
but if you use a compressor this is especially
good advice.
There are probably thousands of people
using compressors quite happily but on a
purely personal note I'd rather invest in a
second or larger hard disk than slow down
my computers antimagm risk of losing data.
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/0- would want such a small drive for the
Falcon is anyone's guess - unless they
bought the hard disk -less Falcon which I
can only suggest borders on folly. A
540Mb drive would be much more
sensible and at around £600, more
reasonable, too.

Apart from size the other vital
consideration is speed. Before buying any
hard disk drive, you need to know its
access time (sometimes called the seek
time) which is the time it takes the drive
to reach a certain part of the disk, and the
data transfer rate (DTR) which is how
much data the drive can shift in a given
time. Access time is quoted in
milliseconds (ms) and while 30ms was
once considered fast, most modern PC
and Mac drives have an access time of
19ms or less and some large drives are as
fast as 10ms. 19ms is the minimum speed
required by most direct -to -disk recording
software but if you are working with
digital video and want your drive to read
graphics data you need the fastest you can
get. And then some.

The data transfer rate, DTR, is measured
in Kb/sec or Mb/sec and is a measure of
how quickly the drive can deliver the data
to the computer. Manufacturers usually
quote a maximum theoretical rate,
though in practise the computer is likely
to produce a bottleneck or two which can
slow down the transfer rate dramatically.
A typical DTR for a PC system may be
around 1-1.5Mb/sec although this can be
improved considerably using more
efficient data buses such as Intel's new PCI
bus, Vesa or SCSI 2. A good caching
system will also boost throughput. For
most applications the DTR isn't critical,
but if you are trying to read and play
audio or video from disk, it is. In fact,
both these applications really need
specialised hardware - especially video
work.

So having decided on the size and
speed of disk you need, how easy is it
to buy a new one and connect it?

We'll tackle ST and Falcon hard disks first
as these are fairly easy to install. Most
drives come ready to plug in and go. The
ST cannot be connected directly to a hard
disk so make sure you get all the necessary
cables. You'll also need a formatting
utility which should come with the drive.
If you're not considering upgrading your
ST to another computer and think you'll
still be using it for the next couple of
years, a hard disk is an excellent
investment. It will speed up your work
enormously and you'll wonder how on
earth you managed without one.

Mac are also easy computers to add *

.111.11111111
Caching the bus

All computer systems use buses and virtually all
hard disk systems employ some form of caching but

the PC excels in making a relatively simple concept
more complex than the Maastricht Treaty. Here's a
very brief summary of the situation. Stick with it and
don't let the acronyms throw you...

Simply put, a bus is a set of wires which carries

data from one part of the computer system to
another, say between the computer's main processor

and the disk drive or the monitor. The traditional PC
bus is the ISA (Industry Standard Architecture) bus
with a DTR of around 1-1.5Mb/sec but faster

got there first, it's relatively cheap and currently has
more support than PCI, but it's not as light a
standard. It's possible that a VL Bus from one
manufacturer may not work with a VL-Bus device

from another.
Current VL-Bus systems can struggle at 40MHz

clock speed and simply don't work 4 50MHz. A small

word of warning to anyone attem g to buy a
50MHz VL-Bus system - don't! Especially from Reeves
Computers which had the temerity to sell a 50MHz
VL-Bus PC which quite simply wouldn't run at
50MHz! Steer well clear, folks.

Memory

Disk Cache
Always On

Cache Size 1024K

Virtual Memory

C.) On

ir* Off

Select Hard Disk :

4 MalNain
Available on disk : 283M

Available built-in memory : 20M

32 -Bit Addressing

® On
0 Off

141

v7.1a6

R Am Disk

0 on

® Off

Percent of available memory
to use for a RAM disk :

0% 50%

RAM Disk Size

100%

OK

Use Defaults

The Mac's Memory Control Panel has a disk cache option.
. .

computer systems demand a bus which can (am
more data more quickly in order to avoid a
bottleneck - so other buses appeared such as EISA

(Extended ISA) and IBM's MCA (Micro Channel
Architecture) which can be up to five times faster.

In order to -speed up data transfer even more,
systems emp a cache or buffer. In a hard disk, for

example, his 'anticipate' the data the

computer is goi request next and store it in
special area of memory - the cache. The computer
can read data far more quickly from memory than it
can from the physical disk so data throughput is
increased. PC systems have a built-in cache in the

form of Smart Drive although on -disk caches are
usually far more efficient.

Then along came the local bus, desi ned to offer
greatly increased data throughput b

The PCI bus can match the VL-Bus s

before too long it is expected to doubt
newer standard so it doesn't have as m

and

It's a

third -

party support - although this will and' .tedly come.
It's also a more robust and technically superior
standard than Vesa which is geared towards
improving video output. PCI has arseye towards
multimedia and is designed with video and full -
motion video applications in mind.

PCI and Vesa will be able ti,coexist in the same
PC.

An interesting twist in the plot is that Apple has
expressed an interest in using PCI in new Macs and
PowerPCs. Another PCI benefit - which will probably
take a year to make much of an impact - is its plug in
and play ability.
A system will automatically recognise a PCI card and

communicating more directly with the coniputegure itself automatically which saves messing
processor. There are two prevalent standards - the around with IRQ settings and the like.

Vesa (Video Electronics Standard Association) VL-Bus To sum up - Vesa is cheaper, PCI is technically

(also knows as the Vesa Local Bus) and Intel's PCI superior but costs more and it will be a while before

(Peripheral Component Interconnect). The Vesa bus it fully catches on.
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PC MUSIC
MULTIMEDIA

z --n

[HIDING
10 Classic 3000

PC Sound Card
OK, the Turtle Beach card's the best but this is pretty damn close &
you can use it with virtually every game as well! And we'll throw in
Cubase Lite (normally £89) + MIDI interface cable (normally £18)...
All this for an introductory price of £219!!!! including VAT
Buy the above with any MIDI keyboard and
take another £20 off the price!!

h=2Roland
PC200GS £164
SCC-1 £319
JV35 £849!!

JV90 £1249!!
JV880 £599!!

P55 £385!!
A30 £359
Boss DRS £329

THE BEST PACKAGE!
CO quality GM module, Steinberg
sequencer/notation software, MIDI
jukebox, 20 FREE songs and cables.
No card needed, runs from serial
port only £335

FATA R
Brilliant MIDI controllers, all touch
sensitive, CMS61, 900 & 90+ & have
pitch bend & mod wheel.
Studio 49
Studio 61
CMS61
Studio 900

MHI 1101 I% I I

£105
£185
£279
£649

IC
6-2 mixer £119
8-2 mixer £209
SE206 monitors £89
SE207 monitors £159
Compressor/limiter £219
Dual 15 band eq £175
New PMC mixers
8-2 £299
12-2 £399
16-2 £499
24-2 £699
Call for brochures & price list.

YAMAHA
SY35
SY85
M0F2
PF 100

RY30
RY10
TG -100

TG -300 new
TG -500

0Y20
0Y8 new
0Y300 - new

£499
£1069
£289

£1499
£345
£175
£269
£619
£795
£369
£225
£899

ovation Bass Station

Great fat sounds with
full MIDI spec -

ONLY £349 inc. delivery

Novation
only £89 inc delivery

H 0 M E
RECORDING
CENTRE
Fostex X18H £299
X28H £409
280 £635
380S £725
Tascam Porta 07 £369
Yamaha MT120S £399
Yamaha MT8X £1099

_AARANTZ 4 TRACK:,
SUPERIOR QUALIT'_

PDM740  £6-:'
PDM720 - £4S

CALL FOP
BRO

Proteus FX £599
Proteus 2 £720
Proteus 3 £575
Vintage Keys £775
Morpheus £1 099
Performance £290
Performance + £339
Proteus Ultra £1499
Vintage Keys + £999
Vintage Keys Expander £229

RIO - brilliant wavetable synth to add to
your sound card, built-in effects £159

MAUI - wavetable GM synth inc. sample
store - play wave files into synth £185

TAHITI - 16 bit super card, very high quality
sampling card for hard disk recording £289

MONTEREY -16 bit sampling & GM
synth & effects, add sample store &

you've got the best sound card
available £379

et
Call for full price list
PC SOFTWARE

Cakewalk Pro 2 £249
Cakewalk home studio £130
Cubase Score £399
Cadenza £149
Musicator ....... .............. £245
Wave Windows £109
Band in a Box £79
The Pianist £45
Encore £419
Musictime E199
Trax £109
Cubase Windows E180
Cubase Lite £89
Procyon 32 track £45
SAW hard disk recorder £540
Mastertracks Pro 2149!
Trax Ver 2 £45!

Call for details & brochure
Lots of other software available.

PC HARDWARE
Musicquest
401 interface £75
MOX32M SMPTE card £195
MIDI engine 1 parallel interface £99
MIDI engine 1+ parallel interface 2 outs £119
Key Serial interface £105
Soundblaster Valve 16 £99
Sound blaster AWE32 £249

Microsound powered speakers -
Hi-fi quality, full range.
Sound brilliant £125 pair

THE COMPUTER & HIGH TECH MUSIC STORE



This SCSI device does not contain
the driver.

The Format option will destroy
any data on the disk

Proceed with Caution !!

MacMain
Version 3.04
SEAGATE ST4767

A typical Mac formatting utility with easy format options.

:\WIN>smartdry
icrosoft SMARTDrive Disk Cache version 4.0
opyright 1991.1992 Microsoft Corp.

'ache size: 2,097,152 bytes
'ache size while running Windows: 2,097,152 bytes

Disk Caching Status
rive read cache write cache buffering

A: yes no
B: yes no
C: yes yes

For help. type "Smartdro /?".

G: \WIN>

Easy Setup

Format

( Partition

MS-DOS has a built-in cache called Smart Drive whkh will increase data throughput.

hard disks too. They use SCSI drives and,
like all things Mac, you can usually buy
one, plug it in, format it and go. One
of the benefits of SCSI is that you can
add several drives and get them to work
together fairly painlessly.

PC hard disks, as you might expect, are
several degrees more complex. Most PCs
use an IDE drive (see Jargon buster). The
maximum IDE drive size is about 500Mb
so if you want to increase your storage
capacity you'll have to install a SCSI
drive or add another IDE drive. Unlike
SCSI, IDE only supports a maximum
of two drives and they must be
configured as Master and Slave. However,
wouldn't you know it, some drives just
won't work together. The only way
to discover if they will is to read the
documentation thoroughly and/or
contact the supplier/manufacturer and
ask them.

IDE drives are supported by the PC's
BIOS (see Jargon buster) and you have to
run the Setup program to tell your
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system it has a new drive. If you have
an old BIOS it may not support a large
hard disk. Something else to check. If
you plumb for a SCSI drive you'll need a
SCSI interface which can cost around
£100 although it will support up
to seven devices. SCSI devices are driven
from software and you'll have to copy
some files onto your system to take care
of this.

If you're in any way unsure about
upgrading your PC drive, ask a specialist
or arrange for the dealer to install
the drive for you. And make sure
you back up all your data first. If
you haven't yet bought a computer
it makes sense to spend a bit more to get
a hard disk which will last you for a
few years and which is fast enough
for any audio or video work you want to
do. And once you've got a suitable
hard disk, you need to look after
it so check out the Hard Disk Problems -
Prevention and Cure section of
this feature. 

Gb: Gigabyte or 1,024 Megabytes.
IDE: Integrated Drive Electronics. A
drive with most of the controlling
hardware built-in, reducing the cost
of the PC controller card.
SCSI: Small Computer Systems
Interface. A connection protocol used
by PCs, Macs, STs and most other
computer systems. SCSI devices can
be daisy -chained and a SCSI interface
can control up to seven devices
including hard disks, CD-ROMs,
scanners and so on.
SCSI 2: An enhancement to SCSI
which can transfer data more quickly.
BIOS: Basic Input/Output System, a
program usually stored in a PC's ROM
which tests the system when it's
switched on and loads the operating
system, usually DOS, from disk, and
generally helps the software and
hardware work together.

'44aismoo,

The reason why the data transfer
rate is so important in multimedia
applications is because of the
massive amounts of data which
need to be shifted in order to
display moving images on a
computer screen. If you're working
in true colour 24 -bit graphics with
only a quarter size viewing area of
320 x 240 pixels, the system would
have to move about 6Mb of data
per second. This is beyond the limits
of an ISA bus but quite possible
using one of the newer bus systems.
However, a hard disk with a data
throughput of 300Kb/sec certainly
isn't up to the job.
If you want to produce 24 -bit, full -
screen, 640 x 480 videos you're
looking at shifting 22-26Mb of data
per second. No drive can handle
that and even if it could, how much
disk space would you need for even
a 5 -minute short? Save your
calculator's batteries - it's about
7G b!

So, you need specialist video
compression hardware (which well
leave for another article).
Interestingly, Micropolis have
developed some very fast drives for
the digital video market which we
hope to be looking at soon (see last
month's Scanners).
Incidentally, in case you were
wondering, you can dramatically
reduce the amount of data the
system has to move by using 16 -bit

Lcolour instead of 24 -bit. But it
doesn't look as nice.



Not all sequencers are the same

Cakewalk Home Studio
for those who know t e di erence

(at a price that makes all the difference)

Cakewalk Home Studio is a brand new, 256 -track, MIDI
sequencer for your PC. Based on Twelve Tone Systems'
Cakewalk Pro for Windows (probably the best sequencer in
the world) it's got features you thought you could only get
from professional studio equipment, and a price you can
afford for your home studio.

Just look at what you get
with Cakewalk Home Studio!
SIX EDITING VIEWS:
 Track/Measure  Staff View  Piano Roll

vent List  Controller  Faders

RECORDING MODES
Record from MIDI instrument in steps
or in real-time, or enter notes with
your mouse in Piano Roll and Staff
views. And you can adjust tempo,
meter, and key signature afterwards.

EDITING COMMANDS
Cakewalk Home Studio puts you in
control with these commands: cut,
copy, paste, slide, transpose, length,
quantize, controller fill, extract, merge,
and event filter.

...........................

STAFF PRINTING
For fast, quality notation, there's a
custom TrueType font in selectable
sizes. Print up to 16 staves per page,
with the title, composer's name, and
performance instructions.

WAVE FILE PLAYBACK
Add voice or sound effects to your
MIDI sequence. Insert .WAV files
directly into a sequence and play it
back through your sound card.

AND MORE..
 256 tracks  real-time editing
 graphic tempo map
 meter/key mapmarkers for labelling

song parts

 supports Microsoft Windows MIDI
mapper
loads/saves Standard MIDI files
(formats 0 and 1)
displays General MIDI, and other
instrument patch names
includes a collection of load -and -
play song files and drum patterns

Cakewalk Home Studio comes bundled
with Turtle Beach's Wave Lite software
which lets you record and edit wave files

which you can embed directly into your
Cakewalk MIDI sequence; and a trial

version of the popular CanvasMan GS
patch editor for real-time editing of any
Roland GS -compatible instrument or
sound card.

CAKEWALK HOME STUDIO
AND MAUI
Maui from Turtle Beach, is a wavetable

synthesizer and sampler which uses actual digital

recordings to give you 24 voices of real, CD -

quality sounds, plus SampleStore. Buy these

tremendous products together and you'll save

almost L40!

ONLY L299.,AT

YOU'VE GOT THE SOUNDCARD,
NOW GET THE SOFTWARE, AND MAKE SERIOUS MUSIC!

Distributed in the UK by Et Cetera Distribution - the source for PC music and sound
For your nearest retail stockist, please call 0706 228039

Trade enquiries and export orders to: Unit 17 Hardman's Business Centre, Rawtenstall, Rossendale, Lancashire, BB4 6HH
Tele: 0706 228039 Fax: 0706 222989



230 High Street, Barnet, Hertfordshire, EN5 5TD Tel: 081-440-3440 Fax 081-447-1129
 On Parle Francais, voir 'name Franglais ( ...DESOLES)III  Man Spricht Deutsch

They said it could never happen - but now ...
THE DIGITAL VILLAGE GOES ANALOGUE!
Although Paul remembers analogue synthesis the first time around, his head is still
stuck in early seventies progressive rock. Ray is the best man to speak to about the
nineties use of analogue sounds and where to find them. Whether it is expanding the
range of sounds on your E -mu Vintage Keys or adding them to your Roland JV-series synth,
Ray's knowledge of the sounds and their applications is encyclopedic. Of course if you
want to know how to get that screaming Jan Hammer lead or Keith Emerson Moog, then

you will need to speak to Paul. Ray - Our man on Analogue

-J

L

Right Here, Right Now

at The Digital Village
Hello! - check out this new release sample CD from

top producer Martyn Phillips. Need that illusive fill

for the Chorus? Trying to give a Breath Of Life to

a new mix? This CD has a unique combination of
analogue synth samples, and comes up with the
goods Time After Time. What do we think of this
collection? FABULOUS! But What's In A Word?
Enough of these Silly Games - try it for yourself!
Available Right Here, Right Now - so let's see
some of your Dirty Money. (Clean is good also!!)

Martyn Phillips Analogue Sample CD

Usually Priced at £59.99
DIGITAL VILLAGE SPECIAL PRICE:

(Martyn has produced for a number of up -front acts -
including The Beloved, Erasure, Jesus Jones, London
Beat, Dee Fredrix, and Roachford and his remix credits

include Soul 2 Soul and Me United. This specially

compiled analogue CD includes totally original sounds

The Incredible Novation BassStation

"I missed analogue the first time round!"

Introducing the Novation BassStation - an analogue bass
synthesiser for a digital age!

"l can't find a TB -303 or MiniMoog!"

The Novation
BassStation

gives that classi4
analogue bass
sound - with 2

oscillators,
I 2/24db filtering
with resonance

and PWM.

"My analogue
synth tuning

shifts - and I've
got no patch
memories!"

The Novation BassStation provides everything a MIDI
musician needs - rock steady tuning, patch memories, and a

full MIDI spec!

So give up searching the small ads for that elusive antiquity am

get the reliable modern synthesiser with the classic analogu.

from ARP. Moog, Prophet and Roland synths.) sound - for less than you'd pay for a relic.
.44.44 me env um - win me ems me - Elm - - - - - .........

cut here or photocopy

Please send me: Please allow 28 days for delivery.

Novation BassStation at £349 plus £1 0 P&P

Martyn Phillips Analoge Sampler CD at £49.95 plus £1.50 P&P
enclose:

11 Crossed Cheque payable to THE DIGITAL VILLAGE'

Card ExpiresAccess/Visa - Please debit my account number:

Signature:

Name
.15
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Telephone o

m

Address

230 High Street, Barnet, EN5 5TD
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If it's worth hearing,

mit ' s i
is the music production magazine for the millennium. A

magazine which recognises that not all musicians want to

stay in their bedroom forever. That these days,
programming, mixing, and remixing are as important as the

disciplines of conventional recording. And that releasing your own music -

on CD, on tape, on white label, on video, on any of the emerging interactive media -

is now as big a goal as impressing record -company executives.

is packed with the information today's

musician needs. Product reviews that

pull no punches. 'In session' features
that show you how the professionals work in

the studio, and on-stage. Advice features that give

you fresh ideas, not just the same old diagrams

you'd find in any text -book.

will hit the streets on Thursday 23 June.
But it won't be on the shelves for long.

Reserve a copy at your newsagent, and
take a giant step towards making your music

sound a whole lot better...

 MIDI sequencing

carries a superb

accompanying CD
packed with new music,

exclusive mixes of hit tracks,

equipment demonstrations,

tutorials, great new sounds,
and much, much more.

 Sampling, re -sampling, and looping

 Sound -module programming and signal processing
,:11,11r

 Live instrument recording

 Sound reinforcement and lighting

 DJ technology and techniques

 Sound -for -picture and multimedia

40
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Music Control
1.eyboarcilirria.riia!

Ensoniq Range Drawmer Range Emu Morpheus
Ensoniq's range of keyboards, racks and outboard effects units are now available Music Control have just been given a gleaming and rather rare Drawmer
from stock here at Music Control. Featuring the TS synthesizer/sample playback dealership.
machines; the ASR 10 and the ASR1OR, the stereo sampling versions of the EPS Call us for full details on the complete Drawmer product range which
16+ and the rather tasty DP/i parallel effects processor include, the 1.020. the M000 and the classic 1960!

Come and see Emu's new rack -mount 32 voice, 16 part multi-timbral Z -plane
synthesizer. This amazing box let's you "Morph" sounds through the eight 14
pole Filters! The Hyper -Preset Mode lets you split, layer and cross -switch
between 16 presets at once'

Music Control - New, Ex -Demo and Secondhand - In Stock NOW
Akai AV80£499, CD3000 52,299,
S2800 £1,899, S3000/.11, 53200 /ca11.
Alesis Ada, Systems Icall, D4 £279,
Monitor 11379, Quade£299, Quad GT
£349, RA100£259.
ARP 260041,999, Odyssey1549.
ART Multiverb LTX £389.
Audio Technica 4033 £589.
Casio AZL£299, FZI £699.

Control Synthesis DB Nine £.449.
DBX 1205279.
Drawmer 19601,1,149, 19611c:ill,
DF320/489, D1241 £439, D1251
£549, DL441£599, 135201XLR £399,
DS404 £599, LX20 £219.
Emagic Notator Logic £339
Emu Systems EIBXP 12,999, Emax
£1,299, Emulator I £999, Morpheus

£1,099, Proteu.s 21649, Sound Engine
£479, Vintage Keys plusicall.
Ensoniq ASR10£1899, DP4 £999, EPS
£799, TS101call, TS12£call.
Fasten 380s £729, 812 £799.
Gem S2 Turbo £1,649.
Hammond C3 Scall.
Rohner HS -2E5239.
JL Cooper MSB16/20 £299.

Kenton Pro 111109.
Korg DRV1000 199, lambda £249,
Micro Preset £129, MI £749, MS20
£349, PS31004call VCIOScall.
Lexicon Alex £369, LXP5 £949, MRC
£299, Vortexicall.
Mackie 24:8:2 £2,999, CR1202 1309,
CR1604 £809.
Moog Prodigy 1299. 51s £call.

Oberheim M10003all, Matrix 12

£2,999.
Octave Cat5A49.
OSC Oscar £549
Roland CR78 £399, D550 £549,JD990
£1,499, JP4 SA49,1SQ60 £129, SIM°
£299, SHI000 £129, System 100M
£1,499.
Sequential Prophet 5189,

Slapback Audio Scintilator£79
Soundcraft Folio 12:2/429, Folio SI
£499, Folio 411,098
Tascam DA30 £1299, Porta 071329.
Yamaha full range available - NEW
DEALERSHIP call for prices! CS5 £129,
KXI £399, SY22 £349, TX802 £449.
Zimmer 19" Rack 179.

Music Coutro/
Music Control - The Company.
New Secondhand

Export enquiries welcome. We accept American Express, Visa, Delta and
Access. Credit facilities are available on all equipment - subject to status.
We also purchase equipment.
Overnight courier £15 on most items.
Recent clients include: -
The Beloved, Bizarre Inc., Definition of Sound, INXS, Mike Oldlield, Opus III,
Nexus 21, The Science of Miracles, The Shames.

V, a- arc agents tor.
Akai, AKG, Alesis, Art, Atari, Beyer, BBE, Carver, &Audio, Cheetah, DAC, DBX,
Derain, Digitech, DOD, Drawmer, Emagic, Emu Systems, Ensoniq, Fostex,
Gem, Hammond, Hosa, Hughes and Kerner, JBL, JHS, J.L. Cooper, Klark
Teknik, Korg, Kurzweil, LA. Audio, Lexicon, Mackie, Microtech Geffel, MOTU,
Neumann, Oberheim, Opcode, Orban, Soundcraft, Steinberg, Studiornuter,
T.C., Tascam, That's Tape, TOA, Tubetech, Crei, Voce and Zoom.

We specialise in supphtrg secondhand equipment to groups, studios and hire
companies throughout Europe. We also locate equipment for many shops and
even some manufacturers!
AU equipment is serviced before delivery and has a one month guarantee.
We can help you create the balance of analogue and digital that is vital in
current recording techniques.

Music Control 02 0-SS3-79
First Floor, Chapel Mews, 68 Crewe Road, Alsager, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs., ST7 2HA.

Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE
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Control Synthesis
DEEP BASS NINE
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Midi Channel Power

O

0 O
After five years of supplying classic analogue synthesizers, Music Control has formed Control Synthesis to design

and build high quality, professional analogue audio equipment. The first product, DEEP BASS NINE, is a midi -
controlled analogue bass synthesizer based on the classic sound of Roland's acid dance machine: the TB303.

In addition to the following analogue controls, waveform selection; tuning; cut-off frequency; resonance,
envelope modulation; decay and accent, the DEEP BASS NINE will work as a single channel MIDI to CV

convertor. There is also an external audio input directly feeding the filter - so the DEEP BASS NINE can be used
to treat any external sound source: drum loops, poly synths or even vocals!

Control Synthesis
First Floor, Chapel Mews, 68 Crewe Road, Alsager, Stoke-on-Trent, Staffs., ST7 211A.



TO

OF ANALOGUE

1E10

's exclusiveNIT guide to every
analogue synth

made. Included are keyboards,
expanders/ sound modules and
the better known electronic
pianos and organs. Not included
are drum machines, standalone
sequencers and effects units,
vocoders and those guitar/wind
synths which aren't regularly used
as expanders in their own right.

Readers are invited to submit
details of little-known instru-
ments which may be of use in
compiling the series and also to
point out any mistakes and/or
omissions if these occur. All
contributions will be fully
credited.

Compiled by Peter Forrest

A German firm of considerable antiquity who
have produced a series of average -to -good

instruments over the last three or four decades.
In addition to the harmonicas and guitars for
which they are better known, this has included
a range of reliable, well -made keyboards which
in one case - the Clavinet - must figure in the
top 20 classic keyboards ever produced.

 BASSET - 24 -note, stand -mounted bass

keyboard. 1967 - c.1969

Original price: Unknown
Target price: £20 - £40
 Came complete with adjustable stand (like cymbal

stand). Packed away into two zip -up cases.

 Standard size keys.

 Variable percussion to give bass drum -like effect. Also

tuba voice.

 BASS 2 - 25 -note stand -mounted bass keyboard

c.1970- c1975.

Original price: £135 (1975)

Target price: £20 -£40

 Revised version of Basset, with extra bottom E, and

controls above instead of to left of keyboard.

 BASS 3 - 25 -note stand -mounted bass keyboard

c.1975- c.1979

Original price: £228 (1979)

Target price: £20 -£40

 CLAVINET - Velocity -sensitive electric

clavichord. A succession of models were produced

from 1964 onwards. All had the same basic

action, with real strings (about the thickness of

guitar strings) being hit by small hammers - so

good tonal range and volume changes were

possible simply from key velocity. Because the

hammer stays in contact with the string, the

player can also 'wobble' notes with judicious

finger movements. The earliest Clavinets had an

optional built-in amp and speaker, but all later

models had an output socket for connection to an
external amplifier - and thus could run on a PP3

battery, without the need for any mains supply.
Users (actual model unknown) include: Don Airey, A

Certain Ratio, John 'Rabbit' Bundrick (John Martyn: Solid

Air), Chick Churchill (Ten Years After), Rick Davies

(Supertramp), Geoff Downes, Tyrone Downie (Wailers),

George Duke, Electric Lady Studio, Anders Eljas (Abba),

Vic Emerson, Mitchell Froom, Michel Grainier (Magma),

Herbie Hancock, Bemard Touter Harvey (Bob Marley),

Heatwave ('Boogie Nights'), Heavy Metal Kids, Rupert

Hine, Jools Holland, Chuck Leavell, John Lennon (aka

Winston O'Boogie: 'Mind Games'), Patrick Leonard,

Lonnie Liston Smith, Jon Lord, Robin Lumley, Bobby Lyle

(Love), Stuart Mackillop, Nick Magnus (Steve Hackett),

Joni Mitchell (Court and Spark), Francis Monkman, Billy

Preston, Prince ('Electric Chair') , Phil Ramocon (King

Sunny Ade: 'Aura'), Tomita, Wix Wickens, Pete Wingfield,

Bemie Worrell, XTC.

 CLAVINET I/II - 60 -note clavinets with

optional built-in amp and speakers. 1964 - c.1968.

Advertising blurb at the time: "it is hoped they

will prove popular with many small groups".

Original price: £115 (£125 with speaker)

Target price: £50 -150
 Amp and speaker positioned to left of the instrument,

above keyboard.

 Included wire music stand.

 Deeper than later models; oblong wooden casing, with

bolt -on wooden legs which fix to the outside of the case

and make it look like a '60s school desk.

 Shown in Aug '66 at the British Musical Instrument

Trade Fair.

 Lettering on front, 'CLAVINET 1' not on earliest models.

 Two models were available by the late '60s - I and II,

but there is some confusion as to what the differences

between models actually were. Possibly, model I came

with the speaker and the model II didn't. Rocker switches

for tone selection didn't appear on early models, but were

included on at least some model I versions.

 CLAVINET C - 60 -note clavinet. 1968 -1971

Original price: Unknown
Target price: £80 - £160

Users include: 808 State, Brian Auger, Stevie Wonder.

 The Clavinet was re -styled in Autumn'68, with a

thinner red and white case.

 The earliest of the classic Clavinets, the very first one

was delivered to Brian Auger, and one of the next few to

Stevie Wonder who's funky, biting two-handed chops

were to be taken up by every funk band in the world.

 Such a classic sound that almost every synth since

produced has had a Clavi sound in its patchbook or as a

factory preset.

 Quite a heavy instrument to carry around, despite being

slimmer than its predecessors.

 Built-in legs were stored in a compartment under the

hinged top - which is also where you had to delve to

change batteries.

 Front plate under keyboard gave access for tuning.

 Flightcase style top gave good protection to the working

bits, but was difficult to take on and off - and also made

for a very heavy instrument.

Interface: VFM: ***

Sounds: *** Character: ***

Controls: *** Collectability: ****

Memories: Ease of use: ***

 CLAVINET D6 - 60 -note clavinet. 1971 - '78.
Original price: £350 (1975); £540 (1978); £399

(1979)

Target price: £120 - £200

Users include: 808 State, Patrick Moraz, Stevie Wonder.

MT retrospective: March '93.

 Basically, the same design as the model C (no built-in

speaker; no mains power), but with good -quality veneer -

finished plywood on top, and black leatherette -covered

plywood undemeath.

 Featured slider on right -hand -side of keyboard to

dampen strings; more effective (naturally) at top of range

than on bass notes.

 Four rocker switches for tone - Brilliant, Treble, Medium
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> and Soft (selectable in any combination) - and two for

pick-up selection.

 The pick-up selectors are labelled A/B and C/D, and

seem to route the signal in different ways from the two

pickups, including reversing polarity. The result can be a

fairly straight signal, or something with a good deal of

phasing.

 Rotary volume knob doubles as on/off switch.

 Socket for mains adaptor.

 Several companies designed mods for the D6 - to

provide the equivalent of a sustain pedal, for instance.

Interface: VFM: ***

Sounds: **** Character: ***

Controls:**** Collectability: ****

Memeories: Ease of use: ***

70s funk just wouldn the 70s fun
the Clavinet D6

 CLAVINET E7 - 60 -note clavinet c.1979 -
c.1982

Original price: £399

Target price: £90 - £150

 Fundamentally the same design as the D6, except for

slider instead of knob for volume, and change of

position (and terminology?) of tone rocker switches.

Also, separate on/off switch.

 Black leatherette covering on all of casing. End -cheeks

fitted to protect instrument.

 Mains adaptor input recessed; battery holder easily

accessible through small hatch on top cover.

 Noise suppression filter (to cut interference from stage

dimmers, etc.). Some people say this interfered itself

with the original classic sound, but difference is

marginal.

 Some early models were actually labelled 'D6'.

Interface: VFM: **

Sounds: *** Character: **

Controls: *** Collectability: **

Memories: Ease of use: ***

 CLAVINET L - 60 -note clavinet with built-in

amp and speaker. c.1968.

Original Price: Unknown

Target price: £60 - £100

Users include: Triona Ni Dhomhnaill

 Bizarre 3 -legged instrument (two legs to right, one on

left) with speaker positioned in top left of plain, tapering

case.

 Reverse colour keys.

 Very much a classical -type instrument with no rocker

switches for change of tone or even a volume control (on

the main panel at least) for the built-in amp.

 Highly usable for world/folk music.

 CYMBLET - 61 -note electric piano.1958 -1971

Original Price: Unknown
Target Price: £75

Users include: Dave Greenfield

 Optional built-in combo amp slung under keyboard

towards the back.

 Neat and effective stand, plus foot pedal.

 Used amplified accordion reeds: the action hit the reed,

the reed vibrated, the pick-ups amplified it.

 'N' model had wood finish and a cover which folded

and formed a full-length music stand.

 DUO - 60 -note combined pianet and clavinet.
1978 - c.1981.

Original price: £723 (1978)

Target price: £70 - £120
Users include: Andy Bown, Camel, Brian Chatton,

Chick Corea, Duncan Mackay (10cc).

 A Clavinet E7 and Pianet T in one box.

 Similar design to Clavinet - same arrangement of six

rocker switches for pickup selection/tone; damper in

roughly the same position but works in reverse

direction from D6 Clavinet - and not as effectively,

either.

 The different positions of sound -generation

mechanism on pianet and clavinet mean that both can

fit in easily. Main compromise is on damper

mechanism, which suffers accordingly.

 Keyboard action isn't as good as Clavinet.

 Pianet and clavinet have separate and combined

outputs.

 Footswitch for instant change from clavinet to pianet:

two rocker switches (labelled 1/2 and 1/3) control what

happens when you press the footswitch.

 Supplied by 9V battery or mains adaptor.

 Separate sliders for planet and clavinet volume and

separate power on/off switch.

 One of first keyboards to offer splits and layering.

 Choice of four positions on rotary switch, to select

between layered sound, clavi bass and pianet treble,

planet bass and clay treble, or pianet bass and both treble.

Split point is fixed, twenty notes on bass, forty on treble.

 Sounds pretty good, particularly when layered to

produce unique mix of clavinet's bite and planet's

warmth.

 Pianet seems to be tuned fractionally higher than

clavinet, for chorusing effect.

 Extra filter to protect against hum from stage light

faders etc. is thought by some people to take edge off

sound, but the difference is minute in a straight A/B

comparison through the same amplification system. (You

do get some faint but unwanted atonal harmonics from

the pianet, though, even with it's turned right off.)

 One of the first keyboards ever to feature a 5 -pin DIN

socket. Unfortunately, this wasn't for MIDI, it was just an

alternative audio output.

 Solid (slightly shock -absorbent) end cheeks jut out to

protect the keys.

 Murderously difficult hinges and clasps fitted to flight

cases which, though not much heavier, were much more

roadworthy than the D6's.

 Aimed at taking some of the sales from Fender Rhodes -

nearly every clavinet player needed a piano as well.

Interface: VFM: **

Sounds: **** Character; ***

Controls: *** Collectability: ***

Memories: Ease of use: ***

 ELECTRA PIANO T - 73 -note electric piano

c.1968 - c.'75

Original price: £499 (1975)

Target price: £60 - £120

 Different tone generation system than Pianet: one

tuning fork for each note.

 Much deeper than typical Hohner products, with a

steeply sloping back panel - like an exaggerated version of

a Fender Rhodes.

 Fitted only with a volume control on the left of the

keyboard.

 HI -STRING - String synthesiser. c.1975

Original price: Unknown

Target price: £25 - £50
 One of the earliest string machines.

 Featured cello and string sounds (presumably violin),

volume and decay sliders for each, and a foot swell

pedal.

 K2 - 49 -note piano/string synth. c.1975 - c.'82.
Original price: £789 (1979)

Target price: £50 - £100

 Split keyboard with separate volume controls.

 Bass, piano, harpsichord, cello and strings.

 K4 STRING THING - 49 -note string synthesiser.

c.1975 - c.'82.

Original price: £425

Target price: £25 - £50

Users include: John Entwistle, Patrick Moraz (Yes)

 Four faders control volume and decay of cello and

strings sounds. Two push -buttons switch these tones in

and out, and a third brings in the ensemble effect.

 Power supply, swell pedal and footswitch came as

standard.

 Re -designed in 1979, with power supply built into

keyboard.

 ORCHESTRAL STRING PERFORMER - 60 -note

multi -instrument keyboard. c. 1978 - c.1982.

Original price: £790

Target price: £70 - £140

Users include: Massive Attack

 Tones include polyphonic clavichord, piano, cello,

violin, viola, and monophonic brass, strings, clarinet and

pianet.
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 Split keyboard with separate controls for each side of the

split. Variable sustain on strings, variable percussion on

bass sounds.

 Separate outputs for strings, bass, and your choice of

piano/clavichord/solo voice.

 Sustain footswitch for piano; swell pedal for strings.

 Large, chunky - and not cheap.

Interface:

Sounds: *

Controls: **

Memories: *

VFM: *

Character: *

Collectability: *

Ease of use: **

 PIANET -A series of pianos using reeds set in

vibration by sticky or suction pads. Slightly touch-

sensitive - you can get a little bite to the attack of

the note, and a marginal increase in volume, by
playing hard.

Users (actual model unknown) include: Rod Argent

(Zombies: 'She's not There'), Beatles ('Help'), Geoff

Downes, Johnny Fingers, Al Kooper, Led Zeppelin

('Stairway To Heaven'), Manfred Mann, Roxy Music, Mel

Wesson (TV Smith's Explorers).

 PIANET L - 61 -note electric piano. c.1962

Original price: Unknown

Target price: £20 - £40

 The 'living room' model, with dangerously spindly legs

and right-angled corners.

 May eventually become collectable as a '60s German

piece of furniture!

 PIANET N - 61 -note electric piano. c.1962

Original price: £239 (1975)

Target price: £40 - £80

Users include: Ian McLagan (Small Faces - including first

LP Small Faces).

 The successor to the Cymblet, with an improved (but

still rather Heath Robinson) action: pads made of

leather and sticky foam pull the reeds and set them

vibrating. It's a mystery how they didn't lose their

stickiness.

 Very difficult to find replacements pads now

(something to look out for when buying older Pianets)

 Tremelo on/off, mains power supply

 Wooden case with folding top which doubled as

music stand.

 Optional 15 -watt amp slung underneath keyboard.

 COMBO PIANET - 60 -note electric piano. 1972
- 1977.

Original price: £188(1975) ; £345(1978)

Target price: £40 - £80

 No mains supply, so no optional amplifier and no

tremelo circuit.

 A no -frills simple piano, with its own, quite decent,

sound.

 PIANET T - 60 -note electric piano. 1977 -1979.

Original price: £240 (1978)

Target price: £50 - £100

 An update of the Combo Pianet, again with no mains,

etc; not even a battery -driven pre -amp.

 No controls at all.

 Black leatherette slimed -down case, more portable than

earlier models.

 Re -incarnated a couple of years later as half of the Duo.

 Redesigned pads and reeds - rubber suction pads

required smooth steel reeds, instead of the rough

accordion reeds of earlier models. Consequently a slightly

different (more metallic) sound.

Interface:

Sounds: *

Controls:

Memeories:

VFM: *

Character: *

Collectability:

Ease of use: *****

 SYMPHONIC - 48 -note organ. c1965
Original price: Unknown

Target price: £10 - £60
 12 rocker switches.

 Might be collectable in USA.

Stop panicking now! 'A -Z of Analogue' will re-

appear in The Mix. The series will also run from

the beginning in Keyboard Review, and plans
are in place to produce 'A -Z' in book form.
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CALL US NOW ON

0202 395135
EXT. 125

EDDIE MOORS MUSIC LTD
THE SOUND INVESTMENT

679 CHRISTCHURCH ROAD
BOURNEMOUTH BH7 6AE

THE LARGEST MUSIC STORE IN THE SOUTH

now., J-70

maa
DJ -70
SAMPLING
WORKSTATION

P'

DOWN IN
PRICE!!

£999 + VA
£1173 INC VAT.

Limited
Stocks !!!

48 KHz Stereo Sampling. Expandable to 44
seconds. Instant Looping, truncating and
Mapping.Reads 5770 and 5750 Library.
Real Time Sequencer. Unique Scratch Pad.

GM SOUND KEYBOARD

The Kawai KC20 Low Coct High
Performance Synthesizer.

28 Note Polyphonic. 16Part Multitimbral. 160 Voices.
7 Drum Kits. Digital Effects. GM Compatible.

64 Performance Patches.Computer Interface. Only £549

YAMAHA
TONE bENERAION

The Latest Sound Module From Yamaha Has Arrived.
456 Sounds. 128 User Definable Patches. 6Mb of ROM.

200 Waveforms.32 Note Polphonic. 16 Part Multitimbral.
Advanced Digital Filters.Digital Signal Processor.

General Midi Standard. All For Under £650.

LOWEST PRICES. EXCLUSIVE
EmaxJV-1000

MUSIC PRODUCTION SYSTEM
( 'all Now For The Lowest Possible Prices

on All Roland Product

JV1000 BEST UK DEAL!

AX1 REMOTE KEYBOARD £349

Roland AX -1 MIDI Keyboard Controller

HUGE RANGE

QUADRA SYNTH EfECALL

IC hit A/D. 18 hit D/A. 24 Note Polphonic. 32 Part Multi
timbral. Built in SCSI. 2 Mbytes upgradeable to 32

Mbytes. Akai Compatible.
2 Stereo Or 4 Mono Outputs. Free CD Rom
Check Our hard drive and CD Rom Options

DEALS!!
Digital Sampling System

Emax 1 1 is a Professional 16 bit, 32 voice Stereo Sampler. Features
include Digital Resonant Filters,. Spectrum Synthesis, 2MB of

Ram Expandable To 8MB, 3.5"Disc Drive and SCSI.Low Price!!
1\1 =ma& _is Best Ever Emu

Deals!!!

Proteus FX.Procussion.ProformanceVintageKeysPlus.
Morpheus.Emax II Turbo.Ultra Proteus.SAVE £££s

OF USED EQUIPMENTA.AVAMI_MLE !!

Apple

I t I, 1..11

We are able to supply complete sequencing \ direct to disc systems
for Apple Mac, Atari Falcon and pc.Whether you already own a
computer or are about to purchase an entire hardware / software

package, contact us now for a really competitive quote.

I.
A

00

Notator Logic £299. Notator sl £239
Creator sl £189. Notator Alpha £169

NEW AND USED EQUIPMENT
Roland D70 £799 Korg WSAD £1125 Kawai M8000 £499 Roland D70 £799

YamahaQX5FD £299 Korg OIRW £799 Roland 1D800 £925 RolancUV30 £599

Akai SO1 £635 Digitech VHM5 £575 Zoom 9001 £189 Yamaha PF85 £699

YamahaQX5 £99 Diamond 8-2 £239 Yamaha TMX £299 Yamaha TG500 £599

Yamaha YS100 £249 Kawai Q80 £325 EnsoniqKS 32 £1099 Rhodes 760 £599

Roland S 50 £699 Roland A30 £299 Kawai Spectra £299 Kawai KI1 £699

ZOOM 9120 £269 Roland MC300 £325 Ensoniq SQR £349 Korg G3 £149

Yamaha DX21 £199 Korg OIW Pro £1575 C -LAB Notator £159 Roland RA 90 £199

Yamaha SY35 £459 ART Alpha 2 £285 Sansui WSX I £549 Korg XR3 £699

Tascam488 £899 Yamaha SY85 £949 Kawai K3M £299 Roland 1V80 £899

Tascam 32 £749 Yamaha RY30 £309 RolandMC50 II £499 Roland JW 50 £899

Korg X3 £999 Yamaha SY99 £1699 RolandAXI £299 Ensoniq EPS16+R t 1193

Allen&Heath GS3 .£1889 Yamaha TX 81Z £175 Korg 03RW £699 Proline Gold16-1 , ' -",

114-hlionargerl
Diamond 16-2 £369
Diamond 12-2 £289
Diamond 8-2 £249
Proline Gold 16-4-8 £959
Mixdown Gold 16-8-16 .11449
Session Mix Gold 8-2 £399

Rest Prices Guaranteed!!

abase V3.02 £279.
abase Windows £1 79
abase Scoref 399

CBX T3 MUSIC PACKAGE
The Complete Music Production System For

Apple Mac And PC
Includes Tone Module, Software and All Cables.

An Incredibley Powerful Package For Under £350

ACCESS. VISA. CREDIT FACILITIES. FAST EFFICIENT SERVICE. OVERNIGHT



61 Note Velocity Sensitise Key s,
Assingable Controller Wheel.
Program Memory Function.
16,384 Bank Numbers.
128 Program Change Numbers.
Foot Pedal Option.

IDIx 61 II Motherkey board Exclusive Offer £259. RRP£409
The MDK61 II Represents Superb Value For Money.

Packages. MDK 61+Korg 05RW £675. MDK61+Korg X3R £949
MDK61+ Roland SCI55 £659. MDK6I+Yamaha TG100 £499.

MDK61+ Yamaha TG500 £899. MDK61+ Emu Proteus FX £699

AMIN 41111111111 AM= /MIN

SONY
ICD7 £439,

SONY
-PCM-2304)

CALI

The SONY DTC690 is The Best Value Fu I I

Size DAT Recorder Currently Available.
Now only £499. ( Official UK Stock)

Sony HRMP5 Studio Effects

The SONYHRMP5 is Available Now.
Stunning Quality At an Amazing Price. Call Now.

Check Our Prices On The Entire Range Of Sony
Digital Processors and DAT Recorders

YAMAHA
DIGITAL RECORDING PROCESSOR

CBX-D5
Affordable
Professional

4 Track Hard
Disc Recorder.
Call Now For
More Details.

4 Track Configuration. 4x4 Digital Mixer. SPX 1000 LSI Digital
Effects Processor. Digital Parametric Eq. Similtaneous Digital
Audio and Midi Control. "Intelligent" Processor For Minimum

Load on Host CPU.

88 note Fully Weighted
GM Control Keyboard.

The C80 Retails At £1199.
We Have A Limited

Quantity Available At £799

COM4IANDER

ORLA PACKAGES
ORLA C80 +ROLAND JV880 _11299
ORLA C80 +ROLAND SC155 £1249
ORLA C80 +YAMAHA TG100 £1099
ORLA C80 +YAMAHA TG500 _11599
ORLA C80 +KORG 05RW £1249
ORLA C80 +EMU PROTEUS £1249
ORLA C80 +AKAI SO1 £1449

S01..S28000.S3000.S3200.CD3000.
DR4D.MPC60 II.DP88.MX1000.

BEST UK AKAI PRICES!!!

FAST AND FRIENDLY SER W
KURZWEIL
/190aftezoodam-4,01+1501.1,1T-,-.

Lowest Prices On All
Kurzweil Products.
Call For a Quote.

Micro Piano in Stock.
New RG100 Available

Now.
K2000 Mem Upgrades

Lowest Ever Prices.

z;

U

It
\ INaj

( 1110,1 R

Iii Stock
Call!!

RRP £409
NOW
£299

DIGITAL 0101 SEQUENCER

Q-55

16 Track Sequencer

70,000 Note Mem
SMF Compatible
3.5" Disc Drive

4 STEREO EFFECT PROCESSORS

illitieti RRP £849

4 Independant Stereo Digital Effects in One Unit
8 Inputs. 8 Outputs. 100 Programs. 400 Effect

Settings. Midi Clock Delay Control.Digital In/Out.
Stunning Effects Including Reverb, Gate Reverb.

Stereo Delay. Chorus. Phaser and Digital EQ

adat
CALL!!

LET US QUOTE YOU FOR YOUR
ADAT OR ADAT PACKAGE.

BRC. RMB. AIL AI2
ALWAYS IN STOCK

ACCESS. VI A

col

rti

TS 10. TS 12. ASRIO. ASRIOR. KS32. DP4.
Full Ensoniq Range Always Available Call For a Deal

9120 £285

TASCAM 488 NOW £1049

We Always Offer The Lowest Prices On all
Tascam Products.Check Our 688 Deal Now! !

New Rack Pack
Available Now

SPIRIT
FU0

Soundcraft
Full Range
Available

Call For A
Quote

TASCAM DA88
DIGITAL MULTITRACK

11111111

We Always Have DA88
Available From Stock.

Contact us Now To
Discuss Your
Requirements

RC -848 System Remote
Autolocator

Available Now

Check our tape prices

DIT FACILI S. FAS EFFI

New Folio 4
Now In Stock

SAVE
MONEY
CALL US

FOR A
QUOTE!!

SCI55
SOUND

CANVAS
£459

SC -155
Sound Corneas

317 Sounds. 9 Drum Kits. Digital Effects
16 Part Multitimbral. 24 Voice Poly.

96 Sounds.
14 Note Poly.

128 Waveforms.
4 Part Multitimbral
32 Dmm Sounds

Best Value
Expander
Currently
Available.
Now Only

£189
XS1+Roland A30. £499. XS I +Kawai

MDK61 £399. XS I +Roland PC200 £349.
XS1+ Novation MM 10 £299

We always offer the best deals on the entire range
Studiomaster desks.Check our deals on Allen & Heath.

Tascam, Soundtracs and Soundcraft

HT



Shared Ir
In the next stace in his exhaustive mission to seek out all that's
nest in Shareware anc Public Domain so -ware, Ian Waugh takes
a look at secuencinc..

We'll start with the
basics of any music
set-up just in case
you've got a com-
puter but haven't yet

got into sequencing. There are several
shareware sequencers for the ST, PC
and Mac. None quite match com-
mercial software, but they're worth
looking at if you really don't have any
money...

Score Perfect (Ad Lib BBS) for the ST
runs in mono and requires 1Mb RAM.
It's a rather cute score editor and
printer. You can create music by
clicking notes onto the stave or by

playing them in from a keyboard in
step -time. The docs are in German and
the program looks like an advert for a
larger -scale version. It doesn't support
Standard MIDI Files - shame - but it
works.

Final Score (Ad Lib BBS) is another
ST program which runs in mono. It's a
WYSIWYG score -writing system,
almost totally mouse -controlled, with
a good range of music symbols (plus
the ability to design your own) and it
can save files in Degas format for
loading into DTP programs.

Scores are entered from a symbol
menu. It does not play via MIDI and

you have to space all the symbols
yourself. However, the on -disk
documentation is extensive. The
program was actually written in STOS
BASIC - it uses STOS' horrible mouse
arrow and it's a tad slow - but it's a
very creditable testimony to both
STOS and the programmers' skill. So, if
anyone asks you what's the Final Score
- now you can tell them...

The Waddington or Canadian
Sequencer doesn't seem to have a
proper name and is usually called after
the guy who wrote it or his country of
origin (I'll let you guess which is
which). It was one of the first
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Shareware Ei Public Domain software Part 3

derests
Shareware sequencers for the ST and
should be available from any BBS or
Shareware library. Running in mono or
colour,it includes minimal on -disk
documentation, but is claimed to work
"as you'd expect". I have to say it
didn't work the way I expected,
though that may have more to do with
my personal expectations than
anything else.

The Cosh Accompanist is another ST
sequencer named after its programmer

- one way to achieve immortality, I
suppose. It's also the best of the
Shareware bunch. Running in mono,
it's not, perhaps, the most elegant
program, but it has lots of features,
extensive on-line help and supports
Standard MIDI Files (you need version
2.5 for this). Registration is £10 (the
programmer resides in the UK) and
this will secure you the latest version
(currently 8.4) plus tons of music files,
a music conversion utility and a

jukebox (I presume it's a software juke-
box, not a gigantic Wurlitzer to fill
your spare alcove). Recommended to
anyone who can't afford a commercial
program.

Alchimie Junior for the ST has
also been around for a while and
should be available from most
Shareware sources. It runs in mono
and it looks rather more sophisticated
than the Cosh Accompanist, but it
doesn't, alas, support SMFs. It sounds
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Cosh: the best Shareware sequencer for the ST. Probably.
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like the precursor to a more extensive
program but if it is, I'm not aware that
this has yet made an appearance in the
UK.

The program comes with a

mammoth on -disk manual plus a
useful Quick Doc file. Operation is
based around a series of windows and
icons. It's not completely intuitive so
you will need to refer to the docs.
Although registration is requested in
US$ (25 of them), the programmers
dwell in Switzerland. You can pay
straight into their bank account by
special arrangement. Check it out if
you want an alternative sequencer.

And so to the PC. Winjammer
(available from everyone) is
the most fully -functioning

Windows -based Shareware sequencer
currently available. It has 64 tracks,

Shareware libraries
PC

Red Dragon Shareware  3 Oaklea Court  Rhyl 
Clwyd LL18 4NP  Tel: 0745 338094

Mac
Stormont Software  61 Lochinver Drive 

Dundonald  Belfast BT5 7AJ  Tel' 0232 487923

Amiga
Valley PD  PO Box 15  Peterlee  County Durham

SR8 1NZ  Tel 091 587 1195.

ST & Falcon
Floppyshop  45 Provost Graham Avenue 

Hazlehead  Aberdeen  Scotland AB1 8HB  Tel
0224 312756.

Bulletin Boards
Electronic Courier  Mac. BSS: 0232 705452

& 0232 401737
Ad -Lib  ST. BBS: 091 3702659.

Sonic Boom  PC. BBS: 081 994 911

WinJammer - SPRING.MID
File Edlt pack Midi Song Window pptions Help
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41

41

Mult
49

330
336
336
336
336
336
336

piano roll editing and a very acceptable
range of edit functions. It can import
Ad Lib ROL files and it supports
Standard MIDI Files. If you get version
2.24 or later you can select the MIDI In
and Out drivers from within the
program. Operation is fairly
straightforward and there's a good
Help file.

The only niggle is that the track
name is overwritten in Winjammer
files until you register and get the
magic code which prevents this.
However, if you only get one Windows
Shareware sequencer, this is it.

Even though modern sequencers
have more editing features than the
Mail On Sunday, very few actually have
a drum editor to help you construct
drum patterns. It's all very well playing
the drum track in real-time from a
keyboard but unless you've a good
grounding in drum patterns it's not the

2
20

556
2191
1346
1551

037
1129

Event Options

ME 11115M
mmr:m

iiiiiiIIII"in=12=
1111=111111=11111111111111101111111

MI MEE
3

Desk View Fonction Events Config

Songs

Nr Name

01 POLONAIS 0016/00/00

EIF Patterns

Nr Name Len th Sian

081 PARTIEI 0004/88/BB 03/04

802 PARTIE2 0012/88/80 03/04

804 _ ____/__/__ __/__

885 / /

886 / /

887__./...../..__J

Filter

RINTER 0/5

easiest thing to do.
The Drums (from Red Dragon) for

Windows offers a traditional drum grid
onto which you click hits. You can
create up to eight patterns and chain
them into up to 32 steps to create a
Song. You can't edit the grid while it's
playing and it's a bit low on features,
but there is an Instrument Table you
can edit and also an Auto generator for
those times when inspiration is lying
in the bottom of the bin along with
last night's curry.

The program works much as you
would expect it to and there's a short
but useful Help file. However, if you
want to generate Standard MIDI Files
to load into your sequencer proper -
and whyever else would you want to
create drum patterns? - you'll have to
register. It's an overseas jobbie and it'll
cost you $20. Well, even Shareware
authors gotta make a living. 

12g@GARg0 AP 0000/00/00
Tracks

Name Notes P S Ch Trr Vol Dur

B62 GAUCHE 00816 r - ** +ODA +80B 100

883 00000 ; ** +000 +000 100

884 88880 - ** +808 +888 180

85 88808 - ** +888 +888 188

886 00000 ; ** +888 +888 188

807 88800 - ** +888 +888 188

888 88888 = - +888 +888 188

801 08800 = - ** +888 +008 188

818 88880 ; - ** +088 +888 188

811 88888 ; - ** +888 +888 188

812 88888 ; - ** +888 +880 188

813 88888 ; -+808 188

IMMIMINKILD/ =128 04/04
0100/00/80

0000/00/88CYCLE """"RUTO REG

0000/00/00

It may sound like the pseudoscientific process of chemical transmutation but Alchimie is actually a
Swiss sequencer.

Winjammer: the best PC Windows sequencer you'll get for nowt.
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The Drums reaches the parts other sequencers ignore.



t INSPIRATIONS DISTRIBUTED

BY

SOUNDS OK
TEL 0276 22946

IrtnSOUND
Metre Sound cards ere available (see list) on
ROM £46.00 RAM £65.00
Atari self loading disk £28.00 Keyboard format disk £39.00

ROM RAM Keyboard Disk Ate DisA
Korg X3 DI.- SC -01 Peter Gorges The Best of !
Korg 01W SC -01 Georgea/Seiler MX / I

SC -02 Seiler General Midi I /
Korg Wavestation SC -01 Greg Walker Modern Times 1 / !

SC -02 Peter Gorges Up To Date ! / !
Korg Ml/T1-3 SC -01 Peter Gorges Standards / V /

SC -02 C. Malacrida Modern Times /..._../ .1
SC -03 Greg Walker Hit Waves 1 / /
SC -04 Mike Boeckler Actual / / i
SC -05 M.S. General Midi ! V /

:::;....- SC -06 Nik Robert Rock / / V
SC -07 Paul Wells Fantasy / / !

Korg M3r SC -01 Peter Gorges Standards ./ / /
SC -02 C. Malacrida Modem Times J / /
SC -03 Mike Boeckler Actual / / !

Yamaha SY99 SC -01 Peter Gorges Hit Bits / / /
SC -02 C. Diemer Euro Top / /

MA.- SC -03 C. Malacrida Atmospheric .1 1
SC -04 C. Malacrida Traditional / /

Yamaha SY77 SC -01 Peter Gorges Hit Bits V / /
SC -02 C. Diemer Euro Top / / 1
SC -03 C. Malacnda Atmospheric / / /
SC -04 C. Malacrida Traditional ./ / 1

Yamaha SY55 SC -01 C. Diemer Chart Mix / !
Yamaha SY22 SC -01 Peter Gorges Pop Mix 1 1

SC -02 M.S. Dance Mix V ./
Yamaha DX71 SC -01 1000 DX -7S Mega Disc /

SC -02 H. Maass Performance /
Kawai K4 SC -01 Lars Wagner Pop Mix J ./
Kawai K1 SC -01 C. Diemer Inspiration / !
Ensoniq VFX SC -01 Peter Gorges Traditionals / / ./

SC -02 C. Malacrida Modern Times I / /
Ensoniq S01/2 SC -01 C. Diemer Modern Times I !

SC -02 C. Malacnda General Midi / /
Roland D50 SC -01 H. Maass Standards ! ! !

SC -02 S. Stockhausen Experimental / / /
SC -03 Peter Gorges Up To Date / I !

Roland D70 SC -01 C. Diemer Top / / /
Roland JV80 SC -01 P. Seiler Modern Times 1 / !
Roland JD800 SC -01 C. Diemer Synthworld 1 ../ 1 i

SC -02 Peter Gorges Synthworld 2 / / /
Waldorf Microwave SC -01 M.S. Wave Trends / / /

SC -02 B. Matschat Modern limes sr I !

D50 SOUNDS BY SOUND SUPPORT
64 CLASSIC SYNTHESIZER

SOUNDS FOR ATARI OR PC FOR
YOUR ROLAND D50

ONLY £28

SAMPLES
FROM METRA SOUND ON 3.5" DISKS FOR

ROLAND,AKAI, plus YAMAHA TX18W, KORG DSS-1,
EMAX II,ENSONIQ EPS 18/16, ATARI AVALON.

SEE APRIL MT, PAGE 75 FOR LIST

SY85
64 voices

64 performances

UK sounds
by

Paul Wells

UK distribution by Sounds O.K.,
10 Frimley Grove Gardens, Frimley,
Camberley, Surrey GU16 5JX.
£1.00 P&P on all orders. Please
quote MT on orders. Cheques should
be made payable to Sounds O.K.
Please include Tel. No. on orders.
Callers welcome by appointment.
Tel: 0276 22946

Brand new sound
disk for Yamaha
SY85. Synth pads,
bass, leads,
synth, orchestral,
all on one disk.
Excellent sounds

For just £19
Access

MasterCard

E
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CREE
CATALOGUE

PACKED WITH GEAR AND
GREAT PRICES!!

UK'
NUMBER 1

Imadiniiii13111111%,npious

Korg SG -1D
A professional quality
acoustic grand
piano that sounds superb
 88 weighted keys
 12 stunning voices
 ROM card slot
 Built-in chorus

 MIDI, Volume and
Equaliser controls

Only £1199

STOCK
NOW

T BRISTO

Yamaha VL1
Fantastic new synthesisi  128 new and innova-
technology - stunning Live voices
souundO
 32 bit DSP
 Built-in 5 band EQ
 Modulation fx
 Breath control AT ABC ECali

At ABC

EW

Quadrasynth
Stunning new product  16 channel multi-timbral
from Alesis!  2 digital effects systems
 64 voice polyphony
 76 note keyboard
 16 meg of ROM
 Built-in effects section

ProtEl

Only £1499
At ABC

EW

EMU Proteus FX
The most affordable of  16 MIDI channel multi
the EMU family timbral
 512 presets
 Wide range of digital fx
 Reverb, Chorus & delay
 32 voice polyphony
 Easy to use interface

RRP

Only £599
DANGEROUS CD COMPANY
DANGER II SAMPLE CD'S
 Index points for easy access
 Data Stream section for loops
 Multi -sampled bass tones

ZOOM 9001 £169
 Easy to use stereo fx from Zoom
 40 patch locations.
 Easily arranged into effects types
 2 pitch changers.
 Tone oscillator

ft'r.
U-

AKAI S2800 ....£1 999
 16bit sampler
 Optional SCSI interface
 32 voice polyphony
 Buik in echo, chorus, delay and

pitch shift
 Optional AES/EBU
 Standard 2Mb RAM (expandable

to 16Mb)

TG300 £649
 456 high quaky voices
 9 drum kits
 195 sound waves
 6 Megabytes of ROM
 Digital filters

ROLAND JV-SERIES
See & play these great new Reran,
synths at any of our vs bump,
stores NOW.

JV-35 £899
JV-50 £1099
JV-90 £1275

VINTAGE KEYS..f799
Classic Analogue Samples
 8Mb of samples from your

favourite classic synths like Von
ARP, Roland etc.

 512 presets
 32 digital filters
 16 channel multi Umbra!

VINTAGE PLUS-E999
Even more Vintage Keys!
 The plus model has extra 8Mb of

sounds like Dyno, Rhodes,
Yamaha FM Epianos, Ell 7 hill
samples, more Sequential circuits
Moog, Roland plus drum sounds

MONO NIGHT IN BRISTOL!!

FRIDAY 6 MAY llEIPM)
WIN A FAB " '0

worth £2,000

at Students Union. F Block,
Reaches Silo. gm of Weald

England. Bristol

Admission £1 Moro 9.30pm
Signposted from J.1 M32

In store demos all day

ENSONIQ AT BRISTOL

IRE SIX BEST STORES IN THE UK -UNRIVALLEO SERVICE 8 AFFORDABLE PRICES

BRISTOL BR 32 Alma Vale Rd 0272 238200
HEM EX 68 Bartholomew St West 0392 425125
ST ALBANS SA 130 London Road 0727 856351
IBINISTON KN 56 Surbiton Road 081 546 9877
OXFORD ox 44 St Clements 0865 724820
SLOW SL 324 Farnham Rd 0753 822754

PRICE MATCH POLICY
If you see a product we

stock advertised cheaper,
we'll match or beat the

price on the spot.

EXTENDED WARRANTY
Extended warranties are

ivailable on selected
tems. Call in to any

ABC store for more info.

USED GEAR
ABC music will buy your

used gear including
Guitars, Hi -Tech&

Recording equipment.

PROMPT DELIVERY
When you purchase

products from ABC we
guarantee

Zltnyer:ryosuer'yservice.

QUALITY SERVICE
Our highly trained staff
offer expert help and
advice on any products

in our stores.

IN STORE

IN STORE DEMOS
Watch out for product
demonstrations in our
six stores throughout

the year.

THE

sic
COMPANY

CALL FREE ON 0800 132 193
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00 'Thorpe has been around. Rummage
through the 'electronic /ambient/avant

.ga.rtk!'..setion of your average vinyl junkie
sAmfd:lumd.record store, and chances are you'll
come acrim'att sorts of items bearing the name
Anthony Thorpe, dated around 1982-85 and
called things like 400 Blows or Urban Jungle.

Many such items loom large in the litany of
UK electronic music uttered in reverence by those

unswayed by a record's relative commercial
litilurc. More recently, Tony has enjoyed
similar esoteric regard on CD - as The
Moody Boys and Voyager. The shift from

vinyl to CD has done nothing to alter the
symbiotic relationship between the mainstream

and the underground.
The release of Tony's latest album - Product Of

The Environment, by Moody Boys - is a

culmination. Moving through jungly, percussive
landscapes, whooshes of ambience and thumping
acid, it's a work considered by its creator to pretty
much sum things up. In the past, Tony
has used the various pseudonyms to allow for

experimentation in a deliberate variety of styles,
usually on 12" EPs. Now, he wants to concentrate
on more consistent product - namely, Moody Boys
albums. The day of the single, says Tony, is over.

Gigs, however, are a different matter. Playing live
is worthy of many considerations, especially for
someone who's got used to the conveniences of
technology. When Tony gets round to some dates,
we can expect something a little unexpected.

"I'm not into the idea of trying to recreate what's
been done mechanically," he reveals. "I'll probably
do a Moody Boys gig and not play a single track
from the album. I also think it's quite boring having
just one person on stage with all his gear. I've seen
too much of that. I think there's another angle to it.
I'd rather try to go out there and develop my idea

.than simply talk about it. But at the same time, you
know what it's like at gigs. It's always so expensive,
and you're always worried about someone spilling
beer on your equipment. It's a bit of a nightmare."

So how do you get round it?
"I would do more of a show; it would be more



some'!
improvisation.'

But, Tony, surely... y -y -you don't In-
man... a band?!?!

"Well, there's no way you can get away
with not using electronics. At the same
time, though, the idea of rehearsing with a
6 -piece band and no electronics whatsoever
appeals to me as well. I'm quite open-
minded about that. I think what's
happening today is a collision of the two.
Once it was all 'keep music live', and you
either had that sticker or you wouldn't be
seen dead with one. Now it's all moulding
together. It's like, 'WOW, isn't it weird, this
guy's playing guitar...', but it's accepted.
It's new to a lot of people. Some 16 -year
old kid who goes to Megadog and sees a
drummer, a bass player and a guitarist, is
going to think 'hey, what's going on?'."

ist
lards,

e whole
Os. I think

1-iit the stage and see
of movement and

The last thing that appeals to Tony is
technology for its own sake. Whether

it's using weird things like electric bass
guitars on stage, or constructing unwieldy
devices in the studio in pursuit of new
sounds, he ain't precious.

"I like to just leave a DAT running and
catch things. It doesn't really matter what
it is. When I first started making records,
the technological resources didn't exist. I
remember, before samplers, I was using
tape loops -a massive, 20 -foot tape loop
going round a broom stick. My first
recording, 'Declaration Of Intent' by 400
Blows, involved a bass player and a
drummer, and a load of tape loops, and we
came up with this mess - this noise. I've
learned to make music with whatever
means I can. Obviously technology has

made things easier, but in some ways it's
made me lazier. I don't have to think that
much or work that hard to get what I want.

"You can push the boundaries, to an
extent - I mean, it's still about how you
use technology, how you express it. That's
up to the individual. But at the same time
I think it's made a lot of people really lazy.
I like the idea of going back to the way I
used to make music - which was
anyhow I could. I got my hands on
any piece of gear - anything - just to
create noise, or sound, or music. That's I/ 21,,,,,
more of a refreshing approach, for me. i /T._ ,/Some of the best tracks are total cock -ups.
Malfunction. Spur of the moment. I think
that's wonderfiil. Thrash it to death."

It's striking how interchangeable are the
concepts of noise, sound and music and
how in Tony's open mind 'noise' comes
first. The new album concludes with some
excellent noise, entitled 'A Funny Thing
Happened To Me On Wednesday'. Perhaps
not surprisingly, analogue synths dominate
the aural landscape, being so responsive to
the human touch.

"It's down to people being individual
with technology. It's not about reading the
manual, having everything working
correctly, going with any preset sound that's
going, and making a record. To me, that's
boring. Listen to the Aphex Twin, The Orb
or Black Dog, They're all individual
entities; they don't sound alike, even
though they're using a lot of the same
equipment. They have a different approach.
With this album, it's the way I want to
take it. I'm saying, OK, you've got all that
stuff out there - listen to this..."

ony identifies his early musical
interests as reggae, jazz, fimk, and "a

lames Brown/disco kind of period". But the
band who most inspired an innovative
approach to recording and technology turns
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out to be A Certain Ratio.
"At the time I was listening to things

like Brass Construction and Roy Ayers,"
says Tony, "and somebody played me this
ACR record and it really made me think,
'what's going on?' It was funk, but really
warped out, with all these strange noises
going on. I couldn't make out how it was
made, how they did it. That got me really
interested; it got me going."

Following this line of curiosity, some
familiar names began to crop up in Tony's
record collection: Sun Ra, Throbbing
Gristle, Cabaret Voltaire, Derrick May,
Kraftwerk...

"I was always curious about sound.
Like, how did they get that sound? And
more than individual instruments and so
on, I was interested in noise. It was alien to
me. You can imagine, coming from my
background, the impact of these alien
sounds. So I really wanted to know how it
was done."

Tony joined 400 Blows in 1984, an
avant-garde band - noisy, but still a band.
Today, his re-emergent attraction to live
instruments completes a kind of cycle. It
puts him back into an ambivalent

\ 1 1

ism '11

relationship with technology.
"I'm in the middle. I'm almost in this

wilderness, on my own, where I'm
neither black nor white. I'm colourless. I
tend not to be accepted on the Soul II Soul
scene, nor on the rock scene. When I did
'Journeys Into Dubland' with Jimmy Cauty
on XL, people were saying, 'wow, what is
this mess?' We mixed reggae, dub, acid...
It's only now that audiences are beginning
to accept this kind of combination."

Tony puts it down to the CD revolution.
"When people buy stuff they want to hear
quality sounds," he says, agreeing that this
encourages both sonic and musical
awareness. And it's the blend of sound and
music that counts, in fact.

"I love it when sounds bring out an
emotion, like the
sound of an ARP
Odyssey. There's more
to sound than just
having some ambient
track going for 20 or
30 minutes. There's
more to explore, and
there's still more to be
discovered."

400 Blows:
Of Intent' (Illuminated, 1984) 12"

If I Kissed Her I'd Have To Kill Her First (1/1/uninated, 1984)

allniln

'Pressure' (Illuminated, 1985) 12"

live 69' (Illuminated, 1985) 12"

'Groove Humping' (Illuminated, 1985) 12"

'Morin" (Illuminated, 1985) 12"

The Good Clean English Fist (foio, 1985) compilation

all,,,,,,

Look (Illuminated, 1986) album

'Riots Over London' (51r, 10861 12"

The Moody Boys
/sometimes \ Iothk Hurt):

'Boggie It'oosie Music' (111):11, 1988) 12"

".1(1,1 Heaven' (City Beat, 1988) 12"

Rapper' (City Beat, 1989) 12"

lamming For Survival (Ilouschictor, 1989)

compilation album

'Furkr Zulu' (City Beal, 19901 12"

journeys Into Dubland (with Jimmy

Canty) (XL, 19901E1'

'IM)n Dance' (4th Thlor, 199 1 ) 12"

'What Is Dub?' (Love, 1991) 12"

'Centre Of The IVorld' (Lure, 1992) 12"

'Playing With SpoifS' (United Conquer,

1992) 12"

'91(1ns°' (Prime/Guerill(1, 1994) 12"

Product 01.1te Environment

(Prime/Guerilla, 1994) album

Voyager:
Transmission (Undenvor/d, /993) E1'

Urban Jungle:
Tilt/MEM.

KLF remixes/productions:
'3.111 Etemal (KLF ('ommunications,

1990)

lt'hat Time Is Love' (KIT

Communications, 19901

'Kylie Said To Won' (1\11

Communications, 1990)

'Last Train To liancentraT (KLF

Communications, 1001)

The White Room (KLF Communications,

1991)

remixes:
Hectrotote: '1 Love lit,'

Supereal: 'Blue Beyond Relief'

Fur Da Mental: 'Sista India'

Hoci a luniors: 'Substatue'

The Residents: 'Kawlinsa'

System 7: 77 Expansions

System 7: 'Quest'

System 7: 'A/titutIt"
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loopismis

cd -X9.99
vinyl .... £5.q9I

(price per unit inc. postage (up to 2 volumes) 8, VAT, E8,0E.)

loopism's - volumE one
features 16 full length loops (garage, trance &

hardcorE), a full 808 drum machine & 66 vocal,
drum Er keyboard samples.

loopism's volume two
features 26 full loops [hardcore, garage, trance, disco 0 rap]

plus the classic 909 drum machine 0 44 top ml samples.

loopism's - volume three
25 full loops (reggae, rap, disco & garage)
& over 100 classic vintage keys samples.

oil volumes of loopism's are mastered at Abbey Road, for maximum sound quality.

how to order -

phone or fox us on -0816513633
or send cheque / p.o. payable to "d -zone"

61111111131111111113

DYNCE
group
of companies

d -zone direct, po box 3,south croydon, surrey, cr2 Oyw.

PULSAS

4 CHANNEL MODULATING
SOUNDLITE/CHASER

 4 fully dimming 5 amp channels

 3 or 4 channel chase operation

 100-240 volt 50-60 Hz automatic
adjusting mains operation

 STANDBY/GO facility with remote

MASTER DIMMER control

MANUAL flash buttons

CHANNEL switches allow selection for
channel independently

4 band SOUNDLITE with fully
automatic volume control

11 cross fading chase PATTERNs with
auto change

 FORWARD, REVERSE, BASS and
BOUNCE DIRECTION control with

auto -change

CHASE SPEED from10 minutes per
step to 50 steps per second. Audio
input can BASS BURST the chase

Optional 4 CHANNEL
SLIDER DESK allows

remote control of
the 4 channels

Optional five function LITEFOOT
footswitch provides remote control,

perfect for band members

PULS
,N1111111111111111MMIN

LIGHTING FOR EFFECT

Pulsar Light of Cambridge Ltd
Henley Road, Cambridge CB1 3EA

Tel 44-(0)223 66798 Fax 44-(0)223 460708
United Kingdom
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We are authorised agents for every major brand, and as such, we can offer

on unbiased and objective assessment of products from art end
users point of view having worked with the product ourselves. Our

breadth of product coverage from MIDI to tape makes us the number one package specialist
and our system based approach pledges us to supplying you with a working solution to
include all the necessary accessories and peripherals right down to installation and training in
your studio if you wish.

Although our product range is probably Europe's widest under one roof - having fifteen full
time demonstrators enables us to train them in depth on particular products. (you've probably
dealt with stores who know little about what they sell but we're confident that if you have a
question or a problem using your equipment, we will have someone 'in house' who will have
the answer). We will never tell you to '...ring the manufacturer',

We are now the U.K.'s largest music dealer for most of the products we sell (ask the
manufacturers). In practice this means that our prices are the cheapest, often by a substantial
margin. More importantly our products are backed up by a staff of over 25 including
engineers, on hand long hours to provide a quality of after sales service that stems from
almost 40 years serving Britain's leading music professionals. Put simply we understand that
the equipment you purchase from us is used to produce music, often in a commercial
situation, and our first priority is to keep you working at all times.

elHOUR COURIER
DELIVERY

% FINANCE BY
MAIL / IN STORE

We will train you In YOUR
studio. Over 85, of our
dents surveyed said they
achieved the greatest
In in productInty
when trained on their nwr
studio system. Our tutor
looks at your equipment
setup and then puts together
the appropriate training
course -work to suit your

eeds.
We also offer a range of
classroom type courses on a
vanety of topics e.g.Basic
Multitrack, Studio
Techniques. MIDI. AN

FREE EXPORTS
A SPECIALITY

PRODUCTS 1ST
OR MONEY BACK

LEGENDARY
PRICE SMASH*.
POLICY

We realise that it is often
necessary to sell your old
gear before buying new gear
At Turnkey. we aim to make
Ens process as trouble.free
as possible. Our trade-in
prices are around the best
you'll get from a music -store.
and we operate a ',ogling
refused' policy in store.
For a no-nonsense quote.
simply bring in your
equipment, preferably with
the original packaging, leads
and manuals. and well do
the rest!

The
4 TRACK Centre

It Is fair to say that Turnkey is the birth place Of
personal Multitrack, indeed the company and Its
founders were instrumental in the development of
the first Japanese products of the early 80s. The
philosophy was always to use innovative
technology to bring multitrack within the realms of
the musician. Our current catalog is still the
definitive guide to the subject - comparing all the
current machines. Call us tore copy

Our famous 4 track peck
includes everything you need to
'start making music. Sennheiser
headphones. microphone with
cable. chrome tapes. cables.

head.cleaning kit and the best book
we've et seen on multitrack recording,

taking you through basic track laying,
mxdown etc . with sections on everything from

nu placement °synchronisation and MIDI. We've
obtained some great 4 track phcing AND for a limded

period we will give you the 4 track pack (normal price
E59.95) absolutely free with the units featured herein

NEW Fostex X28H + 4 track pack £395
NEW Fostex 380S + 4 track pack £P
NEW Tascam 424 + 4 track pack CT5
NEW Tascam 488 + 4 track pack £1099
NEW Yamaha MTBX +4 track pack £POA

Yamaha's new double speed four -track InJ, .f.n,
inputs a stereo graphic es

E -mu EllIxp MEGA RACK PACK
includes 8 Meg EllIxp, Syquest
drive with 45 Meg cartridge, CD-
ROM drive with 6 CD-ROMs, Mac
remote software, SCSI cables and
terminator

Once the legendary sound quality of
the Ell! was the domain of only
large studios with a price tag to
match.

Hems the machine offenng bounce -down and sync jacks
which you wouldn't expect at this price. Monmix bus
doubles as effect send on mwdown Doty R.RP. £209

FOSTEX
280

£599
The 280 is the uhimate 4 track for use

with computer sequencers such as cubase.As well as
Dolby C. 8 inputs, 3 band sweepable EC) and 2 auxiliaries,
the 280 sports MIDI machine control via Me MTC1, so that
your multitrack can be slaved to the computer rather than
the other way round which is the norm. 2 autolocatIon

memories, autoplay and

TASCAM
Porta 07

£369
NEW 000 ED

A fantastic new rn chine from the
makers of the Portastudio. Daub° speed. E0 on each
channel, built-in dim, 4 channel metering system

Tascem488 new E1099 Fostex X28 £325
Tascam 488 £899 Fostex X28H £375
Tascam 688 B Irk £1899 Fostex 3800 0699
T P rt 03 POA Yamaha MT120 0339
Tascam Porla07 £339 Phonoc 8)(8600
Tascam 424 £399 Phonic PE03400
Tescam 464 CPOA Phonic PEO3600
Fos. X18 £249 Phonic PMX1600

411111N=EllfiblifN7IZ191IZIEMPIMIRNI.

With the release of the Elllxp, E -mu
have made this quality and ease -of -
use available to the rest of us. Now
Turnkey, Europe's largest Emu
dealer, have bought a quantity of
units to bring you this superb value
package with everything you need for
a working solution. EllIxp features
include 32 note poly, 8 balanced
outs, 10 octave distortionless pitch -
shifting, G -chip resonant filters, 8
Meg std expandable to 32 Meg, 2
SCSI ports, Mac remote / librarian
software, the largest and best quality
library (also Akai & Emaxll
compatible). If you are serious about
sounds, call now for more information
on this incredible machine.

Sywhology-
At Tumkey. we buy, sell. service. and provide full back-up
for Analog Synthesizers. We can locale all rare synths
and rare parts. All the following machines are in stock al
the time of going to press

360 systems 1/F 195 Korg Poly800 E 249
ARP Odyssey E 450 Yamaha CS7OM E 395
ARP2600 1,495 Moog
Banana 0138 copy £ 895 Drum E 295
Dynacord Flanger £ 295 Minimoog E 899
Emu Emax £ 599 Prodigy 245

Source £ 425 MKS7 C 350
Matrix OR £ 550 00570 £ 695

Oberheim MKSBO x Prog 0.799
OBB (MIDI) £ 895 RS09 E 105
OBX £ 495 513080 E 196
OBXa £ 549 SH3 £ 295
Xpander El 695 SIM £ 395
PPG Wave 22 £ 699 TB303 £ 675

Roland TR606 E 75
Juno 108 E 450 19626 C 129
Juno 80 E 350 TR/308 E 395
Jupiter 4 E 425 TR909 E 695
JX3P a Prgmr £ 350 Prophet 5 MIDI C 1A99
JX8P £ 395 Prophet VS rack £ 1 599

ANALOG HOTLINE: 071 240 6044

digideeign

&16 Track
In true Turnkey 'Hands On' tradition, all
the popular desks and recorders are on
permanent demo. Don't take the so called
'advice' of the cardboard box shifters; -

Choice of ED and Noise Reduction for
example is highly personal, features
should be carefully compared and specs
are often deceptive. Please come and
listen for yourself.

STUDIO RESEARCH MIDI SYNCHRONISERS

SmartSync Excellent value sync box £99

SyncMan - SMPTE box with merge £149

MacSyncMan as above with Mac I F £189

r iiiir

SOUNDCRAFT
SPIRIT AUTO
The quaint of the SPIRIT desk a already legendary. Now

SPIRIT AUTO gives you professional stud. automation at a
home Audio pnce. Fader automaton 0 provided for every
channel with mutes for both monitors and channels.
Assignable software groups are also available through
Steinberg's excellent automation software which gives
graphe controller adding as found in Notator etc... and also
doubles the fader resolution. Available Now.

Allen & Heath Range In Stock £LOW

PRO
Digital Audio Tape

DIGICON scms stripper
LW EF EU

or only £79 if bought with any
new DAT machine

These amazing devices remove the SCMS codwe from
a digital signal, allowing you fob make as many digital
copies as you like They have oth coaxial and optical
connections and .n also be used to transfer from one
to the other, le your machine with only an optical out
can now have a co -axial out etc... LEDs indicate the
curent status of the signal and also show any digital
errors or tape 9v bandy power allows use with
portable machines. Order nowt

EFFECTS
NMINI4AMeLPIPLI-141:14:721114414144INZP

ART FXR £169 dbx 363x gate new E249
ART Alpha 2 £205 dbx 163xcomp newE159
ART Multiverb LT E135 dbx 266 New Law
AlesiOuadverb GT £359 Digitech VHM511 POA
Aiesis 3630 new £239 Digdech TSR24 POA
Aiesis ME0230 085 Dreamer LX20 C199
Alesis microverb3 C159 Drawmer 135201 0279
Alesis MiOlverb3 £219 LA 4x4 new 0299
Aphex Type C II E259 Lemon LXP1 8 5 £399
BEHRINGER ALL NEW Lexicon LXP15 C849
AT LOWEST PRICES: Lexicon Alex 0359
Behringer COMposert299 Roland SDE330 0440
Behringer Ullralex C222 Roland SRV330 0449
Behnnger Maw E125 Saw OP range bawl UX
Behnnger Denoiser 089 Yamaha SPX990 £599
Boss 5E70 lowest UK Zoom 9001 £179
dbx boom box new E225 Zoom 9000 E199

AMPrItli:#1 :b1.1.1,3/4ftfolZW,F*1041b

QUADRAVERB+£299

ART MULTIVERB SE

24 bit. 20 kHz bandwidth OM!,

over MIDI olt,
competition, R R I

ZOOM 9120 only £295

YAMAHA
EMP 700

£395
NEW BOXED

Our scoop purchase allows us to oiler these incredible
units al an affordable price. A truly professional quality
effector which has Me acclaimed new Yamaha reverb
algonthm as well as Ire usual array of effects. the
EMP700 has many unusual ones like circular panning
and hyper modulation, as well as dynamic ones like
compression and wah. Feature include true stereo
processing. 20 Hz - 20 kHz frequency response other
effect types available on RAM cards, simultaneous
effects. lull IT rack size easy operating system. These
will Ily RRP £599

FOSTEX R8
& 812 EIGHT.
BUSS DESK
MTC1 Available

£2299
NEW BOXED

Used wIth ground -breaking MTC intedace
tape transport from MIDI sequence, We 4, p..neen1
this interface and are experts in the geld. 812 console Is
modular, MIDI mute ready. has full bar -graph meter -nu

WHICH DIGITAL 8 TRACK?
or

TASCAM
DA88

IIIIIIII

ADAT +SPIRIT 16 All new
ADAT MACKIE CR1604 All new
ADAT + A 8 H GS3 All new
Tescam DA88 e Spirit Studio 16
Tescam DA88 4. Solo MIDI 16
Tescam DA88 ASH GS3 / 16

£4899
E3999
£4999
£5999
£6499
£5999

tfif
.0 DEMO ADATS available Fostex R8 £1300

Alesis BRC 0195 Fostex 812 new C749
Alesis HIM new 0629 Soundcraft tr. £799
Alesis adal £2700 08.H 053 01965

&ITascam 2524 £1899 400 0889

;air EitE4.:1"/ NPEWITE.sehil,V
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FACT The cheapest DAT machines are now over
£400. or £800 with a full set of digital 1/05. DCC has 16
bit sampling at 48 kHz with advanced data reduction
techniques giving sound quality so similar to DAT that
biindfoided we challenge you to tell the difference.
Features Include full indexing features plus append,
auto side -reverse and repeat Co -axial Sp/DIF ins and
outs, full remote and plays analog cassettes with Dolby
B a C. Less than half price -unbelievable deal exclusive
to Tumkey - HURRY!. RRP £499

Sony DTC690 £499
Sony TCD-07 £429
Tascam DA30 ex-dem mint £949

PHILIPS
DCC300

£239
NEW BOXED

Aiwa XD -S1100
HHB Pro 1

£779
£929

VISCOUNT STUDIO MULTI -EFFECTS
When our product specialists first
heard the prices on this new range of
multi -effects, they were sceptical. A
brie) listen, however, quickly
revealed the strength of Viscount's
custom VLSI technology. In key

depanments like dynamic range, and signal to noise.
they out -perform units at twice the price. But most
impressive are the algorithms themselves -

Developed in Europe by a team of leading musicians
to suit current up -front mixing techniques, they are
characteristically smooth and free from the harsh.
grainy overtones associated with many of today's
budget units. Reverts or example are clean, natural.
and spacious. And we're confident enough to say
that a you are not !Wily satisfied return the unit to us
within 5 days fora prompt and courteous refund.
AS REVIEWED IN SOUND -ON -SOUND NOV 1993

FACTORY
DIRECT

r

£239
EFX1

True 16 by digital. stereo in/out, 32 character back -lit
LCD. 95 dB dynamic range. THD 002°/s Full MIDI
rontrol onouti Excellent sound quality. shimmering
everts lull editability. up In 6 simul aneous effects -

ve rbs chorus. phasing. flange delays, echo,
destorton. poor -Shpt tantayes. compression, noise
suppressor. 128 presets 1105 user spares) space
saving half rack design (rack mount kit a

EFX2
.1rnes processor as EFX1 49 pr sets made from 7

banks of 7 sounds reverb, dela . chorus/flange,
ohase/pitchshilt, multi, quitarl, guitar2. All the
convenience of a preset machine wit the advantage of
°dining the most useful parameters e vers lime. delay
,me. chorus depth, etc.. Footsvatch control, .20104 013
operation. 95 dB dynamic range, 0.02% THD. Peak nip
LED. Ideal for protect studio users. Up to 6 effects at
once. half rack size Pack Incans kit avail

ER256
With similar sound quality to the e tenant EFX2. the
ER256 is a dedicated reverb unit which offers a wider
selection of refined reverts and del ys. As the name
moles. Mere are 256 diflerent presets.

ART FXR dual FX

BBE 362/462 £199 / £299

1



PRICES GUARANTEED*
Authorised Dealer
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E -mu SYSTEMS
PROTEUS FX

£629rrp
NEW BOXED

The replacement for the Proteus) is here! It features
the same stunning sound quality as its predecessor, but
now comes with 8 Meg of samples as standard (twice as
much as before) including a full range of orchestral
sounds and the prof ormance grand piano. Iwo
independent effects processors are included with
excellent quality reverb s and huge range of other effects
from delay to distortion. Other features include 512 (!)
presets. 32 note polyphony and the excellent Proteus
operating system. IN STOCK NOW

E -mu SYSTEMS
MORPHEUS, PROTEUS 2+3
VINTAGE KEYS PLUS

ELow
NEW BOXED

YAMAHA WX11 / B17 MIDI
Wind Controller in Stock on demoPOA

ROLAND
J MOO

astow hmf mica

£1199
NEW BOXED

A unique preduct in digital synth history. Nothing
else combines the power and flexibility of digital
synthesis with the immediate and Intuitive knob and
slider access of old analog synth. Using 16 bit
sounds sampled at 48 kHz as the basis, the JD800
processes these through the famous Roland digital filter
with resonance to give stunning walls of sound to
compete with the greatest sonic blasts from the past.

We have secured an exclusive on the last ever
shipment of these dream -mac.- es. Limited availability

WALDORF
MICROWAVE

ano.esss

The Waldorf MicroWave continues to be by far the most
popular true synthesizer on the market. Its combination
of digital and analog technologie give unique gut -
wrenching timbres. Amazing Ba s! £899 phce cannot
be held much longer. ORDER NOW WIWI

DREAM
GMX-1

General MIDI
sound module

£159
NEW BOXED

The perfect module to include In your computer music
setup. 128 General MIDI sounds incl full range of
natural and synthetic sounds and drums. Includes built-
in MIDI interlace for PC windows 3.1. Macintosh and
Amiga serial port (serial lead extra). 16 part multi -
Umbrae 20 note poly, responds to MIDI volume & per
for computer controlled automated mixes. Must be
heard to be believed.

YAMAHA RM50 £399
NEW BO ED

The ultimate drum module - over 1000 spun.s. . pa
multi-timbral - spread a single sound across the
keyboard. Full synthesis including resonant filters, 5

MIDI controllers per channel assignable to pan, filter,
balance, decay, pitch etc... velocity cross -fading. 8
outputs, 6 trigger inputs, ground -breaking MIDI sample
dump option, 4 card slots (Huge range of up-to-date
sounds available) unbelievable spec, mind/blowing
sound quality, ridiculous price, Hurry I Hurry! Hurry!

EMAX II
DANCE PACK, TIT ACOUSTIC PACK

--- AMBIENT PACK
--iiCiMSMN £1295

NEW BOXED
Emax II + 2 sample CDs + 8 way loom +
MAW 50 disk library. At this phce the Emeriti has
to be the best value sampling package on the market.
Compare these features with other machines at this
price 8 poly outputs, which can be configured as 4
stereo pairs, 16 bit StOMQ sampling with 18 bit DAC5 -
excellent sound quality with greet bass. 16 part multi -
timbre!. 16 note poly - even in stereo) 32 superb
resonant digital filters, matrlx-modulation, additive
synthesis, transform multiplication, real-time control of
synth parameters via MIDI controllers. SCSi and RS422
aid - compatible with many storage devices & all
sample editors. 2 Meg RAM expandable to 8 Meg,
friendly operating system also available in 5 octave
keyboard version. No mention of Emu would be
complete without their legendary sound library. To help
you get working straight away we have 3 separate
packs with special sound libraries
S1 Dance -the Danger II sample CD full of the freshest
loops around, plus over 50 disks with a huge range of
analog and digital synth sounds
#2 Sound Designer / Ambient. The best service SFX
double sample CD with thousands of wide ranging
affects and textures plus over 50 disks of
complimentary sounds from our library.
#3 Acoustic Instruments - The Bob clearmountain
drum sample CD containing a top selection of stunning
natural sounds plus over 50 disks including Emu's
renowned orchestral sounds and a wealth of others

SYNTHESISERS Cheetah SX16 E399
Bo. DS330E new £299 ElilepTurbo x dernE4395
Ensoniq S01 £799 Ensoniq EPS16+ £999
Ensoniq SO2 new £899 Ensoniq ASR10 C1799
Ensoniq KS32 0399 Roland 0170 E999
GEM S2 £1299 Roland SP700 £1499
Kemal K-11 new £699 Roland S760 e CD-ROM
Kawai G -Mega new£449 new bundle at £1699

Korg Wavestatron SR rackmoont new C799

Kawai Spectra E299 S950 750k card £89
Korg WavestnSR lowest S1000 2M cards £129
KorgO1WFD £1350 Proteus FX in stock
Korg 05FINV £489 UltraProteus soon
Korg X3 MEGADEAL ProteusMPS £749
KurzweilK2000 x £1599 ProteuseAPS a £899
Oberheim M1000 £399 Proteus/1 a £599
Peavey DPM3 0090 Proteus/2 £645

Yamaha TG500 64 note sound module E749

Roland MKS130prgE1799 Proteus/2XR £799
Roland J0990 E1150 Proteus/3 0949
Roland JV1000 £1425 Proteus/3XR £645
Roland JUN £899 Vintage Keys £600
Roland JV90 In stock Protormance £239
Roland JV35 In stock Prolormance. £295
Roland JV880 POA MOTHER KBDS
Kurzweil K2000 a few ex demo E1599 ex VAT

Roland P55 in stock Roland A30 new £349
Waldorf Microwava£899 Roland PC200Mk2 £189
Yamaha SY77 set, £ Roland FP8 E1499
Yamaha SY85 £999 DRUM MACHINES
Yamaha SY35 new £599 Alesis SR16 £199
YamahaTG500 £749 Alesis D4 new £299
YemehaTG300 In stock Boss DR660 new £299

NEW Alesis OuadraSynth (in stock) EPOA

YamahaTG100 £299 Roland R8 MI2 £599
Yamaha 0Y20 £349 Yamaha RY30 £349
SAMPLERS/PLAYERS Yamaha RY10 6199
Akai 52800 new LOW SEQUENCERS
Akai 01000 £1899 Alesis Datadisk £299
Akai SO1 £599 Alesis MMT8 £179
Akan S950 lowest Roland SB55 new CPO&

£239
NEW BOXED

VISCOUNT RDA) data tiler
Records straight from your sequencer or plays back type
0 and I MIDI files from DD or HD MS-DOS disks (from
10405TE, PC and Mac) Programmable playback abilities
similar to top CD players. Uses direct to disk storage for
very large note capacity. Stores SysEx dumps.
C petitl Fits tang 50% more don't do most of this.

KAWAI EXCLUSIVES
while stocks last RRP DEAL

G.MEGA Lk Synth Module with interlace E249
G -MEGA 32 part Synth Module £649 E449
K-11 great sounding fully editable 32 pan synth with
resonant filters, vel 8 A touch keybd C949 £699
MDK61 5 act Master Kybd aim
pitch and mod wheels £309 £239
KC20 GM keybd with computer interf. E399
080E2 32 track MIDI sequencer, huge
memory, excellent eating facildies £549 £399
055 MIDI Sequencer 3.5" disk drive £409 £299
RIM multi -fa unit with 4 st ins and ours
plus digi I/O lantastic quality, great value 7000 £599

FATAR MASTER KYBDS
The 49 & 61 synth -action keyboards offer full-size velocity
sensitive keys with a firm but light action. Keys are
designed for minimum flex and positive seating.
EATARrs flagship model features a fully weighted and
counter -balanced action keyboard with 88 piano depth
keys. pitch & mod wheels adjustable key -response curves,
and assignable tootswitches and pedals. We feel that
these keyboards are the best we have played. If you
disagree, we will give you your money back.

GMX1 / PC200-II
GMX1 / Kawai MDK61

2315
£369

YAMAHA
OY10

£149
E BOXED

Almost half price! 8 part multi-timbral, 28 note
poly sample player (TG100 sounds), with 8 track
sequencer 0 full MIDI spec - built-in keyboard, wide range
of drum sounds, selection of preset patterns H required.
Ideal as wrong tool / sound module / backing machine.
Smeller than a video tape - sounds on the move I Ideal
stocking filler. Runs from batteries or AC adapter
(optional). These are the last units available anywhere 
order now, don't be disappointed these will fly.

0Y10 / PC200-II
0910 / Noyation MM10
0910 / Kawai MIDIkey

£319
£299
£379

MIDI SOLUTIONS

1111183.1114Dite9°k"'

Midi Processing
units from

£59.95
NEW BOXED

Exciting new range of real-time MIDI processing
boxes at exceedingly good prices. SysEx
Programmable
2 way merge - works with SysEx data too! £59.95
FootawItch controller - lets your footswItch send many
types of MIDI data £64.95
Relay - Converts MIDI into gate for punch In/out £69.95
Mapper - Changes one type of MIDI date to another,

KORG
ART
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COMPUTER
DIG/DESIGN

SPECIAL
DEALS

Call to discuss
j your Mac package

Apple Macintosh software
NotatorLogIc Cubasa Score Vision 2.0

£299 £399
k Masi k PRO

£299
MASTER
TRACKS

PRO
PC or MAC

version
a.9/5.2 £199

The original and the best. Mastertracks Pro is a well
roved American sequencer which has kept pace with
new developments and is. above all, very friendly. If

II EEO REM ROLAND
ATW-10

PACKAGE
our pace does

include the MIDI kit
-

L. r.= matmel
ICI

Almost every PC owner we speak to is looking for some
way to combine proper hard -disk recording and MIDI
pl yback. The ATVVI 0 card includes 2 channels of CD
quality hard -disk recording, a full Roland General MIDI
synthesizer (like an SC7), and a multi -effects processor.
Bundled Sound Impression software otters full WAV file
editing, mixing, playlisting and integration with MIDIfiles
and CD audio. You can use it with any MIDI sequencer.

COME IN AND SEE IT IN OPERATION III

Encore ENCORE
R

WINDOWS
or MAC

3.0 n £469
Encore's unrivalled ease of use has made it the Ideal
choice for musicians who want to compose using
traditional score notation, and to print out professional
quality manuscript. It offers four methods of entering
music, including MIDI real recording and mouse input.
Encore is a "pure. notation program, It is perfect for the
educated musician, who finds other forms of display
irksome. It is excellent for education purposes, as you
see what you play immediately notated, Mus making
sight-reading second nature.

Popular budget version of MUSICTIMEEncore with only 6 staves.
Fora limited period, comes FOR
with free Trax 2.0 sequencer WINDOWS

version or MAC£229
ETIMF71211 FD MUSICATOR

FOR
WINDOWS

VERSION 2.0

Sequencing and Score Pdn ng seartdessly Integrated Into
one easy to use program - the be t of both worlds, this
program doesn't compromise on either MIDI recording or
Notation page layout.

Steinberg

- EE  ge1441-10:114:11141400101:£11111,

Steinberg Cubase £289 Atari Falcon from C499
Cubase Lite £89 Emagic Notator Logic
Cubase Mac £375 new copy et £289
Cubase Score £425 Emagic Creator £179
Cubase Audio £699 Emagic Notator £229
Cubase windows £179 Emagic Unitor2 [245
Steinberg Mid.. £399 Saro Musigraph £39

MIDI QUEST
version 4.0

Universal Editor and
Librarian packages

THE WIDEST MIDI DEVICE SUPPORT AROUND

For Atari, Macintosh. DOS, Windows and Amiga. Now
supports 185 MIDI devices. including Vintage Keys,
Kawai Kll & G -Mega, Wavestation SR, X3, i2 and 13,
Waldorf Microwave, SY85, TG500 and TG100, and
many more. 1E235 for the windows version.

NEW SOLOQUEST - only £99 inc VAT

Digidesign
Session 8ilk Assilimy 7

NEW MAC
VERSION
NOW
AVAILABLE FE=

A breakthrough In direct to disk recording ! The new
Session 8 provides 8 track hard -disk recording running
on the IBM® compatible PC (you'd be amazed how
cheep modem PCs arch) Built-in digital mixing with EQ.
and SP/DIF interface on entry level model, and
AES/E8U on XLRs with pro version. Multitasks with
some PC sequencing programs including MaxPak v2.0

Digidesign Sample Cell II £1299SarlIple playback card ex VAT

FATAR
Computer

Music
Station

The CMS61
comes with
mouse mat and
has recesses for
it and a standard
PC OWERTY keyboard (not included). Pitch and
assignable control wheel. send patch 8 bank change,
octave / semi -tone %pose, sustain control pedal Inputs,
2 MIDI outs. The ultimate in ergonomic design.

Yamaha TG100 General MIDI sound
module with Mac / Windows interface 1

reumemwforPorr ROLASND

"Sound Canvas"0, 
£249

IBM® PC COMPATIBLE

2 o El SI

MAXPAK FOR WINDOWS £235
MCI Multimedia Control  Sample
Playback  Real-time Drum Pattern
Editor  JukeBox  Multi -stave
Notation  TrueType Print-out  200
control SysEx mixer Generic Bulk
Librarian  MIDI Machine Control etc...

SOUND FX ClassIc3000
16 brt sampling, high quality General MIDI wavetable
synthesizer. CD-ROM interface and MIDI interlace 24
note poly, 16 part multi-timbral. Suitable for PC hard -disk
recording. SCC1 /SoundBlaster compahble.

TURTLE
BEACH

MAUI

£199
A lot of PC musicians are seriously disappointed with
most sampling cards. Although they are good for hard -
disk recording, they can only play one sample at once,
not looped, not triggered from MIDI and only at the
original pitch. However, add the MAUI to your sampling
card, and you can assign any MOW sample file to the
MIDI keyboard, and play it over a 10 octave range with
up to 32 note polyphony. The Maui has 256k on -board
RAM (which is why it can do all this), but this can be
expanded to a terrific 8 Meg, allowing nearly 100
seconds of breaks, loops and instrument sounds.

And as If all this wasn't enough, the Maui also has
a built-in Wavetable synth with Gen MIDI compatibility.
Power drums. mellow pianos, super strings and breath-
taking choirs. Works well with any windows sequencer.

CUBASE
R

WINDOWS
4 PC versions available

ACT PC Cubase for windows is already the best selling
ersion of Cubes° woridwide. WHY? The PC is the only

t ue industry standard lie all of industry). Reliability is
otal, the PC is note domestic home computer. Because
of ferocious PC competition. you can now buy a 486 PC
Of a pittance. It is many times faster than an B MHz 1040.

32 bit 050 up to 66 MHz clock, IDE harddiisk, Industry
Standard expansion slots etc... There is no doubt that the
PC has the largest range of serious business software tool

Band -in -a -Box 5.0
Cadenza DOS
Cadenza Windows
Cakewalk Live
Cakewalk 40
Cakewalk Prof.
Cakewalk win 2.0
Coda Finale from

1.,e``',74
T

£89 Sample Vision E199
£175 EZ MIDI Pro sequcr £59
E295 Logitech Sndrnan 16 E189
£39 MicroLogic £929

015 Cd-grab £49
E189 PC Drummer £45
E295 OuickScore Deluxe £115
£299 Wave for Windows £115

MPC401
Steinberg PC1
Voyetra V22
Voyetra V24s
KEY MS101

PC MIDI interfaces
CMS, KEY, MIDIMen, Music
Quest, Voyetra, MOTU...

£69 KEY MS129
£81 KEY MP128

VIM MC2)(32m
2PodlSE

E115 MIDI Express PC

At Turnkey, we have the full
range of hard -disk recording
products on demonstration
from Falcon to Macintosh and
DR4d to the new Vestax
Machines. Cell the experts
now to help you make the
right decision.

£175
£175
£235
£235
£399

Digidesign Audio Media II
Hard disk recording ex VAT £699

A KAI DR4d £POA
NEW BOXED

ASK ABOUT OUR EX DEMO Lffieldis
Exciting new 4 track CD quality hard-drsk recording
system at a staggering price. This product Is simplicity
Itself. and new software allows control from MIDI
Machine Control sequencers.

ISC)1NT-irl
El Digirech_
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STUDIO ware
JBL Cent& 5 175W speakers

£285Entire range in stock at low prices

AURATONE
type LSM50
super near -
field monitors

£119
These high quality AKG monitors are based on the
classic Auratone design found in studios woddwide. but
with improved housing giving enhanced bass and top
end response. Power handling is also up to 50w ROB
as is sensitivity giving a significantly louder speaker.
The LSM505 represent both an ideal buy for the first.
timer on a limited budget, and even more so for those
who already have some larger monitors in order to
compare mix. You've probably often listened to your
"perfect" mix on someone else's system, only to have to
start again. These will save you hours of frustration.

AKG LSM50 + QED speaker switch £139
AKG LSM50 m Yamaha A100 0249
Yamaha NS10M + Yamaha A100 E399
Yamaha NS1OM / A100 0 LSM50 + QED switch E499

Yamaha A100 £169, RRP £249
We have picked up the last of these superb power
amps from Yamaha at un unbelievable price. Ideal for
monitoring systems and smaller sound reinforcement
applications, the A100 can deliver up to 80 watts RMS
and up to 150 watts peak Want more power ? -

Simply buy two ! The A100 can be bridged into mono
giving almost double the power. Backlit VU meters.
phono and jack connectors, clip LEDs, headphone
output. Strictly limited quantities are avertable - these
will sell out fast. Check out our package wrth NSIOMs

SOUNDCRAFT
RAC PAC
This latest addition to the Folio range is a sure-fire
winner combining superb sound quality with a fantastic
list of features 3 Band EQ with Mid sweep, 6 auxiliary
sends, high-pass filters rackmountable ( includes
swivelling connector field I up to 28 inputs on mixdown,
4 true sub -groups plus separate mix bus. inset points
and direct outs on every channel

YAMAHA
MV1602

£549
EW BOOED

Unbelievable pnce on this high quality 18 channel
rackmount mixer. Features include 3 band ED, 4 aux
sends, 8 mic Inputs, 0 LED meters, 20dB pads,
headphone output, Superb sound quality etc.. Very
limited supply available. Hurry Hurry Hurry!

Mackie CR1604, ex dem £699
Mackie CR1202, ex dem £250

PASystems
Huge Display. Bose, JBL. EV, etc Call 071 da-
PRICES INCIA %NI I k nudnland t

°We will beat any genuine quote
from a UK or European dealer.

We must be able to substantiate
the quote and the ....s must

be available an. in stock.
Interest Free credit (typical APR0,115 evadable on selected

items only. Both are subiect to statue Soho Soundhouse is a
licensed credit broker under the 1974 consumer credit act.

Written details are available on request

 Ill NNE 
MAIL ORDER DEPARTMENT

Our long established mail order department documents
your order from receipt to despatch. Send cheques
postal orders. Access or Visa orders, Bankers drag
Building Society cheques, Cash in reg. Envl to
TURNKEY, FREEPOST WD 584/1 LONDON WC2H OBR
(10 day clearance for personal cheques).
All other forms of payments - 24 hr despatch.
Don't forget to add E9 carnage. Phone orders welcome

NAME
ADDRESS

GOODS REQ.
AMERICAN EXPRESS

AL, = CARD No. expires:

I

TOTAL £
DAYTIME Tel.



Turtle Beach

Wave for Windows
Direct -to -disk recording system

For anyone serious about direct -to -disk recording using a PC and a

sound card, this new system from Turtle Beach has plenty to offer - as

Ian Waugh discovers...

THE SOUND EDITOR
FOR WINDOWS 3,1

Automated EO Preset:.

6 new sound processing effects
Sound speed control
Context -sensitive online Help
Microsoft ADPCM compression

f the PC has done anything for musicians, it's to make an
increasing number of powerful music and recording tools
available at cheaper prices. We've been rabbiting on about PC
sound cards and direct -to -disk (DTD) recording in MT for the
past few months so you probably know by now that you can
buy a PC sound card which can handle 16 -bit stereo
recording at 44.1 kHz for less than £200.

Most of these cards come with some form of DTD software
which is fine for messing about with, for creating Email voice
messages and the like. However, for more serious musical
creativity you will probably want something a bit more
sophisticated. Something like Wave for Windows, for example.

Wave is a program for
recording and editing digital

audio files. You need a PC sound
card, too, and Wave will work
with most cards including Sound
Blaster and Media Vision and their
clones as well as Turtle Beach's
more upmarket cards such as
MultiSound. In fact it should work
with any MPC (Multimedia PC)
card.

If you want to sample at 16bit
and 44.1 kHz the card must
support this of course, and the
program will only present you
with options supported by the
card you're using. I ran the system
with the Sound Blaster 16 ASP
card. You also need a PC running
Windows 3.1. The dots
recommend a 386SX, but if you
haven't already bought a PC it's
worth spending a bit extra for a
486 (several PC manufacturers
have already stopped making
386s). Installation is as automatic
as a PC installation can be.

The program works a little like a
sampler. In fact, if you've ever
used one of the Replay family of
samplers for the Atari ST or
Commodore Amiga you'll already
be half way there. One of Wave's
main differences is that it records
direct -to -disk so the amount of
RAM in your PC doesn't limit the
length of the recording you can
make. Though as with all digital
recording systems, the higher the
quality of the recording, the more
storage space it will use. A stereo

16 -bit recording sampled at 44.1kHz will consume 10Mb of
space per minute. However, hard disks are far cheaper than
RAM chips so DTD is very cost effective.

Wave is a highly graphic program. It has one main
window but that belies the wealth of features within.

The window is actually the waveform display area; you can
actually work with four of these windows - each a sample file
- making it easy to cut, copy and paste data between them.
Editing, however, is destructive. That is, it alters the actual
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Wave's main window area currently editing a high quality stereo file.

data file on the disk. The program can create a backup file for
you but this is optional because, of course, the backup file
itself requires disk space which you may not have or wish to
devote to a backup. In any case, the program has a useful
Undo feature so if you're sensible, the dangers of editing
without a backup are minimised.

To record, you simply open a file for the data - this is
known as a soundfile - and select the sample rate and

Wave can work with up to four soundfiles at once which makes cutting
and pasting between files very easy.

vievelbeet[.wav

Samplins Date

44.100 kHz

Clip e

0
°

kennels

JO

41 10. rai l  I la,
Review Stop Diny Cur. I.40Se lie,.

Available Disk SpaceASeek-11,
1.0 Missies ..11111111Or

If: fail

Before recording
you can set the
sample rate, the
resolution, specify
whether it's in
mono or stereo,
and check the
incoming volume
levels.

resolution. There are no level adjustment controls although
there are level meters so you must set the volume on the
sound source itself or via a mixer program which usually
comes with most sound cards. I must admit I never had any
problem with volume levels.

Because you may be working with a file which is 40 or
50Mb in size, Wave has an overview display above the
waveform which shows which part of the file is currently
displayed. The manual recommends you limit the size of the
edit window to around 10 seconds in order to minimise the
time it takes to draw the waveform. In fact, waveform
redraws are pretty fast.

A couple of sliders are used to zoom in and out in both

c 4. kwk 
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...these are the Auto Stutter
parameters...

Many of Wave's tools
have several

parameters so you
can customise the
effects. These are
the EQ parameters...

1-1111=11112211
Deis of Ore; I.I I Stu. Per Seri7 Fr;

Old Length 0.00 Beats

New Length 0.00 Beats

H.]

horizontal and vertical directions and alter the scale, so it's
easy to home in on a specific area for editing. You can view
the waveform in units of time, samples, beats or SMPTE. It's
quite easy, therefore, to see exactly where you are in the file.
Wave also lets you name and place up to 256 markers to
assist when finding your way around long files - although the
marker positions are not saved to disk (an update promises to
remedy this).

Things start to get interesting when you look at the edit
options. As well as the usual cut, copy and paste

operations which you can perform on any sample -based
program worthy of the name, Wave has a wealth of other
processing tools. These can be applied to the entire file or just
a selected area. One tool, the pencil, is used to draw in
waveform data. As everyone who has every tried to draw an
original waveform knows - this is impossible! However, the
pencil is useful for removing spikes in the waveform which
otherwise cause clicks - though this can still sometimes be a
tricky operation.

Six of Wave's tools have several parameters - Equaliser,
Auto Stutter, Cyborg voice, Distortion, Flange, Digital Delay,
Reverb. The EQ tool, for example, has four sets of gain,
centre frequency and bandwidth controls. The delay has
delay time, feedback and output mix controls. You can, >

Cu es artadestructiveeditiug-
Rather than directly change the data in a sound file, some DTD
programs let you select with markers sections of the file you want to
play. These are known as cues. You can assemble several cues into a list
in the order you want the sections to play. The software then reads the
various bits of data from the disk in the required order. This requires a
certain amount of processing power, but ensures that the original
recording remains intact as any changes you require are simply made
to the marker and pointer positions.

The system of cues and markers means that there is no need for the
original recording to be physically changed. Some DTD systems even
add effects in real-time (a further drain on processor power) which,
again, ensures the original data remains intact. This, naturally enough,
is called non-destructive editing.

Other DTD systems - Wave included - do alter the recorded data so
any changes you make are permanent changes to the file. This
destructive editing requires considerably less processing power. Wave,
however, has an Undo function which can save you from your worst
excesses and it will also make a backup file.
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Reverb

Rolfes andresolutions
There are two main parameters which determine the quality of a
sample - the sampling rate or frequency and the resolution.

When an ADC (Analogue -to -Digital Converter) is at work, it reads
the incoming signal and measures it - or takes a 'sample' of it - every
so often. The number of times it performs a measurement is referred
to as the sampling frequency or sampling rate and this is normally
expressed in kHz or 'samples per second'. The higher the sampling
rate, the more samples will be taken and therefore the more accurate
the digital representation of the sound will be.

The sampling resolution is the accuracy or fineness of the
measuring scale. This is quoted in bits and the more bits you store the
data in, the more accurate the result. CDs use a sampling rate of
44.1KHz with 16 -bit resolution and this is the standard most DTD
systems use (sound card permitting) and most31erswill want to use.

>. therefore create a large number of different, quite precise,
effects. However, it would be rather time consuming to have
to adjust all the settings each time you want a particular
effect, so Wave uses a system of Presets which are just that -
a particular set of parameters applied to a tool. You can
create and save up to 50 presets for each tool and the
program comes with well over 100 presets already
assembled.

Some of the tools can take quite a long time to process a
file and you could be left twiddling your thumbs for several
minutes, especially if the file is of any length. You also need to
be careful how much effect you apply. The algorithms are
good but over -processing can introduce noise or distortion to
a file.

Wave has several customisation options. You can alter the
cursor blink speed and change the colours of the various
areas of the program, although I personally think the default
colours have a nice hi -tech feel to them and they are certainly
good to work with. Finally, it's worth mentioning that Wave
comes with a useful little CD Player utility which can be made
to sit on top of your current window. You can flip from track
to track but you can't move to a position halfway through a
track as you may well want to do if you are recording from a
CD (having paid any due MCPS rights, of course).

In use, Wave works extremely well. It makes it easy to chop
up and put back together an audio track, insert samples,

process areas of the waveform and generally play fast and

Pre Delay Decay Time

4oi
I Output Mix

Density  Low Medium High

 Lo -Pass Filter Reverberated Signal
Add Reverb In Selected Range Only

Cancel
4 ASave

Preset

...and these are the Reverb parameters.

Load Delay Preset

Preset Name:

Presets:

1000ms short decay
1000ms short decay. to
1500ms short decay
1500ms short decay, fo
500 ms delay for 0 bit
500 ins short decay
BOOms short decay
BOOms short decay, for
big tunnel
drarnage_proe

gancel

Adverced

You can customise a
large number of
Wave's colour
settings.

Collections of settings
can be saved as
Presets and Wave
comes with over 100.

Set Color of

I dr I Plot Color

Insert Cursor Blink Speed

Slow Normal

Soundlile Path t \WAVF

Temp File Path C: \ WAVE

Record Mode : Tape Play Mode Tape

Hard Disk Hard Disk

 Use Soon, Range Dialog Wave °go

Tools for thejob
Wave has 19 tools under the Tools menu:

Fade In: smoothly increases the volume over the selected area
Fade Out: smoothly decreases the volume over the selected area
Gain Adjust: changes the volume level of the selected area
Mute: selectively erases a segment of the waveform
Equalise: a 4 -band parametric EQ
Frequency Analysis: the traditional FT (Fast Fourier Transform) mountain
display
Mix: mixes three soundfiles down into a fourth
Crossfade: fades one soundfile into another
Reverse: flips an area of the file back to front
Invert: reverses the phase of one or both channels. Inverting both

channels is pointless but inverting one can result in an interesting stereo
enhancement
DC Offset: adds a DC offset (zero frequency component) to the soundfile,
effectively shifting the central horizontal line in the waveform display up or
down in relation to the sample. Used primarily to fix an improperly
calibrated DAC (Digital -Audio -Converter)
Time Compress/Expand: A powerful function which will stretch or
compress a sample, effectively altering its length without changing its
pitch
Auto Stutter: a weird one - chops the area into a user -defined number of
regions and inserts blank space between them
Distort: applies digital distortion - usually after you've just done your best
to avoid it!
Flange: creates a whooshing effect
Digital Delay: creates delays ranging from 1 to 2000 milliseconds
Reverb: you do know what this is, don't you?
Speed Up/Slow Down: alters the speed (and the pitch) of the selected
area

Normalize: scales the gain or volume level to make the sample as loud as
possible
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DOT MATRIX AND INKJET

PRINTERS 24- ONLY f.129
FREE! FROM SILICA
 DELIVERY  WINDOWS 3.1

Next Day - Anywhere in the UK mainland Free Windows 3.1 driver with Printer Kit

 2 YEAR WARRANTY  HELPLINE
(Excluding consumables) Technical support during office hours

PRINTER KIT With Citizen dot matrix printers from Silica

FREE! PRINTER KIT
WORTH £57.58

FREE PRINTER KIT INCLUDES:

 311" Disk with Amiga Print Manager

 3:S" Disk with Windows 3.1 Driver

 1.8 Metre Parallel Printer Cable

 200 Sheets of Continuous Paper

 50 Continuous Tractor Feed
Address Labels

 50 Continuous Tractor Feed Disk Labels

AMIGA PRINT MANAGER
For fouler pnnang from your Amiga. Mt dearer

Images and mode Arent OdOurS. Available free

of charge as part of the Silica Printer Kit

 Improved Image Smoothing  Image Scaling
 Gamma/Colour Correction  Colour Separation

 Reducesdananates Banding

KIT e A
VALUE Zmo_9 VAT

PORTABLE THERMAL 126 CPS
WITH C LOUR OPTION

COLOUR OPTIONS

 Citizen Portable  Optional Colour
Notebook Printer n Printing ism ro,.

126cps (12cP0

'Presentation hero
Highlights Ai art,

 Fast LO Output-

 181, Printer Butlet/5 Fords Nil Colour Preto%

 GrapOos Resolution'
 Sheet°n5Cf 'PeladC'egattlo.

 Parallel Interlace

Car Battery Adaptor
360 x 360 dpi  2 Year Warren%

 Epson, IBM, NEC and
Citizen Emulations

 prw.fr MS *" TOTAL VALUE £349
3.1, MS Word and

Wrt1Peried
SAVING: C120

 Prints on Standard NU" PRICE
Duke Paper

 Auilt-in Outs Sheet
Feeder - 5Sneets

FA1 Colour Ribbon- RIB 3416 F5 iv, E5.88
Spot Colour Ribbon . RIB 3427 E4 xxxx A E4 70

£229
*VAT. E269 OA PRI 2104

INKJET 180 CPS

 Citizen Projet II Inkjet - 80 col
 180cps Draft. 120cps 510 (ICOR
 50 Nozzle Head - Quiet 46dB(A)

 50K Printer Buffer
 1 x IC Card Slot for RAM, Emulation and Font Upgrades
 3 Fonts Built-in Optional HP Compatible Font Cards
 Parallel Interface
 Graphics Resolution: 300x 300dpi
 HP Desket Plus (PCI.34 Emulation
 Low Running Costs - Repl ce Ink Cartridge Only
 Auto Sheet Feeder (70 Sheets)
 Includes Windows 31 Driver
 2 Year Warranty

RAP £316.00

FREE CABLE 58.47

TOTAL VALUE £324.47

SAVING- 512547

SILICA PRICE £199.00

£199
-VAT,8233 83 PRI 2093

 24 pin - 80 column

 192cps Draft (12cpi)
64cps LQ (12cpi)

 8K Printer Buffer

 5 Fonts:
3 LQ, 2 Scalable

 Parallel Interface

 Graphics Resolution:
360 x360dpi

 2 Emulations:
Epson & IBM

 Citizen Emulation
Autoset Facility

 Quiet < 48dB(A)

 Built-in 50 Sheet
Automatic Feeder

 Included:
- "EASYSTART" S/w
- Windows Driver
- Amiga Driver

 Optional Extras:
- Colour Kit
- Tractor Feed
- 128K RAM

 FREE Silica Printer Kit

 2 Year Warranty
-25111111.1111111111111111048

9piN 240cps 80coLumN

0E10
11,00 "4"4.

FREE DELIVERY

 Citizen Swift 90 - 9 pin - 80 column
 240cps SD (10cm) 216cps Draft, 54cps NLQ
 8K Printer Buffer
 6 Fonts Built-in
 Parallel Interface
 Graphics Resolution:

240 x 216dpi
 Epson and IBM

Emulation
 Auto Set Facility
 Ultra Quiet Mode

- 45dB(A) SWIFT 90C COLOUR
 Advanced Paper RIP E219

Handling PRINTER KIT 049

 Colour Printing TOTAL VALUE: Me
Standard - Swift 90c savivc E129

Optional - Swift 90 SILICA PRICE: £139

 FREE Silica Printer Kit

SWIFT 90 MONO
0199

liNiorliTER KIT £49

TOTAL VALUE £248

SAVING. C119

SILICA PRICE £129
£129
eVATx2151.58 PRi 2290

£139
,..VAT=E163 33  PRI 2297

4

2
WA

IDEAL
FOR ME

FIRST-71ME
USER

°rem h:

OPTIONAL COLOUR KIT
Add full colour to your

printouts with the easy

to install, optional ABC

colour kit.

-£23
rWiT=t21.02. PRA 1237

CITIZEN ARC 24

5,extlabit
9.9,94.19.

ifluat Ihe

ICLN vv.

P INTER KIT .... ....... £49

TOTAL VALUE: £23

SAVING £109

SILICA PRICE: £129

r24RN 270 CPS 80 COLUMN

 Cittzen Swift 200,2000 - pin - 80 column

 270cps SD (15cpi). 216 cps Draft, T2cps LO

 OK Printer Buffer (40K max) + 7 LO Fonts

 Parallel Interface

MIFF
PREVIOUS PRICE
OF SWIFT 2000

SWIFT 200 MONO
 Graphics Resolution: RRP t259

360 x 360 dpi PRINTER KIT sue

 Epson, IBM, & NEC
P20 Emulations

 Ouarter Printing and
Auto Set Facility

 Ultra Quiet Mode SWIFT 200C COLOUR
- 43d6(A) III E279

 Colour Printing PRINTER KIT E49

Standard - Swift 200C Mr
AL VALvUGE: 2338

Optional -Swift
0159

200 SILICSAA E169

e FREE Silica Printer Kit

£155
4VAT45182 13 . PRI 2490

TOTAL VALUE 5508

SAvinG.- E153

SILICA PRICE £155

£169
48442198 58 PRI 2495

I

COLOUR
OPTION
AVAILABLE

SAVE

£10
OFF PREVIOUS
PRICE OF £139

£129
-i-VAT-£151 58- PRI 2411

r24PIN 300CPS 80 COLUMN

Citizen Swift 240,240C - 24 pin - 80 relents
300cps SO 115401, 240 cps Draft, 80cps LO
8x Printer Buffer - 408 maximum
9 LO Fonts 2 Scalable Fonts leANUSI
Font Cartridge Slot SWIFT 240 MONO
for plug in 'Style' fonts
Parallel Interface
Graphics Resolution:
360 x 360dpi
Epson, IBM, NEC P20 &
CEL Emulations
Quarter Printing Facility
Auto Set Facility
Bi-directional Interface. SWIFT 240C COLOUR
Auto Emulation Detection RIP 53T5

 Ultra Ouiet mode -43d8(A)PRINTER KIT 549

 Colour Printing TOTAL VALUE £4081

Standard - Swift 240c, SAVING £209

Optional - Swift 240 SILICA PRICE: 0199

 FREE Silica Printer Kit

TIO OFF
PREVIOUS PRICES,

£179
s4VAT45210 33 PRI 2560

FIRP F339

PRINTER KIT f49

TOTAL VALUE 5388

SAVING E209

SILICA PRICE. We

£199
yeATe2233 83 - PRI 2571.,

I

sILIO4

/At` THE SILICA SERVICE
Before you decide when to buy your1 lc- new printer, we suggest you think
very carefully about WHERE you
buy it. Consider what it will be like a

vr1;x1..'eAcV,k0 few months after you have made

j0 your purchase, when you may require
additional peripherals and accessories,

or help and advice. And, will the company
you buy from contact you with details of new products? At Silica,
we ensure that you will have nothing to worry about. With our
unrivalled experience and expertise, we can meet our
customers' requirements with an understanding which is second
to none. Complete and retum the coupon now for our latest
FREE literature and begin to experience the "Silica Service".

 FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY:
On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland,

 TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPLINE:
A team of technical experts will be at your service.

 PRICE MATCH:
We match competitors on a "Same product- Same price" basis.

 ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS:
We have a proven track record in professional computer sales.

 PART OF A LOOM COMPANY onn...2asado:
We are solid, reliable and profitable.

 CORPORATE & EDUCATION DIVISION: Volume
discounts are available. Tel: 081-308 0888.

 SHOWROOMS:
We have demonstration and training facilities at all our stores

 THE FULL STOCK RANGE:
All of your requirements are available from one supplier.

 FREE CATALOGUES:
Will be mailed to you with special offers and full details of hardware
peripherals and software.

PAYMENT:
We accept most major credit cards. cash, cheque or monthly terms
IAPFI 29 8% wraten quotes en request,.

Mg 081-309 1111

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent. DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111
CHELMSFORD SHOP: Debenhams (end Nei:. 27 High St. Chelmsford, Essex. CM1 1DA Tel: 0245 490654

CROYDON SHOP: Debenhams 12n0 Floor, 11-31 North End. Croydon Surrey. CR91RD Tel: 081-688 4455

GLASGOW SHOP: Debenhams i51n Floor,. 97 Argyle St. Glasgow. Strathclyde. G2 8AR Tel: 041-248 3896

IPSWICH SHOP: Debenhams '2si 11000. Waterloo House, Westgate St, Ipswich. IPI 3EH Tel: 0473 287092

LONDON SHOPS: 52 Tottenham Court Road. London. W1P OBA Tel: 071-580 4000

Selfridges Basumes: Mesa' Oxford Street. London. W1A lAB Tel: 071-629 1234

MANCHESTER SHOP: Debenhams':;: Market St. Manchester, Lancashire. MOO 1TA Tel: 061-839 3654

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Merrs. Hatherley Road. Sidcup. Kent. DA144DX Tel: 081-302 8811

SOUTHEND SHOP: Keddies rdco.. High Street. Southend-on-Sea. Essex. SS11LA Tel: 0702 468039

1-17: Silica, MUTEC-0594-55, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX-)

PLEASE SEND A BROCHURE ON THE CITIZEN RANGE

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initials: Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):

Address:

Postcode:

Tel (Home): Tel (Work):

LNhich computer(s), if any, do you own? 55AL)
E&OE - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please return the coupon for the latest information.



Wave can produce the famous FFT mountains display.

)1" loose with whatever audio signals you can get onto your hard
disk. However, although data is recorded digitally, Wave is
very much a linear recording device like a traditional tape
recorder. For example, it has no looping points and there is
no system of cues which are used by some other DTD
systems. Cues, of course, demand a degree of processing
power from the computer and a certain level of hard disk
performance as the program may have to read and play
quickly in succession, data situated in several different places
on the disk. On top of that, some DTD programs apply
effects in real time which is a further drain upon the system.
For serious digital recording, cues are certainly the most
flexible editing method and they also preserve the integrity of
the file as editing is non-destructive. But Wave will work with
a fairly low -end system and it doesn't cost an arm and a leg
so you have to take that into account.

Another area which may concern potential users is
synchronisation. Although Wave can display time in SMPTE
format or beats, it has no direct MIDI or SMPTE
synchronisation facility. You cannot, therefore, create a MIDI
backing track, play it back and use Wave to record the vocals.
Well you could, but after the recording there is no simple way
to synchronise the two programs.

To get these sort of facilities you'll need a more
heavyweight program such as SAW which we'll be looking at
in MT very soon. Look upon Wave as a stereo audio tape
machine with vastly superior editing facilities and you won't

Export File

Destination File Type :

Microsoft .WAV

Microsoft .WAV
SoundStage .SFI
Creative Labs .VOC
SampleVision .SMP
Raw PCM Data
Microsoft ADPCM .WAV

Use Anti-Aliasing Filter

via

Destination File Format :

8 Bit 16 Bit

 Mono Stereo

050 kHz  44.100 kHz

(Hz) :

Cancel' Help

Wave can export a file in different sample formats and with different
sample rates and resolutions.

go far wrong. Of course, it's rather more than a tape recorder
substitute; certainly, its editing facilities make it a good choice
for the creation of soundtracks for multimedia work, for
example, or the production of specialised sound effects.

The manual is very friendly with a sprinkling of humour,

Sample fileformats
Wave uses Windows' standard WAV file format as a default, but the
program can load and save several other sample formats:

Microsoft WAV
SoundStage SFI

Creative Labs VOC
SampleVision SMP

Raw PCM 8 -bit mono
Raw PCM 8 -bit stereo
Raw PCM 16 -bit mono
Raw PCM 16 -bit stereo
Microsoft ADPCM WAV

The last format is a compressed data format, although the manual
makes no further reference to it. The program doesn't directly
support popular sample formats on other computers such a
although for most users this won't be a major consideration.

You can zoom in on individual samples and edit them with the pencil
tool.

although apart from a few introductory sections, it's more a
reference guide than a tutorial. It includes an introduction to
sampling, a section of recording hints and it has a reasonable
index. The program also has an excellent on-line Help
system.

There are one or two 't's to cross and 'i's to dot - but
nothing major. The manual is aware of shortcomings in some
areas and promises a few enhancements in future updates.
I've been using Wave for testing sound cards (see feature in
our April issue). It's flexible, it works extremely well and it's
infinitely better than Windows' recording devices. For pure
digital recording it's an excellent program. 

E I, A S T AN 0 12

Ease of use

Originality

Value for m

Star quality

More from

Very graphic, highly mouse oriemated.

Hardly original but a nice implementation.

A great linear DTD edit program at the price.

Certainly one of the best waveform editors
around at the moment.

£116.33 inc. VAT

Et Cetera  Unit 15  Hardmans Business
Centre  Rawtenstall  Lancs 1384 6HH 
Tel: 0706 228039  Fax: 0706 222989
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I
r Double CD Set - Capsules 1 & 2

Both Capsules - £80 Single Capsule - £49.95 Purchase of second Capsule - £35
A UNIQUE FRESH LIBRARY OF SAMPLES SPECIALLY CREATED BY GARRY HUGHES & NICK
FISHER - IDEAL FOR OR - OR ANYONE THAT NEEDS INSPIRING,
CUTTING EDGE ORGANIC ANALOGUE SOUNDS. FEATURES MANY UNIQUELY MODIFIED
ANALOGUE SYNTHS. GET THESE SAMPLES AND USE THEM BEFORE EVERYONE ELSE DOES,
THESE CDs ARE EXTREMELY HOT - YOU WILL NOT BE DISAPPOINTED.
FE AMBIENT PADS - ETHNIC VOCALS, FX & INSTRUMENTS - SYNTH LOOPS &
PERCUSSION - BASSES - BLIPS - BLEEPS - TRANSFORMED DRUM & PERCUSSION LOOPS -

WEIRD DIALOGUE  SUNG VOCALS - ANALOGUE SEQUENCES - ANALOGUE FX - ELECTRONIC
PERCUSSION - MANY FEATURING EXTREMELY CREATIVE PROCESSING.

Volume Eleven
Vince Clarke, Lucky Bast. 
This collection features new sounds created especially by Vin
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Volume Twelve -
Keith Le Blanc's
Kickin' Lunatic Beats
This volume sets new standards for drum sample CDs. it features a wide range
of styles including Flip Hop, Funk, Ii,, Rock, Reggae Swing Go Go, Fusion,Reggae
Cyberpunk, etc. After starting his career as in-house immer with Sugarhill
records, working on such classics as Grandmaster F sh & Melle Mel's 'The
Message', Keith has gone on to lay down the beat tor'lames Brown, REM, The
Rolling Stones, Annie Lennox, Seal, 808 State, Malcolm McClaren, Bomb
The Bass, ABC and many more. He has also moved into writing. production
and remixing, working with such artists as Charles & Eddie, Malcolm X,
Living Color, The Cure, NIN, and many more. He also found time create the
unique sound of Tackhead with Doug Wimbish and Adrian Shell. nod. The
superb performances featured on this CD were recorded at Orinoco and The
Aquarium so, as you can imagine, the recording quality is absolutely state-of-
the-art. Aside from tons of choice grooves (all bpm-ed as always), we've
included a comprehensive set of matching single hits so you can create your
own. Not that there's Much chance of you doing that for a while, because after
you hear these Kickin' Lunatic Beats you're going to be using them for years to

vi:miit, Icsult is
tic:nista t ing..,a pea. Olgttitelieti to it.
He is the Mall Illaeh
of:. -,a Calaalllialate i Killer Drummer, Killer Studios, and
Killer Production. These are beats that just won't quit!

- SOS

MEGABASS REMIX! - JJ JECZALIK'S ART OF SAMPLING
NEIL CONTI'S FUNKY DRUMS FROM HELL - SKIP TO MY LOOPS BY NORMAN COOK

PETE GLEADALL'S SAMPLOGRAPHY - COLDCUT'S KLEPTOMANIA
CUMMINGS' & BOULD'S RHYTHM OF LIFE - DAVID RUFFY'S DRUMS - PASCAL GABRIEL'S DANCE SAMPLES

NOW JOINTLY DISTRIBUTED IN THE

AN The Advanced Media Group

0252 717333 Fax 0252 737044
PO Box 67 - FARNHAM - SURREY GU9 8YR - UK

TIME & SPACE

0442 870681 Fax 0442 877266
PO Box 306 - BERKHAMSTED - HERTS HP4 3EP - UK

DENMARK - MUSIC MIND (COPENHAGEN) - 32 96 06 50 - FAX 31 54 47 52
FRAN' - EVERGLADES (PARIS) - 49 41 00 83 - FAX 49 30 82 36

ITALY - SOUND EXPRESS SERVICE (ROME) - 06 372 0758 - FAX 06 325 1952
SPAiv, - MUSICORREO SL (MADRID) - 01 594 3386 - FAX 01 593 4929



Have you got
MIDI problems?

Solve your MIDI problems with our

Special readers offer, the MA36 36

function MIDI analyser.

The MA36 is a neat battery powered

MIDI analyser which uses 36 red LEDs to

tell you everything from the number of

MIDI channels in use to what kind of

information is going down it.

r

You can check for:
Active Sensing

System Reset

Errors and Interrupts
Note On/Off
All Notes Off
Poly Pressure

Control Change
Program Change

Channel Pressure
Pitch Wheel

System Exclusive

Song Position Pointer
Song Select

Tune Request
End Exclusive

Midi Clock

Start/Continue/Stop

MIDI THRU lib A MIDI IN
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The MA 36, previously sold elsewhere for £49.95, is available exclusively to our readers at a special
price of only £29.99* inc VAT and P&P.

To order your MA 36, clip the coupon below or telephone 0353 665577

(9am - 5pm Mon - Fri) to order on credit card

Please send me MA 36 (s).

I enclose a cheque/PO for made

out to: Home & Studio Recording Publications Ltd,

MA 36 Offer, Alexander House, Forehill,

Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.

Please include your full postcode and ;Wow 28 days for delivery.

Name

Address

Postcode Tel

 UK only. Please phone for overseas postage rates



Roland

Vintage Sounds board
for the JV series

These days, many synthesiser users, when questioned
about the relative merits of today's digital technology,
will fall to the floor weeping with nostalgia. They'll
remember the good old days when men were men,
when you could have a good night out for less than a
shilling, the population lived on bread and dripping and
synths were analogue synths.

You too may yearn for that classic warm sound and
real time control found on early keyboards, or you may
be quite happy with your digital synth and its modern
spec and vast array of presets. Whatever your stance
there's no doubt that analogue sounds have again
become an integral part of contemporary music, and
prices for secondhand classic synths are soaring.

Part of the reason for this is that modern digital synths
are considered by many as 'thin' -sounding, rather bland
and compared to analogue synths, difficult to use. This
may well be true, but one can't ignore the 'good old

A wealth of classic

analogue synth

sounds on a small

expansion card?

That'll do nicely.
Review by Andrew
Jones

days' factor which also comes into play in this as in so
many other fields. Nostalgia and rarity value make for a
powerful combination in a world of mass production
and ready availability. Certainly, manufacturers have
begun, belatedly perhaps, to realise the value of
including a few classic sounds from their back
catalogues on the latest machines: Not least amongst
these are Roland whose Jupiter, Juno and 808 sounds
have been used extensively in recent years. Now
however, they've taken things quite a bit further and
released an expansion board filled with vintage synth
sounds for their popular JV series (80, 880, 90 and
1000) and the JD990 synthesisers.

I tested the Vintage Sounds board using a JV90 and
found the fitting procedure a perfectly straightforward
task. You simply remove a small panel and then slot it
into a socket supplied, rotating some special screws
which click into place when positioned correctly.

is
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)0 uditioning the sounds is simply a matter of going to the
card bank on the keyboard and stepping through each one

using the bank and number buttons. There are an impressive
255 sounds for the JV series and a further 255 for the JD990
(510 in all). Included are sounds from classic Roland synths like
the Juno 6, D50 and SH101 as well as from other
manufacturers' keyboards like the ARP 2600, Moog and
Rhodes.

Don't expect any acoustic sounds like piano or guitar; what
you get here are the sounds of synthesiser yesteryear and some
weird and downright wonderful noises thrown in.

Bank A contains some shimmering examples of the latter and
I found it quite hard to plod through them all without reaching
for the sequencer to record some compositions. Quirky and off-
the-wall are just two of the words that come to mind. In many
cases, you don't get the original 'raw' analogue sound but
combinations of up to four which produce programs with
delays, pans or simply non descript effects that rise and fall as
long as the note is pressed. Swooping, massive pads stand
alongside unusual brass stabs and bells and the first half of
Bank B continues in the same vein.

It's actually very difficult to generalise with a soundcard like
this and say you'll find this kind of sound here and that kind of
sound there. Roland seem to have thrown in every kind of
sound in every area. But it can be said that the latter half of
Bank B concentrates on pads, strings and choirs while the first
half of C is where you'll find the rawer analogue lead sounds
with examples from the Minimoog and Jupiter 8 among others.
The second half of Bank C is where the bass sounds are to be
found. These cover all areas: punchy technos, fat Moogs, acidy
squeals and subsonic booms.

Frankly, I find myself hesitating to recommend the Vintage
Sounds card from Roland. Many of the sounds are so good

I wouldn't want everyone else to start using them. But
professional integrity forces the truth out and I can only
conclude that there are few criticisms that can be made of the
card. It will appeal mainly to those after odd -ball and classic
sounds and the dance/trance fraternity who may find that
actually owning those classic old analogue synths is no longer
the necessity it once was.

Lovers of that classic synthesiser sound may well have
already been tempted by the E -mu Vintage Keys expander. If
you are in this category and already own a JV series synth, the
Vintage Sounds card - at around £600 less than the E -mu
module - is quite simply a must.

If you are in the market for a classic synth, then you could
well fork out a fortune, even for just one model. For the cost
of a JV synth plus Vintage sounds, you get the best of a bunch
on one card, easy access to all and no fiddling with knobs to
program each sound. Analogue anoraks take note, digital can
sound good after all. 

"Pr H F A S T W 0 14 13

Ease of use

Originality

Value for money

Star quality

Price

More from

Once you've got it installed, it's plain sailing.

The idea yes, the sounds no.

Pretty good.

Old synths for new...

£269.00 RRP

Roland (UK) Ltd  Atlantic Close  Swansea
Enterprise Park  Swansea  Swansea  West
Glamorgan SA7 9FJ  Tel: 0792 310247
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11.--. ' WELCOME TO THE 01CDESK1 THE TRULY PORTABLE RECORDING STUDS DESK S WHAT THE i.,

40, PROFESSIONAL HOMEISTU010 MUSICIAN HAS BEEN EAGERLY AWAITING.

--viiiv,
EQUIPMENT ACCESS, BE IT ON DESKS OR STAN ,N

:

Q.,. If YOU'VE BEEN INTO A PROFESSIONAL RECOROING DID YOU WILL HAVE NOTICED THAT THE
0 ire
Arno EQUIPMENT IS LAID OUT PEACH FOR IMMEDIATE US IS PAiliTAKINGLY PLANNED OUT FAQ

UP IN A RACK SYSTEM WITH ONLY PATC

WOULD SPEND HALF HIS TIME, AND HI

CREATE THAT ULTIMATE PROFESSIO

TO BRING THE PROFESSIONAL RE

TOP EASY ACCESS TO ALL

no doubt you

Portable Reco

surfaces the

for gener

and an

CBS) MAI:PILES TIDILY STACKED

WMSI'T so TAKE ppoDucto

EIMER II EMS TO

ITSIS RIM
SYSTEM DESK

Depthi allows you to place on a

(tun. 1400 Width a 700 Depth) which gives you flexibility for either

housing upto an 88 note electronic piano (like the Roland 919) or

a workstation synth/keyboard which can be hidden away or

exposed by sliding out the retractable work surface,

C.I.S. (INTERNATIONAL) RED LIMITED  10A  HARDWICK MID. ESTATE  BURY ST. EDMUNDS  SUFFOLK  1433 20H  FAX: 0284 725640
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PC SOUND CARDS
NEW LOW PRICES
ON SELECTED ITEMSMORE SOFTWARE AND

MORE SOUND STANDARDS
CHECK-OUT THE COMPETITION!

I I IE 16 -Elf E STEREO CD QL:11111'
SOUND CARD

ttil,fitar

USER' S MANUAL

DIRK 2

FREE MULTIMEDIA & BUSINESS AUDIO S/W FOR
SAY IT!. SOUND SCRIPT. FOR WINDOWS JUKEBOX FOR WINDOWS
Voice Annotation Program Multimedia Authoring Program Playlist Editor
AUDIO CALENDAR. SOUND SCRIPT. FOR DOS WAY/MIDI COMMAND LINE PLAYER
Personal Scheduler Multimedia Authoring Program Play MIDI and WAV files from DOS Promt
VOICENET.' AUDIOSTATION. SOUND EVENTS'.
Voice Mail For Novell'. Networks Integrated Audio Control System Audio Enhancer For Windows
WINOKT. OLE MIDI ORCHESTRATOR. AUDIO SCREEN SAVER.
Digital Audio Editor MIDI Music Arranger Enhance Windows Screen Saver

8 -BIT MONO
BXII EXTRA - 2 SOUND STANDARDS

 8 -BIT MONO SOUND CARD

 2 SOUND STANDARDS:
AdLib, Sound Blaster v2

 FREE SPEAKERS

 DYNAMIC FILTERING

 CD AUDIO IN:
Direct Audio Connection
from CD-ROM drive into the
Sound Card

 MIXER SUPPORT:
Record and Playback from
Multiple Sources

 BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER

 MIDI OPTION

 FREE DYNAMIC
MICROPHONE FROM SILICA

FREE DELIVERY

 13 SOFTWARE TITLES:
Say It! Audio Calendar,
VoiceNet, Windat OLE,
Soundscript For Windows,
Soundscript For DOS,
Audio Station, MIDI
Orchestrator, Jukebox For
Windows, Wav/MIDI
Command Line Player,
Sound Events, Audio Screen
Saver, Sound Tracks, Utilities
& Windows 3.1 Drivers.

SOFTWARE DESCRIBED ABOVE

PREVIOUS
PRICE .F.TMAT

£39
-,VAT = £45.83 SOU 1002

STEREO
BASIC 16 - 6 SOUND STANDARDS

Sound Galaxy BASIC 16 leads the way to
an exciting multimedia experience for PC
users. Fully compatible with six key sound
standards, it allows you to run the largest
selection of software under DOS and
Windows environments. For optimal audio
performance, it produces real 16 -bit 44.1mHz
stereo digital sounds, changing your
ordinary PC into a professional playback
and recording studio. It also features
support for multiple AT -Bus CD-ROM drives

and a Wave -Table Synthesis upgrade
option (see below). The BASIC

16 comes with
a range of 14
multimedia and
business audio
software titles,
worth over £450
(see left) and a set
of high quality
personal head-

phones.

DOS & WINDOWS
SOUNL
Collection m Melomes
C0 -PLATER
Control CO Functions for Drive

LITISUInTIcludesE

Diagnostic Test Program
WINDOWS DRIVERS
Drivers for Windows 3.1

PRO 16 EXTRA - 4 SOUND STANDARDS

SCSI
UFGRADEABLE

 16 -BIT STEREO SOUND CARD
with Multiple CD-ROM Interfaces

 4 SOUND STANDARDS:
AdLib, Sound Blaster v2, Sound Blaster PRO II,
MS Windows Sound System

 FREE HEADPHONES AND
DYNAMIC MICROPHONE

 CD-ROM INTERFACE (BUILT-IN) FOR:
Panasonic and Mitsumi Drives - Optional Sony
connector (see accessories)

 OPTIONAL UPGRADE TO SCSI CD-ROM MP
 MPU401 MIDI COMPABILITY
 BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER & MIDI OPTION
 DYNAMIC FILTERING
 WAVE POWER UPGRADE (ExTRA £119 - SEE RIGHT)

 16 SOFTWARE TITLES INCLUDED WITH PRO 16:
- Corn Voice Voice Recognition Program - PCs
can be trained to pick up spoken words or
phrases. Recognizing the word or phrase. the
software automatically types a sequence of
keystrokes associated with that word or phrase.

INCLUDES

VOICE
RECOGNITION

SOFTWARE
WORTH OVER

£100
- Monologue for Windows -
Text to Speech Convertor,
Say It! Audio Calendar, VoiceNet,
Windat OLE, Soundscript For
Windows, Soundscript For DOS,
Audio Station, MIDI Orchestrator.
Jukebox For Windows, Way/MIDI
Command Line Player, Sound
Events, Audio Screen Saver,
Sound Tracks, CD Player,
Utilities & Windows 3.1 Drivers.

SOFTWARE DESCRIBED ABOVE LEFT

FREE DEL

£129
+VAT = £151.58 SOLI 1070

 16 -BIT STEREO SOUND CARD
With Multiple CD-ROM Interfaces

 6 SOUND STANDARDS
AdLib, Sound Blaster v2, Sound Blaster Pro
MS -Windows Sound System, Covox Speech Thing,
Disney Sound Source

 FREE HEADPHONES

Optional Microphone (See Accessories)

 CD-ROM INTERFACES (BUILT-IN) FOR:

Panasonic & Mitsumi Drives. Optional Sony Connector
(See Accessories)

 DYNAMIC FILTERING:
For Better Sound Reproduction

 SOFTWARE CONFIGURATION SETTINGS IN EEPROM:

Card Doesn't Reset on 'Power -OH'

 SOFTWARE CONTROL OF VOLUME, BASS & TREBLE

 BUILT-IN AMPLIFIER & MIDI OPTION

 14 SOFTWARE TITLES INCLUDED

(See Left for Descriptions)

 WAVE POWER UPGRADE (EXTRA £89 - SEE BELOW)

FREE DELIVERY

+VAT = £116.33 SOU 1056

WAVEPOWER PACK
FOR BASIC 16, PRO 16 EXTRA & NX PRO 16
The WavePower daughterboard option plugs onto Sound Galaxy 16 -
bit stereo sound cards, turning them into powerful 32 note polyphonic
Digital Wave -Table Synthesisers. This allows for the realistic

reproduction of multiple instrument
sounds and special effects.
WavePower is also General MIDI
compatible providing the 128

Instrument and percussion sounds
required of the standard. WavePower
comes bundled with MidiSoft Studio
for Windows music editing package
and Midisoft Multimedia Music
library, a collection of original music
(GM Standard MIDI files).

 PLUGS STRAIGHT INTO SOUND CAW

 INCLUDES 406 OF DIGITALLY
SAMPLED WAVEFORMS

 GENERAL MIDI (GM) COMPATIBLE

 CONTAINS 128 GM INSTRUMENTS

SOFTWARE INCLUDED WITH WAVEPOWER

Midisoft Studio for Windows v3.1.
Midisoft Multimedia Music Library.

'777F DELIVERY

PREVIOUS

£89
+VAT = £104.58 SOU 1096

ACCESSORIES
DYNAMIC MICROPHONE
For recording your own vocal
samples and sound effects.

SOU 9010 £7.994Ar = £9.39

SCSI EXTENSION BOARD
SCSI daughterboard for PRO
16 EXTRA, NX PRO EXTRA,
NX PRO 16 and Business
Audio Board.

SOU 9028 £29.vAr. 034.08

SONY ADAPTOR
For connecting a Sony data
cable to a Mitsumi connector
on a sound card.

SOU 9021 E7.99-olla. 0.39

MIDI OPTION CABLE
Connects to the Game Port
on a sound card and provides
MIDI IN/OUT as well as a
joystick extension.

SOU 9016 £9.99-4AT = £11.74

THE SILICA SERVICE
Before you decide when to buy
your new PC peripherals, we
suggest you think very carefully

.) about WHERE you buy them.

,,keAck,-,-..,0 Consider what it will be like a few
17e'1"--rfo months after you have made your

purchase, when you may require
additional products, or help and advice with

your new purchase. And, will the company you buy from contact
you with details of new products? At Silica, we ensure that you
will have nothing to worry about. With our unrivalled experience
and expertise, we can meet customers' requirements with an
understanding which is second to none. Complete and return
the coupon now for our latest FREE literature and begin to
experience the "Silica Service".

 FREE OVERNIGHT DELIVERY:
On all hardware orders shipped in the UK mainland.

 TECHNICAL SUPPORT HELPUNE:
A team of technical experts will be at your service.

 PRICE MATCH:
We match competitors on a "Same product Same price" basis.

 ESTABLISHED 15 YEARS:
We have a proven track record in professional computer sales.

 PART OF A £50M COMPANY ftnenmzvert):
We are solid, reliable and profitable.

 BUSINESS + EDUCATION + GOVERNMENT:
Volume discounts are available. Tel: 081-308 0888.

 SHOWROOMS:
We have demonstration and training facilities at all our stores.

 THE FULL STOCK RANGE:
All of your requirements are available from one supplier.

 FREE CATALOGUES:
Will be mailed to you with special offers and full details of hardware.
peripherals and software.

 PAYMENT:
We accept most major credit cards, cash, cheque or monthly terms
APE 29.8% written quotes on request"

MNTE 081-309 1111

MAIL ORDER: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-309 1111
CHELMSFORD SHOP: Debenhams lone Floor), 27 High St, Chelmsford, Essex, CM1 1DA Tel: 0245 490654

CROYDON SHOP: Debenhams land Rood, 11-31 North End, Croydon, Surrey, CR9 1R0 Tel: 081-688 4455

GLASGOW SHOP: Debenhams lore Flood, 97 Argyle St, Glasgow, Strathclyde, G2 8AR Tel: 041-248 3896

IPSWICH SHOP: Debenhams (2nd noon, Waterloo House, Westgate St, Ipswich, IP1 3EH Tel: 0473 287092

LONDON SHOPS: 52 Tottenham Court Road, London, WI P OBA

Selfridges (easement Arena), Oxford Street, London, W1A 1AB

Tel: 071-580 4000
Tel: 071-629 1234

MANCHESTER SHOP: Debenhams lam Nod, Market St, Manchester, Lancashire, M601TA Tel: 061-839 3654

SIDCUP SHOP: 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Road, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4DX Tel: 081-302 8811

SOUTHEND SHOP: Keddies (2nd Rood, High Street, Southend-on-Sea, Essex, SS1 1LA Tel: 0702 468039

7o: Silica, MUTEC-0594-110, 1-4 The Mews, Hatherley Rd, Sidcup, Kent, DA14 4D7)

PLEASE SEND INFORMATION ON PC SOUND CARDS

Mr/Mrs/Miss/Ms: Initials: Surname:

Company Name (if applicable):

Address:

Postcode:

Tel (Home): Tel (Work):

LIVhich computer(s), if any, do you own?- - - - - - - - 110)
EAU - Advertised prices and specifications may change - Please retum the coupon for the latest information.
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RAM Doubler
for the Mac

Twice the effective RAM at a fraction of the cost - that's the promise
of this new utility for the Mac. Does it deliver? Ian Waugh plays
double or quits.

yen the name 'RAM Doubler' has got to make it one of the
most tempting purchases ever. Double your RAM, Mister? You
bet!

Of course there's a catch - or at least a few caveats - but the
program does actually have the effect of doing what it says it
will. I have chosen my words carefully - read on...

You can't physically double your RAM without adding more
RAM chips. You can make your Mac think it has more RAM by
switching on Virtual Memory which uses the hard disk as a
storage area. RAM Doubler does neither of these. It basically
uses your RAM more efficiently. When you load a few
applications, each one reserves a portion of memory for itself -
even though it may not all be used. Your word processor,
for example, may reserve 2Mb when it loads, but if you're only
typing a short note, most of the reserved RAM will be unused.

Constant loading and quitting of applications can result
in fragmented memory, much like a hard disk becomes
fragmented by constant saving and deletion of files. RAM
Doubler optimises the RAM which is not being used so
you can load additional applications. It may also occasionally
use your hard disk - although this is most common if you have
less than 8Mb of RAM.

RAM Doubler will not work with the Mac's Virtual Memory,
although it is fully 32 -bit compatible. Some older programs

may not be 32 -bit clean which could give rise to system errors
or crashes. If you rely on one which causes a problem you
can probably get an upgrade from the supplier. The Shareware
program Check 32 will test programs for 32 -bit compatibility.

The Mac's RAM Disk is allocated by the computer and so
is not available for doubling. There are a few hardware devices

Rbout This Macintosh

Sy stem Software B1-7.1
Macintosh Quadra 950 0 Apple Computer, Inc. 1983-1992

Total Memory: 20,480K Largest Unused Block: 9,470K

Address Book P1...

MaoSchedulem 3.0

Microsoft Word

Norton Utilities

System Software

801K

1,024K

2,048K

2,900K

4,227K

Before RAM Double, About This Macintosh tells it like It is...

which Doubler is not compatible with, too, such as some
accelerators and special hard drive configurations. If you've
got something weird contact your supplier or Computers

-.17.1 - About This Macintosh ilTI-

Built
Total

Sy stem Software B1-7.1
Macintosh Quadra 950 0 Apple Computer, Inc. 1983-1992

-is Memory: 20,480K Largest Unused Block: 29,885K
Memory : 40,960K

Address Book P1... 801K =3 -u-,

--5--7,-

Sal

R MacScheduW. 3.0 1,024K ME=
IP Microsoft Word 2,048K IM==1
ak Norton Utilities 2,900K . I

AD System Software 4,310K

After installing RAM Doubler, the amount of 'free' memory has...
doubled!

Unlimited before buying the program. RAM Doubler works
with all Macs which use a 68030 or 68040 chip. You must
have at least 4Mb of RAM to start with and if you have less
than 8Mb then you also need a hard disk (though there can't
be many Mac owners without a hard disk these days!).

Because RAM Doubler is, obviously, doing a few calculations
behind the scenes you may notice a very slight drop
in performance on slower Macs. I must confess I didn't
have any speed problems, but then I was using a Quadra.
Generally, however, I'd suggest that the benefits outweigh the
occasional time lag.

Because of the way that RAM Doubler works, if you only
ever run one program at a time it may not give you much
of an advantage. If you want to edit single, large sample
files, you'll still get an Out Of Memory error. RAM Doubler
is most useful for people who want to have several applications
open at once. If you would like use your sequencer while
still having instant access to three, four or more other
applications but don't have enough RAM to load them all,
Doubler is for you. 

E A S "I' IV t.

Ease of use

Originality

More from

Completely automatic and transparent.

A new one on me.

Good value for multi -application users.

Another innovation pioneered or the Mac.

f69.99 inc. VAT

Computers Unlimited  No 2 The Business
Centre  Colindeep Lane  London NW9 6DU 
Tel: 081 200 8282  Fax: 081 200 3788
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EL: 0602 784403

GEM S2, S2R, S3, WX2
The most powerful workstation at this
price, real time control, sample dump, seq,
on board effects, DISC drive. You really
must hear gig demo's. Take one home.

01WPRO
£1699!

P11
K2000 Keyboard 8 Rack, PRO spec for this
top of the line workstation on board drive's;
scusi, sample option, seq etc. The bee's

knee's..on demo now,!

KORG X3, 05R, i3,
01W, Wave AD
Korg's new keyboard on demo, also
MI, 01WFD, Wave station, 05R, All
expanders...all Korg products in stock
at Nottinghams main dealers!!

MACKIE
8 BUSS
8:2, 16:4:2, Midi
Otto, all in stock.
They might be
small but they
sure sell big!
To find out why
give one a try!

AKAI
UN -AUTHORISED DEALER

DR4D, SO1, 52800, 53000, 53200,
CD3000, MX1000 KEYBOARD,

MPC3000 Midi Production Centre

BEST UK PRICES!

Loads and Loads of software/hardware for Mac and PC
SOFTWARE/HARDWARE BUNDLES

ROLAND SC1 AUDIO TOOLWORKS

KORG AUDIO GALLERY,

KAWAI G -MEGA LX rag 069,

E -MU SYSTEM``

FIRE ADVICE ON ALL SOFTWARE/HARDWARE PACKAGES

ART RXR AP!
ART DXR DELAY -CHEAP!

'EXCLUSIVE DEALS

BOSS Bit BUSS PR1E

'BULK LIBRARIAN) (SEQUENCER)

£89.00 £69.99

AKG Tri-power
killer deals!

EMAX, EMU
Jam Man, Morpheus,
E -MU systems, Proteus
expanders, the new
proformance Vintage Keys
Expander. Mega sounds with mega
spec!!

r540,14:19'mai-ter/
POWER

BEST IN UK - PHONE!
DIAMOND, COMPACTS,

PRO, SESSION MIX,
PROLINE, STAR SYSTEM,

MIX DOWN, P7 &
SHOWMIX. AU. AT PRICES
THEY WON'T LET US PRINT

STUDIO

MONITORS

JUST

ARRIVED!

8 -TRACK PACKAGE FOstex
R8 + 812 desk + remote extension, two
8044 looms + T20 headphones £200's
worth of goodies free!!! BEST UK PHONE!

4 -TRACK PACKAGE
Fostex 280 + headphones. M20 mic. + gig
bag + T110 headphones, tape cleaning kit,
T-shirt. Over £100's worth of goodies
free!!! Best Ever Price! BEST UK PHONE!

Fostex

FOSTEX GT10
Fostex's GTIO 4 -Track Recorder with £9991
0 -Track Hi -Speed and full midi -control,
Mackie 1202, a looms, and recording kit.

MACKIE 1202

MT120S PACKAGE FREE
GIG BAG & REMOTE

CONTROL!
MT8X 8 -TRACK BEST UK!

FULL RANGE BEST UK
PRICES - CALL! TEACe

MT8X

8 TRACK

HOW TO PAY
WE TAKE CREDIT CARDS, MAIL ORDER

(NEXT DAY IF NEEDED), CASH
(MONEY!), INSTANT CREDIT UP TO

0500=00 (WRITTEN DETAILS
AVAILABLE.) PART EXCHANGE,
BANKERS DRAFT, CHEQUES,
CHEQUESPREAD, SWITCH.

MUSIC INN
30-34 Alfreton Road,

Nottingham NG7 3NL.

KAWAI
NEW PRODUCTS!

MDK61 MK2 1:344r£249
KC20 SYNTH. £449

RV4 REVERB £499
MX16 MIDI -MIXER 11554r£225

DIRECTIONS
Junction 26 Ml, Head for Nottingham City Centre,

Alfreton Road in the A610, we are 2 mile approx., from
Junct. 26, at Canning Circus. It's a straight line you can't

miss us!! Parking outside no problem!
FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY ON ALL

ITEMS IN STOCK!!

BOSS SE -50 £349
DRS £349

NEE PEDAL
NE6-E239!

PS3, RV3, TU8
ALL IN STOCK!!!

ROLAND E86

EX -DE 1499

Tel: 0602 784403

KORG GI, G2,
63, 64

FROM E149!

KORG

A4
E289!!!
Yes should
be £425.00
Save over
£125.00 on
our most
popular
multi -floor
pedal!!!



NjD

IQ-MX80 intelligent lighting
controller Sr IQ -250 robo-lights

Intelligent controllers, robot lights - isn't it time you had a little help
on stage? Ian Masterson shows' ou how...

PROGRAMMABLE INTELLIGENT LIGHTING

ack in the August '93 issue of MT, we looked at NJD's
IQ -250f f intelligent lighting system, together with the IQ-
MX40 controller. While there was little doubt about the
literally dazzling effects these particular 'robot lights' could
throw on your live performance, the simple control structure
of the IQ-MX40 unit may have seemed a tad limiting for the
musician/DJ/multimedia experimenter demanding a more
'detailed' level of control over their lighting rig. NJD were all
too aware of the non -programmable limitations imposed by
the IQ-MX40, and have responded by producing a vastly
more sophisticated box of tricks. Along the way they also saw

fit to substantially overhaul the IQ -250s (see box out),
bringing this already brilliant lighting system into new
territory altogether - while retaining their extremely
competitive pricing.

The IQ-MX80 comes packaged as a rack -mounting, flat
black box with a front panel composed mainly of touch -
sensitive switches. This is already good news for those
demanding instant access to their lighting; touch pads like
these are by far the most instantaneous method of controlling
any performance technology. A rather cunning joystick is
provided for programming and real-time control of the pan
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Better by(re)clesigre
Time may stand still for no man, but it positively races forward in the
lighting industry. Since we first looked at the IQ -250 intelligent lanterns,
NJD have had the unit on their workbenches and given it a substantial
work over.

For a start, the new IQs are built around a lamp effectively three
times as bright as the original units; the rated brilliance is now quoted
as 1.5 million candela, compared to the previous 0.5 million candela.
This makes all the colours significantly better defined - and the pure
white beam becomes much sharper. The Mklls can also be 'blacked
out', which is a real plus point - previously the only way of shutting off
the beams was to pull the mains plug. Focusing is now externally
adjustable via a moveable lens; a heat -absorbing filter has been
included to protect the dichroic colours and gobos; a new switch allows
you extend lamp life by up to four times as much by reducing the input
voltage slightly and motor protection circuitry has also been added.

and tilt of the lamps, and an LED readout displays which
memory program you are currently running, recalling or
editing.

Connections to the unit are kept to the bare minimum; a
captive mains lead provides power, a 1/4" mono jack provides
audio input for sound -to -light operation (either OdBm from a
mixer, or speaker level from an amp), and another 1/4" stereo
jack carries the DMX control signals which allow the IQ-MX80
to communicate with either the IQ -250 lights, or the larger
IQ -500s. Each unit connected to the DMX buss is given an
individual address, allowing the lights to be controlled
independently. Up to 16 separate channels of intelligent
lighting may be controlled on a single IQ desk.

When power is first applied to the IQ-MX80, it enters
Manual mode, in which the user has direct control over any
number of the lanterns connected. It's worth pointing out at
this stage that although the IQ-MX80 has separate touch pads
for selecting the colour and gobo of a lantern independently,
these in fact only work correctly with the large IQ -500
lanterns. The smaller IQ -250s do not allow independent
colour and gobo selection; when you select a star shaped
filter, it always appears in yellow, as the colours are fixed to
each gobo. (Considering the low price of these scans, this
doesn't seem unreasonable - you'd have to fork out several
hundred more notes per lantern to have the luxury of
assigning any colour to any gobo.) So, when using IQ -250s,
the function of the gobo selection pads on the IQ-MX80 is
merely to switch between 'lantern on' and 'blackout' - the
actual colour/gobo selection is performed using only the
colour touch pads.

Once you've chosen your colour and pretty shape, the next
step is to select the lanterns you wish this setup to be assigned
to. This is accomplished by simply punching the required
lantern number touch pad - from 1-16. Once a lantern, or
group of lanterns, are selected in this way, their pan and tilt
(the direction of the beam) can be controlled via the joystick.
This means that you can select completely different
colours/gobos for each lantern, and leave certain lanterns
static while 'followspotting' with others. A strobe -like effect
can even be achieved by holding the 'blackout' and '' keys
down together. Clever stuff.

owever, before you get carried away spinning colours and
I !shapes across your audience and blinding various
members of your band with over -enthusiastic followspotting,
it's worth investigating the comprehensive programming
facilities offered by this desk. 20 program memories are
provided on the IQ-MX80; the first ten contain factory preset
programs, which cannot be overwritten, while 11-20 are
available for your own creations. Programs consist of up to

250 separate steps, or events, and can be run either in sound -
to -light mode (switching through steps on a bass beat), in
free -run mode according to the speed set on a dedicated
rotary, or in single-step mode, where the user manually
switches between steps. Programs can also be run sequentially
by activating run mode; you can even go directly to a chosen
program by holding down the 'Prog' key and pressing lantern
number pad that corresponds to your desired program. This
may seem rather complex when explained on the page, but in
practise things couldn't be simpler. The key component in the
IQ-MX80's design appears to be logic...

Although the factory presets are extremely good, the
dedicated lighting designer will undoubtedly wish to discover
how to write and store their own programs. Once again, this
revolves around accessing and creating individual steps,
which compose complete programs. All you have to do, after
entering write mode, is set up the position and colour/gobo
for each lantern using the same technique as in manual
mode. Then, simply press 'Enter' and the setup is stored in
the selected step number. Move up to the next step, and
repeat as required, changing your setup as you progress.
Programs can be as involved, or as simple, as you wish. And
should the idea of entering individual steps seem too
laborious, set the required program running in free time and
simply twiddle the joystick or change colours as and when
the whim takes you.

Of course, as with any lighting product, the acid test only
comes when the units in question are 'field tested'. Cue a

sweaty, buzzing dancefloor of some 700 writhing bodies, a
pounding house beat and a blackout. Cue the first program I
had written into the IQ-MX80 - four IQ -250's spin round to
produce a blinding white light that swoops down from the
four corners of the ceiling into the centre of the floor. The
beams then switch to blue, red and back to white, before
sweeping sideways to a thundering kick drum.

I said before that the IQ -250 system is one of the most
stunning, versatile, cost-effective intelligent lighting systems
on the market, and the IQ-MX80 only serves to enhance this
further. True, there are certain limitations imposed by the
budget nature of the gear - such as the interdependent
colours and gobos - but NJD still manage to cram a hell of a
lot of features into these units. Similarly, MIDI control is not
available (yet!) on the MX80, but if you like what you see
here, you could always opt for the larger 'Merlin' console,
which carries full MIDI implementation.

I would recommend that the minimum configuration
needed to get a real idea of the effect that an IQ system can
have on your performance is four lantern heads and a single
controller; having said that, eight units would really blow your
crowd away. Or how abour twelve? The beauty of the IQ
system is that the cost-effective pricing makes truly creative
lighting affordable to anyone who is serious about their live
work. It also means future expansion is more than attainable.
NJD are continuously refining and upgrading their designs,
but it's hard to see how this system has any room for
improvement. 

H I_ A S T W O IR 1)
Ease of use

Originality

Value for money

Star quality

Price

More from

- .
One glance at the manual and you're away.

Neat repackaging of existing technology.

Superb.

Massive potential for the live artist.

IQ-MX80 £292.58  IQ -250 Mkll £374.83
(both inc. VAT)

NJD Electronics  Ascot Industrial Estate 
Lenton Street  Sandiacre  Nottingham NG10
5DJ  Tel: 0602 394122  Fax: 0602 490453
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MICROSOFT

Music
Multimedia
software

While Peter Gabriel, Todd Rundgren,
et al have been busy doing their thing on
multimedia CD-ROM for the rock and
pop industry - and jolly interesting it is,

too - Microsoft have already released
several multimedia CDs of classical
music. There are three titles to play with
- Musical Instruments, Multimedia
Beethoven: The Ninth Symphony which
includes the 'Ode To Joy' popularised in
A Clockwork Orange, and Multimedia
Mozart: The Dissonant Quartet.

The Musical Instruments CD contains
information on over 200 instruments
from all around the world arranged into
four areas of access. Families of

Instruments tells you about the five basic
instrument groups - brass, strings,
woodwind, keyboards and percussion.
The A -Z of Instruments lets you access
the instruments alphabetically - there's
even a section on synthesisers and gui-
tars. In Instruments of the World you can
pick an area of the globe and see which
instruments are used there.

Musical Ensembles contains seven fami-

lies of instruments which are often used
together - orchestras, wind bands, jazz
bands, steel bands, gamelans, chamber
groups and rock bands. The latter is
divided into four sub -groups - rock 'n'
roll, heavy metal, soft rock and pop.

The program describes the different
parts of the instruments and there are
over 1500 samples so you can hear what
they sound like. There are also over 500
high quality photos - a fascinating col-
lection which you could easily spend
hours looking through.

The Beethoven CD has five sections.
The Pocket Guide lists major sections in
each of the four movements and you
click on a particular section to play it.
Beethoven's World

which Beethoven lived and details the
influences which shaped his music. The
Art of Listening explains basic musical
concepts and is illustrated with extracts
from the Ninth Symphony.

A Close Reading plays the entire sym-
phony allowing you to start and stop
whenever you like. As the music plays,
the text on the page changes to describe
what you are hearing. You can click on it
to see examples of phrases and motifs in
notation format and play them from the
CD or through a sound card. The Ninth
Game is a question -and -answer game
about Beethoven's life and his Ninth
Symphony. The Mozart title works in a
similar way but has more chapters and
subheadings. It includes a section on the
instruments of the quartet and a Mozart
Bibliology.

These CD-ROMs are an excellent
example of how an interactive medium
can not only entertain but inform and
educate. I can't think of any way in
which a listener could acquire the same
amount of information and the same
kind of detailed explanation (whilst the
music is playing!) other than by personal
tutor. The CD format means you can
quickly go back to a passage, see the
notation, take a broader look at the
musical form and so on.
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Microsoft's Musical Instruments CD divides rock
bands into five categories.
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The Musical Instruments CD even includes syn-
thesisers and samplers.
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Multimedia Beethoven has five sections easily
accessed by a click of the mouse.
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Multimedia Mozart gives you a step -by step
account of the musical development of The
Dissonant Quartet.

Ludwig's Ninth, for example, is not my
favourite Beethoven work, but the CD
certainly let me get more from it than I

thought possible, and with the under-
standing came a great deal of additional
enjoyment. Yes, it's a different format to
Xplora 1 - it may not let you interact
with the music, but it does give you a
much deeper insight into it. That said, I

do feel an opportunity has been missed
by not including score for the two music
CDs. This would have been an incredible
opportunity to marry the notation with
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'MULTIMEDIA

An Illustrated, Inieructwe Musical F

the music. Real shame, that.

It would be interesting to see the same
methodology applied to the likes of rock
and pop, although part of the reason for
the success of these titles is that classical
music is more involved and complex and
follows a more detailed process of devel-
opment. But perhaps modern music
would be a greater challenge and more
ephemeral. Just a thought.

If you're at all interested in any of the
music on these CDs and would like to
get more out of listening to them,
I can't recommend them too highly.
Ian Waugh 

Price: Musical Instruments £50 

Multimedia Beethoven £50  Multimedia
Mozart £50

More from: Microsoft  Microsoft Place 
Winnersh Triangle  Wokingham 
Berskshire RG11 5TP  Tel: 0734
270001  Fax: 0734 270002

QUE

1994 Computer
Hardware
Buyer's Guide
by Bud Smith

We regularly receive Grief letters
from readers wanting to buy a com-
puter. The trouble is, the comments
we pass on are often out of date
before they get into print. OK, perhaps
not, but computer technology
changes so fast... well, you get the
idea. It's also such a vast subject that a
few paragraphs can do no more than
scratch the surface.

Que's 1994 Computer Hardware
Buyer's Guide is an attempt to bridge
the knowledge gap. It concentrates on

PCs and Macs - though more on PCs
than Macs - and assumes virtually no
prior computing experience.

It presents chapters outlining the
benefits of using a computer, how to
choose a system to suit you, selecting
a manufacturer, putting a system
together and so on. There are sections
on monitors, printers, CD-ROM drives
and modems, plus several pages of
tables listing scores of computers and
peripherals.

The list of Macs is hopelessly out of
date, thanks to Apple's "it's Tuesday
let's rehash our range" policy, and the
book is American, so the prices are in
dollars. In any case, you could only use
these as comparative guide anyway, as
computer prices do, literally, change
every month. With that in mind you

BUYER'S
GUIDE

The Best
parse for
easing the

',stool That's
fight for Tool

Make Informed
Purchasing

DerisiPR en:
IBM Compatible

Mocintosh Systems
Monitors
Printers

CO-ROMs
IL Other Extras

must make allowances for some of the
author's comments such as buying a
cheap PC to run DOS if you're on a
budget. In today's market, if you're
looking at PCs I would honestly find it
difficult to recommend anything less
than a 486. If you can't afford that
then you need to rethink you needs,
your budget or perhaps look at a dif-
ferent type of computer.

For a book, the Guide is reasonably
up-to-date. It even mentions the
PowerPC, the Pentium and the PCI
buss, although not in any detail, and it
touches on multimedia. You'll still
need to buy a few dedicated computer
magazines to top up and update your
knowledge but it's an excellent source
of information and advice.

Yes, we know it's a minefield out
there. The Computer Hardware Buyer's
Guide is the best hard hat and steel -
tipped boots you'll find. Ian Waugh

Price: £15.45

More from: Computer Manuals  50 James
Road  Tgseley  Birmingham 1311 2BA  Tel:

021 706 6000  Fax: 021 706 3301

AMG

Global Trance
Mission
sample CDs

Nick Fisher and Garry Hughes are on a
Mission. In fact, they're on a Global
Mission to, er... trance. Thankfully, some-
where along the way, they've decided to
jettison a vast proportion of their per-
sonal sample libraries into the waiting
hands of AMG. The result, Global Trance

Mission Capsules 1 and 2 form one of the
most desirable sample collections of its
type - certainly one of the best I've ever
heard.

By 'best' I'm not referring simply to
quantity - although the collection had to
be split across two CDs, such was it size -

or indeed, variety (the sounds are over-
whelmingly analogue). No, I'm referring
to the sheer usefulness of the samples
included here, which when not acting as
inspiration for new tracks, should slot
into existing ones effortlessly.

The two volumes - or 'Capsules' as
AMG prefer to call them - can be bought
individually for the usual fifty quid each,
or together for a reduced price of of £80.
Should you decide to buy one volume
and then add a second at a later date,
the additional CD will cost you only £35.
The samples themselves are split equally
across the two CDs; for example, rather
than Capsule 1 featuring all the synth
loops and Capsule 2 all the drum loops, a

cross-section of both is included on each
volume.

As I hinted above, Global Trance
Mission takes the bulk of its inspiration
from analogue synths and effects pro-
cessing. Catagories on each CD include
analogue sound effects, synth sequences

(similar to those found on Vince Clark's
sample CD collection), old beatbox loops
and hits, basses, ambient pads, strange
dialogue and a smattering of ethnic loops
and chants. The data sections at the end )0-
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)0- of each disk (compatible with Akai 51000
format on Capsule 1 and 53000 on
Capsule 2) contain a host of additional
delights, not presented in audio format,
such as choirs, Hammond organs, pianos
and more pads. Now is the time to buy
that digital interface, methinks...

Reading through the above list, you
may be inclined to think that Global
Trance Mission's selection of sounds are
similar to those present on a host of
other current CD collections. Not so.
Ingenuity, quality and length are just
three of the criteria that sets GTM well
apart from the competition. For instance,
rather than presenting a couple of tracks

of the 'usual' drum loops, Fisher and
Hughes have put their beats through an
eclectic assortment of effects processors,

including a Roland Space Echo, Korg
Vocoder and Eventide Ultra Harmoniser.
The result? Some of the strangest,
funkiest and most refreshingly different
rhythms ever to grace a sample CD.

Of the non -rhythmic sounds - quite a
few have been treated with reverb, and
those that haven't would almost certainly
benefit from a touch of processing. More
importantly, its pleasing to see samples
recorded over a decent length of time,
allowing synth phrases to evolve and
ambient effects to swirl properly between
speakers before being cut off.

I particularly liked the extended dia-
logue sections, too; rather than tedious
banks of "Oohs", "Wows!" and "Yeahs!",
you are given entire phrases from which
to chose the words you need. Sure, it can

eat up sample memory, but properly
spliced together, you should be able to
produce something more engaging than
the usual sample CD speech breaks. Also

worth mentioning are the percussion sec-

tions: despite being familiar with a least
thirty current sample CD collections, I

can honestly say there are virtually no
sounds here I recognised. This must be

something to do with Fisher and Hughes'
mysterious 'modification' of their instru-
ments.

As you might imagine, the samples are
primarily intended for the dance floor,
but given that the word 'dance' has
become a catch-all terms for styles as dis-

parate as techno, ragga, house, ambient
etc, this isn't the restriction it once might
have been. The two demo songs give
you an idea of how the swirling pads
(Snake Breath 2), chugging basses
(Crossmodgrunge), arabic chants and
thundering sequence riffs
(Hypnotherapy) can gel together - but
your own experiments should yield
equally fruitful results. A lot of care has
been put into the programming of this
CD - and it shows. The sounds here are
destined to end up in some of the most
crucial cuts of the next twelve months -
get them while they're hot. Mark
Harrison 

Price: Single Capsule £49.95: both
Capsules £80: additional Capule £35.
All prices include VAT.

More From: AM6  PO Box 67 
Farnham  Surreg 6U9 BYR  Tel:
0252 717333

Dual Channel MIDI TO C.V. Converter
 CV & Gate outputs to control two synths

at once, each completely independent
of the other
Assignable MIDI channel for each synth
S -Trig outputs (for Moog etc)
Four MIDI controllable aux outputs
(for filter control, etc)
Assignable note priority
DIN Sync 24 output
Arpeggio clock output
MIDI Thru socket

- Built-in mains power supply
 Easy programming of all parameters
 Setups stored even when power is off
 Solid case construction
 Size 245mm x 150mm x 45mm
 Includes many features not found on

other converters

 Optional Hz/V output for
Channel A - add 129.38

 Optional wasp port

THE PRO -2 WAS DESIGNED TO BE USED BY MUSICIANS, SO YOU WON'T NEED A SCIENCE DEGREE TO OPERATE IT! - AND IT'LL STILL BE
WORKING IN YEARS TO COME. ADD KENTON'S ENVIABLE REPUTATION FOR HIGH QUALITY INTERNAL RETROFITS (WHICH OF COURSE WE

STILL DO) AND OUR THOUSANDS OF SATISFIED CUSTOMERS IN THE MUSIC INDUSTRY, WHY RISK BUYING ANYTHING ELSE?

- GET IT RIGI-IT FIRST TIME - GET A PRO -2
OUR CUSTOMERS INCLUDE: MARILLION - BEATS INTERNATIONAL - N'JOI - 808 STATE - THE PRODIGY - PLUS MANY RECORDING STUDIOS, HIRE COMPANIES AND

PROFESSIONAL PROGRAMMERS. OUR RANGE CURRENTLY INCLUDES THE FOLLOWING INSTRUMENTS (please phone if yours isn't listed)

POLYPHONIC SYNTHS
0 n/Out/ThrtP

OBERHEIM 013-X Oli-Xa/O13-8
PROPHET 5 rev 2 & rev 3 (all)

PPG WAVE

KORG POLY 6/POLY 61
LORD TRIDENT MONOPOLY

(IniThru only)
KORG CX3/BX3 (In/Thru only)

MEMORY MOOG

ROLAND JUPITER 8
ROLAND JUNO 60/6

ROLAND VOCODER VP -330

On/Thru only)

RHODES CHROMA

YAMAHA PF15/10/YP40
(Out only)

YAMAHA CS80/CS7OM

(In/Thru only)
SOLINA String Ensemble

SIONOPM)N1( NIIIS
I lo 'Hint)

MINIMOOG
MICROMOOG

MOOG PRODIGY
MOOG SOURCE
OBERHEIM OE -1

SEQUENTIAL PRO -ONE

ROLAND SH-5

ROLAND SH-09

ROLAND SH-101

ARP Odyssey Mk I & 2

ARP 2600

YAMAHA CS -15

ROLAND TB -303 (baseline)

DRUM MACIIINTS
(In/Out/Thru)

LINNDRUM 12'3

LINN 9000 CLOCK

CONVERSION

ROLAND TR-808

ROLAND CR-78 (In/Thru only)

SIMMONS SDS 5 (In/Thru only)

Olt(i k S

10.1 onl)

YAMAHA FS/FX/FE series

YAMAHA A/B/C/D/E series

TECHNICS E series + G series

JVC/350/250

HOHNER D98 & series

HAMMOND tonewheel

At KENTON ELECTRONICS we install MUM into the above pre -MIDI
instruments using our own range of custom circuit boards - designed

and built by us in "leafy" Surbiton! PRO 4 COMING SOON!

11 U IN/ 1111115 .sill I Is I 1 1, Ill HP1 1'11.5,111110M, OR FAX FOR OTHER PRI( 15 xsii id 1111,

YAMAHA PF15/10/1T40 (MIDI OM. Price £14995 inc. fitting. Kit price £124.90

PROPHET all rev 2 & 3 models (MIDI In/Out/Thru) _Price £269.90 inc. fitting. Kit price £209.90

MINIMOOG (MIDI IN(THRU). Price £219.90 inc. fitting. Kit price £16999

Roland TR-808 (MIDI In/Out/Thrti) Price .4199.95 inc. fitting. Kit price £159.95

WI1 ART NOW ABLE TO SUPPLY MOST OF THE ABOVE MIDI SYSTEMS AS KITS
TI IF. EXPORT MARKET - PLEASE PHONE OR FAX FOR DETAILS AND PRICES.

ALL PRICES INCLUDE VAT Carriage extra where required. Please apply for export rates.

ALL MIDI IS 118 ITT INSIDE INSTRUMENT (except baseline).

FULL DETAILS AVAILABLE ON REQUEST TRADE AND EXPORT ENQUIRIES

KENTON electronics
Rear of 137.165 Hook Road, Surbiton, Surrey KT6 5AR

MI Tel: 081 974 2475 Fax: 081 974 2485
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MAIL ORDER HOTLINE - 0533 545456 FAX: 0533 546686
INTEREST FREE CREDIT INTEREST FREE CREDIT

11111111111111111111111111

Yamaha SY85 £1299
£109 dep £70 monthly

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
Yamaha TG500 £799
£99 dep 10 x £70
Yamaha TG100 £375
£75 dep 6 x £50
Yamaha RY30 £480
£80 dep 10 x£40
Yamaha MT8X £1175
£125 dep £70 monthly
Yamaha MT120 £475
£75 dep 10 x £40
Korg 01R/W £999
£89 £70 monthly
Yamaha QY20 £425
£65 dep 6 x £60
Yamaha TG300 £645
£45 dep 10 x £60
Yamaha MDF2 £345
£45 dep 6 x £50

TEL: 0533 545456
FOR A QUOTE!!

Yamaha SY35

£99 dep

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

inninamimituing

£599 Korg X3 £1299
10 x £50 £109 dep £70 monthly

INTEREST FREE CREDIT INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Gem S2 £1 6 75 Akai SO1 £775
£275 dep £70 monthly £75 dep 10 x £70

WHY BUY FROM INTASOUND?
 Open 7 days a week
 Telephone Helpline
 24 hour delivery*
 On -site service department
 Expert advice given before you buy!

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
INTEREST FREE CREDIT

SPECIAL
OFFER

Korg i3 £2199
£239 dep £70 monthly

ALesis
SR16 £299
Microverb 3 £249
MIDlverb 3 £339
Quadraverb + £499
Quadraverb GT £599
D4 £399

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
AVAILABLE ON SELECTED

ALESIS PRODUCTS
TEL: 0533 545456

FOR A GREAT

DEAL

0533 545456

Korg 01W Pro £2250
£290 dep £70 monthly

SOFTWARE
Cubase Lite £99
Cubase 2.5 £399
Cubase Audio £799
Cubase Score £499
Notator Logic £499
Notator SL £329
Creator £269
Atari ST + monitor £349

MICROPHONES
Shure SM58 Call

Shure BG10 POA

Shure BG20 POA

Wireless systems
Call 0533 545456

YAMAHA TG100
ONLY £299
SAVE £100

SPECIAL OFFER.

YAMAHA QY10
ONLY £159

 SOUND CARDS IN STOCK

 AKAI SAMPLE LIBRARY
IN STORE

 MEMORY EXPANSIONS
AVAILABLE

TEL: 0533 545456

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Korg 01 WFD £1750
£210 dep £70 monthly

INTEREST FREE CREDIT
Boss DR660 £399
£39 dep 6 x £60
Boss SE70 £645
£45 dep 10 x £60
Mackie 1202 £345
£45 dep 6 x £50
Mackie CR1604 £945
£105 dep £70 monthly
Gem S3 turbo £1875
£205 dep £70 monthly
Korg 05R/W £575

x £50
Korg 03R/W £649
£49 dep 10 x £60
KorgWavestation SR £1049
£69 dep £70 monthly

TEL: 0533 545456
FOR A QUOTE!!

INTEREST FREE CREDIT

Korg X3R £1175
£125 dep £70 monthly

EX -DEMO & USED
Yamaha DX7 £375
Yamaha DX27 £175
Roland MC300 £295
Yamaha TX81Z £175
Roland U20 £495
Teisco mono synth £100
Kawai K1R £299
Yamaha TG33 £349
Ensoniq Mirage £450

MANY MORE ITEMS
IN STOCK!!!

TEL: 0533 545456
*APPLIES TO ACCESS, VISA

AND SWITCH ORDERS RECEIVED

BEFORE 4.00PM



1 What was the first synthesiser
you ever played? "A Sequential Six

Trak I got in San Francisco for $100.

It has a transparent/industrial quality

I've yet to find on another synth. You

can have it overwhelmingly loud in a

track, but it won't cloud even subtle

background washes."

2 Who is your favourite musical
pioneer? "Brian Eno. Some of the

places he takes you will never be

reached again, I don't think -

Ambient 4 On Land particularly."

3 What's the difference between
Doop and Brian Eno? "They are at

opposite extremes of the entire

artistic/musical spectrum."

4 What's the difference between

Facing fax this month: Mickey Mann, technical support
to Orbital, Meat Beat Manifesto and Aphex Twin, and
founder member of tech trio Pressure Of Speech.

analogue and digital? "Analogue

has a life of its own - digital has

always seemed like programmed

life/existence."

5 Playing live: why bother? "A
different experience, and we need as

much as we can get before we are not

allowed, or prevented in some way."

6 Which record says most to you
about music technology? "There are

two: Dimensional Holofonic Sound's

House Of God EP; and Orbital's

Mutations EP. Both took a seriously

professional and creative look at new

technology, and sound like someone

had a good time. Aural curtains."

7 What does the phrase
'multimedia' mean to you?

Pressure gauge
Pressure Of Speech -a trio consisting of
Mickey Mann, lighting man Luke Lose:).
and DJ Stika - have grown out of the
bouyant post -Synergy techno-dance scene
and exploit the rougher side of trancey
electronics to evoke a darker, more
threatening vision of society. You can
dance to it, but in the world of POS
'getting out of your head' is more likely to
mean going insane than happy escapism.
A debut album Art Of The State is out now on North/South Records.

"Hear/See/Speak - just like those brass

monkeys everyone's grandmothers

had."

8 How do you react to hearing a

sample of your music on someone
else's record? "Yet to happen. Maybe

I'm only listening to the overall

effect."

9 What is the next piece of
equipment you would like to buy?

"A Roland 5760. My 51000 don't cut

it on several fronts. Or maybe one of

the EMS synths - they're lovely."

10 Will technology become
invisible? "They will, hopethlly,

come up with an answer to the self -

knot -tying jack -to -jack lead sometime

before I die. If technology does

become invisible, lip sure Laurie

Anderson will be there or

thereabouts."

HOME rPH
MUSIC CLUB

The Showcase Club for
Home and Independent

Musicians
FIRST OFFICIAL NEWSLETTER AND FREE C60

CHROME TAPE OUT NOW, FEATURING 14

INDEPENDENT ACTS, ONLY £3.00.

IF YOU ARE A MUSICIAN WHO WANTS TO GET

HEARD OR A MUSIC FAN LOOKING FOR NEW

AND DIFFERENT ACTS, THEN CHECK US OUT.

IF YOU'RE STILL NOT SURE, THEN WRITE OR

CALL US FOR A TOTALLY FREE COPY OF

OUR PREVIEW ISSUE AND TAPE.

HOMETECH MUSIC CLUB
2a WHITE CONDUIT STREET, ISLINGTON

LONDON N I 9EL. TEL: 071 354 8870

MUM
KNOWS
BEST!

0836- 784403
9.00 am-9.00pm 7 days a week!

FREE NEXT DAY DELIVERY,
C.O.D. SERVICE , BEST ADVICE

AND PRICES

MUSICIANS ULTIMATE MAILORDER SERVICE
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NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 1

DRUMS & PERCUSSION

AN OLD FAVOURITE!

SPECIAL OFFER/2195 only

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 3

SHORT SOUND EFFECTS!

TOP QUALITY SFX LIBRARY!

SPECIAL OFFER/22.95 only

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 2

STRING ORCHESTRA!

THE ESSENTIAL LIBRARY

SPECIAL OFFERE22.95 only

ECSTATIC ACID BYTES

3000 TECHNO/TRANCE SAMPLES

THE PRODUCTION POWER PACK

SPECIAL OFFER 122.95 only

ASTROGLIDE

800 MC 202 SAMPLES

BEST VALUE FOR MONEY CD

ORDER NOW 114.95 only

State Of The Art
CD-ROM for EIII/XR (500 Mbyte)
by Grammy Award Winner
ARNOLD ZIELINSKY

Lenny Bernstein's Engineer
CALL!

MEGABEATS

30 CLASSIC SAMPLES

A BEST SELLER

BARGAIN PRICE £14.95

Trax Studio Man
£49.95

MKS70 Editor
£44.95

K4 Magician
£29.95

VZ Editor
£24.95

C.: al :
law Is how

Juno 1/2 Editor
£24.95

FB01 Lib.
£19.95

TX612/DX11 Manager
£19.95

Quadraverb Toolkit
£19.95

M1 Toolkit
£19.95

Frederick House, 211 Frederick Road, r I <s Please send me copy(ies) of:

Hastings, E. Sussex TN35 5AU (tick as appropriate)

NAME MEGA BEATS

Phone 0424 436674 ADDRESS TRAX STUDIO MANAGER

K4 MAGICIAN

JUNO 1/2 EDITOR

FB 01 LIBRARIANM=M
MKS70 EDITOR

VZ-ED EDITOR
Please complete in block capitals making POSTCODE

TX81Z/DX11 MANAGERcheques / postal orders payable to
"Patchworks" at the above address. TEL. N° OUADRAVERB TOOLKIT

Overseas:- Please add £5.00 for express
despatch and carriage.

Music Technology May 94 M1 TOOLKIT

All trademarks and trade names are the property of their respective owners

TELEPHONE HOTLRNE 0424 436 6 -7" -4
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Send your demo - on

any format -to Dare,

The Mix, Alexander

House, Forehill, Ely,

Combs CB7 4AF
Demos reviewed by Phil Ward

vTV MIX
OW ()UP° 1' DARE IS MOVING 11-Cli THE

)0(1,0118V1 As you should know by now, MT is evolving into a bigger, better title - The Mix. If you have

sent a tape to Dare, or if you intend to send a tape to Dare, it will be thrown, literally, into The Mix.

In other words, the concise and authoritative demo reviews you have grown to love and respect on these pages

will continue unabated in our new -look mag. Same address - just keep them coming. And remember: tapes already
submitted will be first in the queue.

1
Journeyman
sounds: Gem S2; Akai 5950
(expanded); sequencing: Atari
1040STE running Breakthru;
recording: Seck 24:2; Aiwa

DAT; Kenwood cassette;

Alesis Microverb II; Boss

delay; "cheap" flanger

Teknik
sounds: Roland D-50; E -mu Vintage Keys;

Boss DR -660; sequencing: Atari 1040STE
running Cubase V3.0; recording: RAM

Pico 16:2; Sony DTC-690 DAT

Well, two to watch, actually.
I've lumped them together

because, in the time that I've been
reviewing demos in MT, they've come
to represent the best, in my view, of
what this kind of practical home
electronics is all about. Journeyman is in
fact Woob (aka Paul Frankland) in
partnership with Colin Waterton; whilst
Teknik's Jonathan Russell should be a
household name among MT readers by
now. By coincidence, they both have
new tapes in this month's mailbag; and
by no coincidence at all, they both
continue to raise their own high
standards.

Consider the equipment lists: two or
three sound sources; Atari sequencing;
no multitracking; good sturdy mixers
directing the traffic of noise onto DAT.
It's become a classic modus operandi for
most readers, as familiar in its own way
as the old guitar, bass and drums format
of our forefathers. And the styles of
music created both with and by these
techniques are living and breathing
among us right now. Journeyman, as
Woob followers will understand, is
without doubt ambient - supple and
lithe; Teknik is, without doubt, techno -
finely honed electronic sketches. The
generation of synthetic sounds and their

manipulation through the sieve of the
mixer en route from sequencer to DAT
has become the new musical art form of
recent years, and I've got stacks of tapes
in the MT office to prove it. 3001 by
Journeyman and City by Teknik are
simply two of the best.
Contact (Journeyman): Paul Frankland,
0252 733256 (Surrey)
Contact (Teknik): Jonathan Russell,
0273 464142 (West Sussex)

Dasein
sounds: Korg
Wavestation EX, S3;

Waldorf Microwave;

Oberheim Matrix
1000; E -mu Vintage

Keys, Procussion;

Ensoniq DP4;

sequencing: one
of the keyboards?;

recording:
Tascam 238 8 -
track; Soundcraft Spirit; Tascam
202 MkII; Lexicon LXP-15; Aphex Aural

Exciter Type C; Alesis 3630 compressors;

dbx 1531X EQ

What's missing? Yep, a sampler. That's
because Dasein defiantly believe in
"creative songwriting, lyrical content
and sound creation", cited somewhat
dubiously as a reason for not having
one. Instead, the impressive bank of
synths is used to fire up some tough,
industrial sounds. A throaty bass
underpins some steamrolling polemic
about screaming, shouting and bondage
(what fun they have in these pop
groups), throughout a clear and
powerful recording. But why not
sample? Sampling doesn't stop Die
Krupps from coming up with 'creative'
songs and sounds, and there's more
than a hint of Metal Machine Music

about Dasein.
All the same, there's a seemingly

endless supply of industrial acts from
Canada, from a mould impeccably cast
by Front Line Assembly. Over here,
there's some dispute about the health of
the industrial scene. The Empty Quarter
(purveyors of a quarterly booklet and
regular compilation CDs covering the
genre) have already pronounced it dead;
but FLA's label Third Mind Records
continue to monitor at least the
Canadian output with an eye for the UK
market. Keep an eye on Dasein...
Contact: Dasein Information Service,
859 Dundas St.W, Box 16007, Toronto
ON, M6J 3W2, Canada

Project Future
sounds: Korg Poly
800 MkI, Poly 800
MkII; Kawai K4r,

Kl, R50; Akai 5950,
VX90; Roland
SH101 (x 2),

TR707,

TR606,

Juno 106,
R8M;

sequencing:
Atari 1040STFM running

Cubase V2.0; recording: Sony DAT;
Yamaha R100; ART multiverb LT; Shure

SM24 microphone; unspecified mixer

A 2 -stage recording, starting off in one
home studio and progressing to another,
where Project Future's Al Ferrier pooled
resources with a former band colleague
Alan Platten. Having Alan produce and
engineer the tracks enabled Al to
concentrate on modifying the sounds
and sequences he had generated at
home in the light of a fresh
environment - another pair of ears, and
all that. If you're lucky enough to be
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able to do this with someone you trust,
it nearly always helps.

In this instance, the vintage Roland
drum machines form the basis of some
tidy ambience, with an acknowledged
debt to Ultramarine. Three instrumental
tracks are followed somewhat
disappointingly by a song, 'Dangerous
Game', which contrasts tellingly with
Robert Wyatt's vocal augmentations to
Ultramarine's last album United
Kingdoms. Recalling more of Marc
Almond's frail crooning, 'Dangerous
Game' upsets the equilibrium of the
Project Future sound - which is
otherwise minimal and precise, as
most enjoyably on 'Santa Alucia'. I
hope this latter track represents the
direction for the future, in whoever's
studio.
Contact: Al Ferrier c/o MT

Squish
sounds: Yamaha TG33; sequencing:

Yamaha QY10; recording: straight to Aiwa
cassette from the TG33's phono outs

20 -year old Darren Cleare has the
simplest of setups. Without a mixer,
he is unable even to utilise his Korg
MS20. Nevertheless, he shows a

propensity for Vince Clarke's curly,
analogue details, and the separate parts
are well thought out. Trouble is, the
tracks quickly break down into
vague junketings. There are some
awkward jumps from one section to the
next, like the antithesis of good DJ
remixing. This is no doubt a result of
having no mixer: Darren has to think
serially about each phase of a

composition, and has no way of blend-
ing parts from different sound sources in

DEMOemicy
Big Fun
Ethnic and electronic sequences from Down Under,
and a former rock and jazz drummer who has
discovered the joys of
technology. "Having
the K2000 and Creator
has allowed me the
freedom to write the
things I hear easily and
almost instantly," says
Peter Dehlsen - and
when did you last hear
a drummer say that?
Contact: Peter Dehlsen,
(03) 066 802443
(Australia)

Procession
It's easy to say 'early New
Order' when presented
with these doomy songs.
It's much harder to
pinpoint what's missing,
even though Procession's
apparent local reputation is
thoroughly deserved.
Spacious textures grafted
onto a brooding band.
Contact: Andy, APR
Recordings, 0429 278362
(Cleveland)

Os
Superb, trancey dub and
loops a -go-go. Plus,
crucially, the right weight in
all the right places.

Dammit, yes, one to
watch as well. MT

readers are great!
More!
Contact: Os,

0734 773844
(day)/0734 782466

(night) (Berkshire)

Mentufacturer
Other than possessing a
torturous name, this lot carry
a nice line in Nailsy techno-
grunge. "Technology is not
necessarily your friend," warns
Philip Jones, meaning
unscrupulous corporate
exploitation thereof. No
Luddite, our Phil... but some
marvellous paranoia all the
same.
Contact: not supplied

Colour
Bolorac
Where do people get
these dreadful names?
Still, I admire the
laziness in the
sequencing here - 8- or
16 -bar loops punched
in and out during the
mix (see comments
under Journeyman ).
By the way, guys, no
one at MT is into
mountain biking. Try
Ralf Hiitter, c/o Kling
Kiang Studios,
DUsseldorf...
Contact: Colour
Bolorac, 0225 469871
(Bath)

a way that allows measured segues.
The technique of mixing multiple

MIDI tracks to stereo invites a multi -

linear awareness of interlocking parts,
and Darren's ideas deserve
more space. An analogue
multitrack is no use to him at
all; committing to tape is
noisy and closes down the
options. Capturing the mix
'performance' is para-
mount, so a DAT machine
is a more sensible invest-
ment. You can then push
the bottom end with less
fear of distortion and a healthy
signal-to-noise ratio. As for Squish's
stylistic merits - 9.9 for artistic
impression.

Contact: Darren Cleare, 34 Millwrights,
Tiptree, Essex C05 OLQ

Stephan
Jawes
A slightly academic approach to
ambient dub styles, generated
in a 486 PC -based studio.
Exhibiting flawless taste, both
in his own music and others',
Stephan paints a broad canvas,
if a few risks short of a
masterpiece. Lacking rhythmic
weight, the mix is top heavy -
even though individual sounds
appeal.
Contact: Stephan, 081 974 9561
(Surrey)

Jesus Wept
Look, it's not all sequencers and MIDI, you know.
Here's some big, dark guitars and plaintive vocals
mixed in with the drum machine for a change - well,
mixed all over the drum machine, really. An excellent
recording, in which a battle seems to be underway
between the progressive attitude of Seefeel and the
comforting swirl of Hawkwind. Who will win?
Contact: Adam Hodgson, 0727 865202 (St Albans)

Earthworw
Sound Unit
An ebullient if cheap
ravey splat, resplendent
in samples from Nick
Parks' The Wrong Trousers
animation. I hadn't
noticed, but Wallace
goes on about his
"techno trousers" from
NASA. In a way, we're all
wearing those, these
days. Nice one, Julian.
Contact: Julian B, 0602
421946
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Are you one of the 15 million people
who bought Tubular Bells?

If so you may be interested in

ILL= ILizi',LIAV CI= !Li:: (_?21:11:72'S- 7-Litili;_17: L'LLS-

By Richard Newman

Tubular Bells was recorded twenty years ago! It still sells 100,000 copies a
year. So why hasn't anyone written a book about it?

Because all three involved (Mike Oldfield, Simon Heyworth and Tom
Newman) have maintained a mysterious silence all these years and
permission has never been granted until NOW.

Based on hours of interviews with Oldfield, Newman and Heyworth, all
three of them open up and talk frankly to Richard Newman about the early
days at Virgin Records, the setting up of the recording studio at the Manor,
the actual recording of the album and the people involved in it.

This is the story of a legend in the making, the story of how one of the best
selling albums ever came together against all the odds.

The book contains rare photographs from Simon Heyworth's personal
collection, and a reproduction of the Manor's original brochure.

The Essential companion to the album
It will never sound the same again.

To order this book by Acess or Visa credit card,
telephone the Music Maker orderline on (0353) 668850

(9 - 12am - 5 - 1pm) and speak to Rose or Lisa.

CAN YOU READ MUSIC?

TRAINEE REQUIRED

Music Maker Publications, the UK's leading
publisher of music -related magazines are looking
for a trainee to join their music typesetting DTP
department as soon as possible.
The successful applicant should be a competent
reader of music. Ideally, they should have attained
a Grade 5 pass in music board theory exams, or
equivalent at GCSE and have a good general
standard of education.
Working at our modern offices in Ely, the job is to
learn a complex music notation software
programme in order to transfer hand-written music
manuscripts onto computer.
Typing and Apple Mac DTP computer skills as well
as an interest in graphics and rock/modern music
would be an advantage.
Accuracy and attention to fine detail are essential.
Please apply in your own handwriting and enclose
your CV.
Send to:
Music Typesetting Dept., Music Maker Publications,
Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF

:::MUSIC
LI:MAKER
 PUBLICATIONS

DIRECT TO DISK

8 to 64 track direct to disk recorder  16 bit
data storage backup to DAT  Pro option with

balanced XLRs  AES/EBU audio inputs
Digital in and out  Variable sample rates

From £2495

RECORDING

Akai DR4d 4 track direct to disk recorder/editor

Fostex R8, G16 & G24, X18, X28H,
280, 380 with Dolby S

Alesis ADAT

Soundtracs Solo MIDI range
16:8:16 / 24:8:24 / 32:8:32

SOUNDCRAFT
Spirit STUDIO / Spirit FOLIO

Sapphyre & Delta ranges

SOFTWARE

Steinberg Cubase E -Magic Notator/Creator
Opcode Vision  Notator Logic for MAC/PC

Irl

CALL PC PlUCLE

[1:1111 kit/IL ORDEIR

MOIMMIID
Akai SO"l, S2800,
S3000 & S3200
Kurzweil K2000
Roland S760

Please call us for more details on these
popular samplers and for the best prices
on the different configurations available.

FX & OUTBOARD
Lexicon ALEX, LXP15, 300, & 480L
Alesis Quadraverb GT & Plus
ART Multiverb LTX & Alpha II
Drawmer gates &
compressors
BBE & Behringer

KEYBOARDS

Yamaha SY85
Yamaha SY35
Yamaha TG500
Yamaha TG100

Alan IN till

MODULES

EMU Proteus range  EMU Morpheus 
 EMU MPS+ EMU Proformance

Roland JV35 Roland JV50  Roland JV90
 Roland GR-09 guitar synth

Korg i3  Korg X3R  Korg 05R  Korg X3

MILS & MONITORS

AKG C1000 -S  Neumann TLM-193  AT4033A
 Shure Alesis Monitor One

 Tannoy System 6 NFM

DAT

Tascam DA30  Aiwa HDS1100
Panasonic SRV3700

All prices include VAT

7, Goldhawk Mews, Shepherds Bush, London W12 8PA VISA
1111.11111111



No matter what's bothering you -MIDI,
musical know-alls or the neighbour's
dog - MT's advice bureau is open. Save
firs on solicitor's fees! Write to Grief,
MT, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely,

Cambs CB7 4AF.

QI've recently started using a Yamaha TG300 sound module with
Emagic's Notator Logic sequencing software for the Mac. The problem I

have is that I can select sounds in different banks from the TG300's

front panel but not over MIDI from the sequencer. I know how to send bank

selects and program changes from Notator Logic, and I can call up different
programs without any problem - but not different banks.

This is really annoying, because I want to use some of the TG300's Preset
sounds multitimbrally, but I can't call up the right bank (bank 80) from Notator

Logic. Help me out on this one and I'll buy MT forever!

Matthew Jackson
Coventry

AHope you can afford a lifelong subscription Matthew, because the

answer is coming up! Basically, there are two things you need to
do: ensure that Notator Logic transmits Bank Select commands in

the right format, and find a way to get it to send Bank Select numbers
beyond its default range of 0-62.

To get at bank 80 you need to be in GM -B mode on the TG300; if you
haven't already done so, select 'Multi/Single' in the 300's Util menu and

highlight 'GM -B'. Now,
although Yamaha don't
say as much, GM -B is
effectively Roland's GS
Format - which it just so
happens uses a different
way of specifying the
Bank Select command
from that defined in the
MIDI spec! GS Format
uses a single MIDI
controller code,
controller 0, specifying a
bank select range of 0 -

aril' IT ansformer)

rAppl y Operation & Let non -matching Events pass thru

Status

conditions

Cha -2-

= II All I I All I

'Control I

Operations

I Thru 1 [Thru 1 [Thru II I Add I

I 65 I

Figure 1: Transformer settings
127, while the MIDI spec

uses two controllers, 0 and 32, for an over -the -top total of 16,384 banks,
with controller 32 covering the 0-127 range!

Notator Logic can transmit Bank Select commands in both formats, but
defaults to that specified by the MIDI spec. To select the GS way you must

call up Logic's Environment window, create a Multi Instrument, double-
click on its icon, and then select 'Control 0' for the Bank Message
parameter in the resulting window.

To get around the problem of how to transmit Bank Select numbers
higher than 62, you'll need to create a Transformer Object in the
Environment window. Double-click on this Object and a window will pop
up giving you the Transformer parameters. Set them as indicated in Figure
1. These settings tell Notator Logic to Transform controller 0 commands
received on any MIDI channel by adding 65 to their data value. But why

1,A*B
(Transformer) Modem Port

I I I I I I ii
I 1I II I

I I I I I I I I

I I I I I

(Multi Instr .)

Figure 2: Configuring the Environment

65? Well, if you wanted to select bank 127 (which is specified by GS Format

as an MT32-compatible bank) you would need to add 65 to 62 (Logic's
maximum Bank Select number). You can also limit Logic's Transform
operation to a specific MIDI channel or a range of channels by setting the
Cha Condition parameter accordingly.

So, with your Transform in place and the appropriate type of bank
message selected, the next thing you need to do is configure your
Environment properly. Figure 2 shows
you the proper arrangement: the Multi
Instrument's output is routed to the
Transformer, and the Transformer's
output is then routed to the Modem
Port (presuming that this is the port
your MIDI interface is connected to).
For the sake of clarity it's worth setting
up a dedicated Environment Layer for
these Objects, with the Modem Port
defined as a Global Object so that it
appears in all Layers.

You'll need to assign the Multi
Instrument (or a Sub Instrument of the
Multi) to any sequencer tracks which are intended for playback on the
TG300 - and, of course, make sure that you've ticked the Program box to
enable patch- and bank -number transmission! Figure 3 gives an example of
how the Instrument box should look: here, the selected TG300 patch is
number 4 in bank 80 (15 + 65), which is Rock Org. If the TG300 still isn't
responding, make sure that its Receive Bank Select parameter is set to 'on'
(often it's the most obvious things that can trip you up!).

Incidentally, the GM -A and GM -B Voice Lists in the TG300's Sound List
& MIDI Data booklet are incomplete: both miss out bank 64, which
contains RAM versions of the module's 32 Preset sounds. To use Presets
which you've edited yourself you'll need to call up this bank; bank 80, on
the other hand, contains the ROM (ie. unedited) versions of the Presets.
Finally, to call up bank 64 you'll need to set the Transformer Object's Add
value to 64 rather than 65, and select a bank number of 0 in the
Instrument window. ST

El:.Mi11ti I n3tr.)
m ul ti I nst r

icor,

C h a fill
PrgEll 5 4
1s.h

Pan
12R'

64
Figure 3: The Instrument window

QI've recently been playing with a Yamaha SY35 and I have the
impression that it only differs from the SY22 in terms of polyphony (32

notes vs 16) and multitimbrality (16 parts vs 8). Do both instruments

share the same AWM and FM element banks and if so, is it possible to exchange

voices via SysEx? In other words, can I load a SY35 presets into the SY22 internal

memory and have the same result as in the SY35?

Henri Sizaret

Schwelbeck, Germany

PS: Can we have an 'A -Z of Digital, too?
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To an extent, yes. The AWM samples in the two instruments
are similar but not exactly the same. The SY35 has more and,

according to Yamaha, they have been tweaked and upgraded.

The drums are among the most noticeably different.
You can transfer voices via SysEx, but you must make sure that the

samples are the same in both instruments. In other words, if you
transfer a voice from the SY35 which uses a sample the SY22 does not
have then obviously the resulting voice is going to be different. The
SY35 also has a superior DSP chip which can have a marked difference

on the sound.
There is no difference in polyphony- or multitimbrality. The

instruments are both 16 -note polyphonic and 8 -part multitimbral. The
polyphony is split between the AWM and FM voices so it's more a case

of 8 AWM voices plus 8 FM voices (if you see what I mean). I'm sure

you do. 1W
As for the 'A -Z of Digital', leave it a few years 'til people are waxing

lyrical about the joys of menu -driven programming and those classic

FM panpipe sounds and we'll see what we can do... NL

QMuch as I appreciate your excellent A -Z of Analogue series and

feel sure my query would be answered by the time you get to the

Yamaha section, it does mean I'd have to wait an awful long

time, so perhaps you could answer it for me now.

Basically, a friend of mine has an old Yamaha monosynth called a CS30

which has a really neat 8 -step analogue sequencer built in. I'd like to buy

one too, but am a bit confused by the model numbers. I believe there were

two versions - the CS30 and the CS3OL. Was the CS3OL the one with the

sequencer? Also, how much could I expect to pay for one of these

machines?

At a conservative estimate, it'll be sometime next year before your reach

'Y' in the 'A -Z of Analogue' (there's Moog, Korg, Roland and Sequential

Circuits to get through yet!) and I'm desperate to get hold of one.

Jason Hughes
Brighton

A
If no one minds, I'll answer this one - if only because the
Yamaha CS30 was, in fact, the first synth I ever owned (if you

don't count the home-made lobbies I cobbled together out of

Practical Electronics circuits).

The CS30 was a great little machine, introduced at a time when
synths were becoming much more playable as instruments (like the
Arp Quadra), but still capable of generating all manor of sound effects

(like the VSC3). It straddled both these areas well.

As I recall, the CS30 was the model with the onboard sequencer, the
CS3OL was the one without. Mine was a CS30 and I well remember

some of the excellent effects I could produce with the sequencer. As

regards cost; well they do seem to be rather thin on the ground, but
I've spoken to a couple of dealers who have sold models in the last
twelve months (both with sequencers) and they seem to be changing

hands for around L150-£180 depending on condition. Your best bet
would be to place a wanted ad in our readers ads section and see if
that turns up anything, or contact the vintage synths dealers such as
Music Control (0270 883779), Analogue Systems (0726 67836) or The

Keyboard Corporation (051 707 0321).

Alternatively, if anyone out there has a CS30 with sequencer, drop
us a line at the editorial address or call us (0353 665577) an we'll pass

the message on. But this is strictly a one-off, for old time sake. Anyone

else looking for gear will have to use 'Warehouse', I'm afraid. NL

The answers to all your problems in the future will be found in THE MIX.
Write to THE MIX at the same address- Alexander House, Forehill,
Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF

A glimpse into the future and a brief history of tame'. Available now. Distribution via Pinnacle.
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PRO MUSIC
Dettingen Way,

Bury St. Edmunds,
Suffolk. 1P33 3BR.

PRO MUSIC
The Midi Specialists

Soloist Midi Files

S

VP New Titles

 A HARD DAY'S
NIGHT

 ALL MY LOVIN'
 I FEEL FINE

 I WANNA HOLD
YOUR HAND

 IF I FELL
 PAPERBACK

WRITER

 SHE LOVES YOU
THE BEATLES

 LOCO IN
ACAPULCO

THE FOUR TOPS

 ME AND MRS.
JONES

BILLY PAUL

 MIDNIGHT HOUR
WILSON PICKE77

 THE LOVE I LOST
THE BLUE Notes

Synth Sounds

BEST SELECTION
AVAILABLE

ROLAND, VALHALA.

VOICE CRYSTAL. PRO Rte

& SONGWRITER

(ATARI SELF -LOADING DISKS)

Also NEW!
GREAT ORGAN SOUNDS -

VALHALA ORGANDer SERIES

Now AVAILABLE
KORG 01/W 1.0 - DISK 02_9

SCREAMIN B3 ORGAN,,,,

ROLAND D5/D1 0/ D20/
0110/D50 - Rota £45
KORG M 1 - ROM £49

NEW!
FOR ROLAND INSTRUMENTS

ITH 'GS' MARK: STYLE DATA

ROM CARDS 1&01.1 THE 50's &

60's TO LAT, OA EACH

Band In A Box

8 songs with full
arrangements and

printed music and lyrics.

ONLY £12.99!

Currently available:
Michael Jackson

Phil Collins Madonna
Eric Clapton Abba
The Police Sting

lfidistar

8 song', ullh kill
arrangements and

printed lyrics.

ONLY £8.99!

Currently available:
Classic Hits Pops

lias Listening Beatles

Ih sharpe,t midi file. in
available direct to
at ouly

 No minimum order
quantity. & satisfaction

guaranteed!

Over 800 files, and growing.

Everything from popular
.tandards. to the very latest

chart hits.

Check out our free catalogue
for a full listing of songs. or

give us a call.

ideot

cot tit,'tha
Of The KORG M I" -

Exceptional guide for MI
users with FREE disk

available with 200 NEW
sounds.

VHS video - ONLY E24.95!

AT LAST! -
IT'S REALLY HERE!

"Beginning Rock
Keyboards" -

All you need to know about
learning keyboards in the
rock style - ONLY E12.99

Books

'The Complete Cahave
Handbook" - The most

concise guide for Cubase
users - ONLY £24.95!

"Music In Sequence".
"Classics In Sentience -
ONLY E12.95 each -

Great guides for sequencing

PLUS MANY MORE
TITLES AVAILABLE!

WHY NOT SEND FOR OUR CATALOGUE?
CALL NOW FOR DETAILS!

ORDER HOTLINE 0284 765765



TIONAL
MUSIC .DAY

A CELEBRATION OF MUSIC

We are a nation
overflowing with a
huge range of
marvellous music.

fbc,041-1-
Biooke

National Music
Day celebrates

the range and
diversity of music
in Britain today.

/,L-, i
Anthony Everitt

The extent of interest
shows the amount of
goodwill that we have
to build on and augurs
well for the future._____-

( ,--

(,)1

Mick Jagger

National Music Day
gives us an ideal
opportunity to show
off our musical
wares and have a
lot of fun at the
same time.

The Musicians'
Union is pleased
once again to
support National

Music Day.

SCO-rot.

The next National Music Day
takes place on Saturday 25th and Sunday 26th June 1994

Harvey Goldsmith

Dennis Scard

Plan an event and please return this form with your. £5 registration fee to the National Music Day
office (address below). You will, in turn, receive an Event Organiser's Pack which will include:

 A Guideline to putting on your own event

 Posters to advertise your event

 An Event Detail form
All National Music Day registered events will ODD 84010 gi2011010 Iggg RADIO

441
receive:

 An entry in the National Music Day Event %
' E

Pi2
Directory

 Details are circulated by the NMD office to
local and national press

IF YOU CAN'T JOIN IN, TUNE IN

Organiser's Name:

Address:

Postcode:

Daytime Tel: Evening Tel:

Signature: Date:

Please return this completed form with your £5 registration tee to: National Music Day, PO Box 28Z, London W I A .2BZ. For any further enquiries please telephone
our answering service on Tel: 071 b29 8912 and leave your telephone number and the nature of your enquiry, we will then call back to assist you.



...And it comes out here

Erasure
I Say I Say I Say (Mute)

Following naturally from 1991's Chorus and
the subsequent Phantasmagorical world tour,
episode three of Vince's adventures in
analogue caps four years of revivalism and
shows no sign of letting up. Here's an
album that refines that approach with a
capital 'R' - synths as pure as the driven
white noise, songs even simpler and prettier
than before. Only an angelic choir and the
occasional flirting with a kind of switched -
on baroque ('So The Story Goes') provides
evidence of any new ingredients.

The secret of Erasure's success, if I may be
so bold, lies in the happy collision of Vince
Clarke's mastery of analogue sequences and
his ability to write chord progressions that
suit them. In this new collection of songs,
every hook, line and tinker in the process of
writing and arranging gels perfectly, such
that synth lovers can appreciate the sounds
without being irritated by the melodies,
and everyone one else can enjoy the pop
without being distracted by the twiddly
bits. What we have here is an instant
classic. PW

The Future Sound
Of London
Lifeforms (Virgin)

There's an air of compromise about this
album. Sequences come and go in quick
succession, as if there is insufficient room for

all the ideas. Abstract and tantalisingly
delicious phrases spin in and out of a
complex weave, compressed into 19 different
titles. Much of the image conveyed by Virgin
in the promotion of their wilfully
anonymous protogees is full of vague
notions of new formats and new media, but
in the meantime we have the same old
machinery in place and a chart full of
labelmates Enigma.

The truth is, this shouldn't be an album at
all. It should be a CD-ROM. OK, people still
need CDs for their cars, and cassettes for
their Walkmans. But artists like FSOL, having
been given the budget to follow their natural
instincts into audio-visual R&D, should be
given the groundbreaking marke-ting
initiatives to go with it right now. Some sort
of interactive film is promised, but to launch

the soundtrack first is half-hearted. Unlike a
movie soundtrack, each of the titles on
Lifeforms is designed to be given its own
folder in an interactive program and allowed
to evolve at its own pace. Without that
flexibility, you have an incomplete product,
like Tubular Bells in mono or Fantasia in
black and white. The dusty bunker that is
FSOL's studio has spent wisely, but is being
short-changed. PW

David Toop & Max
Eastley
Buried Dreams (Beyond)

A digital cut'n'paste soundtrack to an
imaginary world - imaginary, but extremely

well researched. Both Toop and Eastley have
artistic and literary credentials to get them
past the most cerebral of bouncers, into the
world created almost single-handedly by the
personality of Brian Eno. This is a more
tangible world, in which Mixmaster Morris
and the Paris Bienalle co -exist, and in which
every detail is captured by a documentary
film crew from Channel 4.

As listening material, the ambience of
Buried Dreams falls short of the extremes of
John Cage or musigue concrete, but some of
the found sounds could still cause
consternation in a crowded chill -out room
after a few pints of cyber-tonic. Most appea-
ling is the sheer range of sources, a mesh of
tropical rainforest, handmade instruments,
accidental electronics and the very
mechanics of recording itself, recalling Jon

Hassell's Fourth World Music techno-
paganism. Best approached with caution, or
at least an encyclopedia. PW
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William Latham
Organic Television
Billed as "a multi -screen video installation", Organic Television has been brightening up a corner of The Royal Festival Hall
in London for the best part of April. A bank of 34 TV screens displays Latham's 'virtual sculptures' - 3D computer
graphics to you and me - mutating into various organic forms to an ambient soundtrack composed by Michel Redolfi.
Much as Wendy Carlos experiments with the computer's ability to extrapolate imaginary instruments from information
about the structure of real ones, so Latham uses data pertaining to evolutionary change and molecular growth to
prompt new forms.
But far from being rather dry biological speculations, the forms are deliberately manipulated by Latham to become
the most exotic and aesthetic that he and the computer can produce. He even quotes the biomorphic set of Alien as an
inspiration. In other words, it's art - not science. In fact, it's art which comments on the interaction between science
and nature; Latham wilfully exaggerates human intervention in genetics by utilising the most contentious mutation
and inbreeding techniques to generate more interesting results. And while the effect is a surreal collision of the
organic and the hi -tech, Latham's choice of medium is a message in itself. As he puts it: "There are no morals in
computer space". PW

Elektronische Musik
Aus Köln
Best Of EMAK Vol. 1-3
(Originalton West)

Claudius Briise
Arctic Circle (Originalton
West)
Solid, dependable German kling-klang from EMAK,
in the footsteps of Conny Plank, plus glacial
renderings on a theme of polar voyaging from
Brtise. Both available by mail order from Vintage
Synths producer Matthias Becker, Lindenthalgiirtel
34, 50935 kiln, Germany.

MLO Productions
10 (Rising High)

Air Liquide
Nephology (Rising High)
A pair of belters from the spiritual HQ of
contemporary ambience. lo (the 7th moon of
Jupiter, Sky At Night fans) offers long, slow chords
and deep, lush timbres, while Nephology is more
beaty, meaty and bouncy. Ignore at your peril.

Various artists
All Saints Calling (All Saints)
Thoroughly respectable compilation of nouveau
chamber music from All Saints Records' curious
clan, including
Roger Eno,
Laraaji and
Harold Budd.
Notable for 808
State's thumping
treatment of Jon
Hassell's
template on
'Voiceprint'.

Locust
Weather-
ed Well
(Apollo)
On the ambient
subsidiary of
Belgium's REIS

Records, some

excellent UK
electronica
featuring the
kind of measured
distortion and detuning we've come to associate
with Autechre and the Aphex Twin.

LOCUST

Renegade Soundwave
Howyoudoin? (Mute)
Another volume of chunky
choons and sampling cheek
from Mute's half -pop group,
half -DJs. There's something of
UFO's urban chic in their
sophisticated reconstructions
(see Brownswood Workshop).

New Decade
Narrow Minds
(Out Of
Rom ford)
Home-grown CD from home-
grown talent. Paul Smailes has
taken elements of analogue
ambient and Essex rave to create
a bold and hard -edged sound on
his own label. Much deserving of
support.

Cosmic Baby
Thinking About
Myself (Logic)
Sumptuous but slightly pompous
blend of big chords, classical
posturings and techno dance
beats from East German
equivalent of Moby with
impeccable credentials. Shame,
then, that his UK debut should
fail to fully reflect his seminal
position in relation to the
European trance scene emerging
from Berlin when the wall came
down. Too introspective, as the
title might suggest.

Brownswood
Workshop
Multidirection
(Talkin Loud)
Technology can preserve
tradition as readily as it can challenge it.
Brownswood is the label formed by Japanese/
French production team United Future Organi-
sation, and what they've done here is take the best
in contemporary Japanese jazz and invisibly edit
their recordings into new forms - just as a hip hop
MC would do with funk. Jazz remixing, no less.
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110

Manchester
institute of
Science &
Technology
(UMIST)

Renold Building, Sackville

Street,

Manchester

Saturday 21st May
10am to 6pm

Sunday 22nd May
llam to 6pm

More than 60 stands of all

the latest Musical

equipment & services. Get

`Hands On' experience with

all the latest gear.

Demonstrations by top

artists in the Live Music

Hall. Ample parking and

within easy walking distanceW of Tram & Bus Stations.

Admission £3.50

MUSIC
GMAKER
EXHIBITIONS

r

"Nler)\

Admission Price
with this voucher
One voucher per person

a



KEYBOARDS
ANALOGUES: ROLAND Jupiter
8, Roland TR909, Crumar Bit 1.
All in good condition. Call for
prices. Tel: 0224 323007.
ARP ODDESSEY, £350.
Oberheim SEM, £350. Memory
Moog, £750. Oberheim DFX
sequencer, £150. TEAC A108
sync cassette deck, £50. Steven.
Tel: 0726 66715.
CASIO AZ1 portable MIDI
controller keyboard, full
functions, 31/2 octaves,
excellent condition, £185. Twin -
lock combo/monitor stands,
£20. Robert Michael. Tel: 071
281 1918.
CASIO CZ1000 case psu and
manual, 2xRAM cartridges filled
with 128 excellent sounds, £100
offers. Graham. Tel: 0736
755195.
CHEETAH 7P weighted -master
keyboard 7 octaves, beautiful
condition with dust cover, £400
ono. E -mu Proformance, £200
ono. Roland DEP5 FX unit,
£175. Wanted E -mu EPS plus
keyboard in perfect condition,
cash waiting. Ian. Tel: 061 442
6039.
ELKA ARTIST 606 with
drawbars and real Leslie, offers
invited. Tel: 0223 234850.
E -MU PROTEUS 1XR, excellent
condition, £400. Sequential
drum machine both with psu,
box and manual or swap both
for TR808 with MIDI. Tel: 0752
674411.
E -MU PROTEUS MPF keyboard,
£700 ono, mint condition,
boxed, as new. Matt. Tel: 091
213 1783.
EMULATOR III keyboard,
immaculate, never a problem,
flightcased, as used by all the
pros. 8Mb, 1800Mb library on
DAC Optical. Offers around
£4500. Roland D70,
immaculate, £850 ono.
Sequential 6 -track ex Nitzer Ebb,
immaculate museum piece,
£300. VHS1, £100. Atari
Creator/Unitor system Mega 1
HiRes' mono, immaculate, f600.
Keith. Tel: 0444 831504.
ENSONIQ ESQ workstation,
great sounds and sequencer,
hardly used, boxed with
manual, £500. Stuart or Jason.
Tel: 041 644 2183.
ENSONIQ ESQ1 fully expanded,
case - reasonable offers. Robin.
Tel: 0847 62517.
ENSONIQ SQ3 76 -key, 16 -part
sequencer/workstation. Home
use only, £775 ono. JBL SB5 sub
woofer, as new £220. Possible
delivery. Mark. Tel: 0326
563784.
ENSONIQ SQ80 plus cartridge,
£450. Kevin. Tel: 061 620 0058.
ENSONIQ VFX latest version of
software, boxed with manual,
pedal sounds etc. Custom
flightcase. Tel: 0273 553020 ask
for Nick.
ETI 4600 analogue semi -
modular synth as featured in MT
and used by Joy Division. See it
on the video: Love Will Tear Us
Apart. 4 oscillators, 3 mixers, 2
filters, 3 envelope shapers,
matrix patchbay and 4 octave
keyboard. All manuals and
cables, £400. Paul. Tel: 0535

645233.
GEM S3 professional keyboard,
76 keys, 16 -track sequencer,
standard MIDI files disk drive,
editable FX, reads 51000
samples, 350 internal sounds,
fat analogue sounds. Cost over
£2600, bargain due to urgent
sale needed, £1200. Sandy. Tel:
081 809 2427.
HAMMOND C3 plus Leslie.
good condition, best offer
secures, part -ex possible.
Jonathan Slater. Tel: 0924
864673.
HAMMOND X5 portable organ
with bass pedals, also a Leslie
760, Rhodes 73 stage piano and
Roland RS09 string synth. Stuart
Small. Tel: ??? 915 4118.
JUPITER 6, £650. ARP Odessy,
£350. Spirit Folio Live 16
mixing desk, £650. DJ70
sampler, £800. SH101, £125.
Kenton MIDI box, £125. Juno
106, £350. TG500, £700. Paul.
Tel: 0224 585667.
JV80 COST £1200 sell for £895.
Unemployment forces sale.
Mint condition, only 2 months
old. Paul. Tel: 0302 538304.
KAWAI 100F analogue synth in
excellent condition, £100. Paul.
Tel: 0535 645233.
KAWAI K4 keyboard, lots of
extra sounds on disk, £390.
Roland SRV330 Space Reverb,
brand new, £450. Cheetah
MD16R drum module, £130, all
boxed and as new. Alan. Tel:
051 339 1167.
KAWAI K4R module with editor,
£250. Yamaha TX81Z module
with editor, £150. Dave. Tel:
0260 279057.
KORG 03R/W rack mount
module, 4 months old, £575
ono. Casio VZ1, synth
keyboard with ROM card,
£325 ono or will swap both for
AKAI 5950. Steve. Tel: 0224
713909 after 6pm.
KORG EX800 sound module,
£100. Roland TR505 drum
machine, £110. Yamaha QX21
sequencer, £90. Kawai K4 synth
plus Atari editor, £425. All with
manuals and boxes. Adam.
Tel: 021 355 2685 eves and
w/ends.
KORG M1 BGC, home use only
with manual and gold-plated
OSC cables, £550 cash only. Tel:
0225 763492 West country.
KORG M1 including case, £720.
Korg Mono Poly, £150. Roland
MC300 sequencer, £150. Alesis
Microverb, £60. Yamaha
Al 00M, £70. Carlsbro Cobra 90
amp, £120. Richard. Tel: 0792
645887.
KORG M1 plus PCM sound card
and case, f700. Ensoniq EPS16+
sampler plus large library and
case, £950. E -mu Proformance
piano module, £180. All ono.
Mike. Tel: 0792 897426.
KORG M1 workstation with
training video and Steinberg
editor/librarian, £750 ono. Sean
Morris. Tel: 0785 812126.
KORG Ml, ROM card,
expanded, manual, pedal. In
mint condition, £630. May
deliver. Ivan. Tel: 0458 252086.
KORG M1R EX rackmount
workstation, as new, never
gigged, £725. Tel: 0244
544064.

The Warehouse contains Mrs readers' ads - the largest

repository of hi -tech bargains in the Northern Hemisphere.

Some of the ads are free to place; others are 'priority' ads for

which you pay to jump the queue - next issue guaranteed.

Priority ads appear in bold.

To place a free ad:

 Dial 0891 100767 (24 hours)

 State category, recite your ad and include contact details

 That's it

To place a priority ad:

.D.10891 1007% * (24 hours),

state category, recite your ad and include contact details,

Access or Visa card number and expiry date

OR fill out and post the coupon below

 Up to 25 words costs £5.00

 Additional words are 50p each

'Calls cost 39p per minute (cheap rate), 49p per minute at all

other times. We regret we cannot answer queries regarding

readers ads.

The Warehouse is for private vendors only. Business vendors

must use the classified ads at the back of MT.

Andy. Tel: 0709 876354
anytime.
RHODES VK1000 organ, real
drawbars, excellent onboard
Leslie effect, 76 -note keyboard,
extensive mother keyboard
facilities, £500 ono. Or will swap
part -ex possibly. Mike. Tel: 0792
897426.
ROLAND D50 MEX+, excellent
condition, 8 -part multi D50,
extra RAM, giving three banks
of 64 sounds. Speed system,
boxed, manuals, card and dust
cover. 600 sounds on disk.
Home use only. Offers? £750.
Ross. Tel: 0903 770376.
ROLAND D50 with 1000's of
sounds and editor on disk, £500
or swap for Ensoniq ESQ1 in
good condition. Dave. Tel: 0527
550485.
ROLAND EM101 sound
module, £60. Yamaha EMT10
piano module, £85. Yamaha
SB01 sound generator, £75.
Yamaha RX21 and RX21 L drum
machines, £100 for both. Tel:
0708 226512.
ROLAND JUNO 6 in vgc and
manuals, £100 (I'll chuck in
some Casios). Mark. Tel: 0732
773196 or 0732 362215 (work).
ROLAND JUNO 106, £325.
Roland SH101, £125. Moog
Rogue £125. Akai XE8, £110.
The lot for £550. Trevor. Tel:
0283 517578.
ROLAND JV80 home use,
excellent condition, £800. A.
Lewis. Tel: 01 302 1551.
ROLAND JV80, £780 ono, with
pop expansion, £870. Mr G.
Tel: Reading 0734 882079.
ROLAND SHO9 analogue synth
and Roland CSQ100 digital
sequencer, matching pair, cased
and with all manuals and Roland
connecting cables, f200. Both
in excellent condition. Paul. Tel:
0535 645233.
ROLAND U20 7 -part
multitimbral as used by Bazaar
In and The Prodigy. Great dance
sounds only 18 months old,
excellent condition, boxed with
manual, £500. Colin. Tel: 0926
407045.
ROLAND U220 module
immaculate home use only,
includes ROM cards,
percussion and brass, original
packing, manual, cost £650
will accept £350 ono. Tel: 0202
304491.
ROLAND U220 module,
immaculate, home use only.
Includes ROM cards: percussion
and brass. Original packing and
manual. Cost £650 will accept
£350 ono. Tel: 0202 304491.
ROLAND 0220 plus FX
percussion card, £350. Roland
SH101 plus grip, £120. Boss
SE50 multi FX, £240. Sansui
MX12 mixer, £150. Adrian. Tel:
021 458 6934 after 6pm.
ROLAND U220, £300. Contact
Adrian on 021 458 6934 after
6pm.
SEQUENTIAL CIRCUITS SCI
Prophet 600, £500. six trak,
£400. Both serviced with latest
software and manuals. Yamaha
QY10 and Cheetah MS800 Wave
synth, £80. Both still boxed. Tel:
0909 561339 eves.
SEQUENTIAL PROPHET VS
keyboard in excellent condition

KORG M1R music workstation
plus editing software and 1000s
of pro sounds. PCM orchestral
RAM card, boxed, mint
complete package, £600.
(delivery possible). Andy. Tel:
0532 430177.
KORG O1/W Pro, £1295.
Roland Juno 6, boxed,
immaculate, £199. Roland
JV880, £550. Proteus I, £399.
Roland W30 with large library,
£950. Poly 6, £199. Tel: 0344
891110.
KORG T3 music workstation.
Professional 61 -note keyboard,
100 combination voices, 200
program voices, 56,000 event 8 -
track sequencer. 3.5" floppy disk
drive. Cost over £2200 new.
Price £825 ono. Mr G Dabrue.
Tel: 0532 526672 (Leeds).
KORG WAVESTATION 2 sound
cards, flightcase, £550 ono.
Justin. Tel: 0702 347588.
KORG WAVESTATION AD rack
with sound cards, £850. Atari

1040 ST plus monitor, plus
Notator 3.1, £300. Martin. Tel:
0371 870516.
KORG WAVESTATION with 6
RAM cards and piano ROM card
with expanded s/w, case and
stand for £800. Michael Lily. Tel:
0344 842749.
KORG WAVESTATION, as new,
boxed with manuals, £650 ono.
Bruce. Tel: 0506 672304 or 031
554 6266.
KORG X3R rackmount
workstation, boxed as new,
£900 ono. Paul. Tel: 0709
701608.
KURZWEIL K2000 with 8Mb
RAM, brilliant condition only 3
months old (still under
guarantee). I have a massive
Kurzweil library. Cost over
£2400, sell for £1790. IV80: cost
over £1300, sell for £895. Paul.
Tel: 0302 538304.
MULTI MOOG not working,
vgc. Lack of electronics
knowledge forces sale, £50.
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- I don't want to sell it but
would like to swap it for rack
version. If anybody's interested
then give Dave a ring on 0274
620004.
YAHAMA KX88 immaculate
(home use only) mother
keyboard, £750. Roland Sound
Canvas as new, £300. Simon.
Tel: 071 515 2915.
YAMAHA CLAVINOVA CLP550
piano for sale. Superb sounds
plus digital reverb, excellent
condition, can deliver, cost
£1500, accept £800 ono. Tel:
0633 450623 Newport.
YAMAHA CS50 4 -voice poly
synth. Superb Vangelis-type
synth noises. Good condition,
£200 ono. Richard. Tel: 0902
343081.
YAMAHA QY20 Walkstation.
Compose on the move - ideal
musical scratch pad used by
top -class programmers
/producers. 16 part
multitimbral, 8 -track sequencer,
general MIDI compatible, 100s
of voices, 6 drum kits, psu
included, save fl 50 on list
price, only £299. Pete. Tel: 061
245 7162 daytime only.
YAMAHA SY35 12 months old,
unmarked, £425 ono. Dr Synth
4 months old, immaculate,
£225 ono. Tel: 05395 58087
NW.
YAMAHA TG55 sounds on
original Atari disk, complete
with manual - great for dance
sounds, rave etc. £15. Neil. Tel:
021 443 1922.
YAMAHA TX802, perfect
condition, hardly used inc. 3
cartridges, £480. Chris. Tel: 081
748 4631.

SAMPLING
AKAI 8Mb board, £275. 2Mb,
£50.113104, £150. SCSI, £80.
Roland MK60 weighted piano,
£350. Akai 52800, £1500. 8Mb
memory, £300. Call 0923
267733.
AKAI 53000 8Mb memory
boards, f300 each. Mackie
1604, £625. Kevin. Tel: 0270
872558.
AKAI 5950 1Mb memory,
library, manual, home use only,
£750. Dana. Tel: 061 747 3820.
AKAI 5950 fully -expanded
sampler immaculate condition,
never gigged, £800 ono. Sean.
Tel: 0785 812126.
AKAI 5950 with upgraded
memory, £900. Korg M1 with
video and Steinberg editor
librarian, £750. Atari 1040ST,
Atari monitor, mouse and
Cubase software, £500. 3 -tiered
A -frame, £70. Tel: 0785 812126.
AKAI X7000 multitimbral
sampler plus software for
dumping samples to 3.5" disk
on any Atari ST, £375 ono.
Yamaha TG33 16 -part
multitimbral sound module,
£245 ono. Tel: 0752 268650.
CASIO FZ1 2Mb with disks,
£700. Alan. Tel: 0592 267312.
CASIO FZ1 16 Bit sampler
(2Mb), huge disk library inc.
optional software, Avalon
sample editing software, Owners
Club news letters and alternative
manual. Complete package,

£699. Delivery possible. Andy.
Tel: 0532 430177.
CASIO FZ1 16 Bit sampler,
home use only with disks, £600.
Sean. Tel: 0458 251315.
CASIO FZ1 16Bit, 2Mb, many
disks, £500. Atari X7000 12
Byte, quick disks, £150. Simon.
Tel: 0742 303402 Sheffield.
CASIO FZ1 sample disks
complete pro library for sale
including optional software, 50
disks for £50. Andy. Tel: 0532
430177.
CHEETAH SX16 sampler, with
Roland PC200 controller
keyboard, £550 (both), or swap
with difference for Emax II
keyboard. Unused Laney 3200 P
monitor, £200. Wanted Emax II
keyboard, Mackie 1604 mixer.
James. Tel: 0484 865137.
DANGER 1 & 2 sample CDs,
over 1500 sample sounds
between them, £20 each. Tel:
0322 528931 (evenings)
EMAX SE keyboard sampler,
large library and manual.
excellent condition, £560 ono.
Colin. Tel: 0532 408394.
E -MU EMAX I, excellent
condition, new disk drive,
approx 40 disk library and
manual, £600. Mr Hemstock.
Tel: 0836 712100.
ENSONIQ ASR10 sampler
keyboard, £1100 ono. Fully
booted, with expanded 2Mb
memory and sound library. Tel:
061 226 5756.
ENSONIQ ASR10, 2 months
old, timestretch/24 bit FX,
totally user-friendly, mental
sampler, disks, footpedal, etc.
Moving house hence £1799.
Matt. Tel: 0954 719217.
ENSONIQ EPS16+ 1.2Gb
library, £930. CSO1 with breath
controller, £70. TX81 Z, £150.
Casio VZ1, £250. All boxed, as
new. Martin. Tel: 0453 833245.
KORG 01/WFD boxed as new,
manuals, unused flightcase,
£950. Emaxl HD keyboard,
disk library, manual, flightcase,
£850. Roland JX10, ROMs and
RAMs, flightcase, £750. Tel:
0274 620004.
OPTICAL DRIVE - Panasonic
LF3000, 128Mb 3.5" metal
cased, built-in psu. Ideal for
S1100/5750, EIII/EM2, Apple
Mac etc. complete with
manual, leads and SCSI
terminator. Excellent
condition, £525. Also, 8x
128Mb 3.5 " disks, £130.
Laurence. Tel: 0727 811013.
REPLAY 16 CD quality sampler
with any samples you want
£60 ono. Tim. Tel: 0532
692480.
ROLAND S10 sampler in vgc
complete with 35 disks, disk
drive fully serviced, all boxed,
quick sale hence £295. Kevin.
Tel: 0494 536757.
ROLAND S50 sampler, £500
ono. Ask for Simon or Spon.
Tel: 0582 419584/ 458030/
401974.

RECORDING
AHB KEYMIX KM1 4U
rackmount line mixer, 8:2
stereo, 2FX sends, returns per
channel, complete with psu.

Solid unit, great sound, £85
ono. Duncan. Tel: 021 544 7091
(Birmingham) eves/weekends.
AKAI 5950, £775, Akai 52800,
£1500, Akai MG614
Portastudio, £400, Aiwa
XDS1100 DAT, £600. Casio
DA7 DAT, £399. Roland D110,
£225. Akai 8Mb memory,
£275, 2Mb, £50. Watford. Tel:
0923 267733.
AWAI CASSETTE
duplicator/mastering deck,
superb quality copies, ie. C60 15
minutes, dolby D and C synchro
start, continous play, new heads,
rollers, spares and manuals,
f145. David Rush. Tel: 0275
332957.
FOSTEX 280 4 -track with
MTC1, £450 ono or p/x for -
1604 or similar. Tim. Tel: 0532
692480.
FOSTEX 816 reel-to-reel and
Fostex 1840 mixing desk,
£2200 ono. Will sell separate.
Tel: Elliot. Tel: 0628 32726.
JL COOPER EPS1 MIDI tape
sync unit with smart FSK or
SMPTE to MTC option, £55. Tel:
0275 332957.
KAWAI K4 keyboard, £400
additional disks with sounds also
available. Tascam 238 sync
cassette almost brand new,
£550. Both boxed and
immaculate. Tel: 051 339 1167.
MARK OF THE UNICORN MIDI
mixer7, £205. Alesis
sequencer, £105. Tel: 0742
701012.
SECK 18:8:16:2 mixer 40 -
inputs remix including meter
bridge (rare), £850 ono.
Yamaha TG55 including card
and Atari editor and sounds,
£350 ovno. CLab Export, f25.
Tel: 0602 606074 John.
SECK 24:2 mixer, £550.
MlDlverb II, £100. Roland U110,
£180. Yamaha TG55, £200. Boss
SE70, £350. Notator v3.16
software, £120. Tel: 021 422
9605.
SONY MINI DISK digital
recorder, MZ1 P. Brand new with
blank disks, only £370 ono.
Andy. Tel: 0443 217883.
SOUNDCRAFT 36 input Delta
series desk, home use only,
f5000. Tel: 081 969 8412.
SOUNDTRACKS CMS4400
mixing console, 30:8:12:24 with
patchbay, MIDI, psu, stand, full
loom, vgc plus loads of extras
including Denon CD, mic,
£5500. Contact: Siachra O'Kelly.
7 Victoria Avenue, Newport,
Gwent.
STUDER 1/4" machine, vintage
collectors item, £450. Inbuilt
compression, BBC used. Good
for editing, splicing, mastering.
Mr John. Tel: 081 905 4370
(Middx area)
STUDIOMASTER STAR mixing
desk, a few weeks old, as new.
Digital quality, 8 tape monitors,
38 inputs, 4 FX sends. £800.
Paul. Tel: 0299 822517.
TASCAM 38 1/2 inch 8 -track
reel-to-reel. Extremely low
noise and true reproduction
can demonstrate. Mint
condition, home use only.
Emigrating, must sell, hence
£800 ono. Make me an offer!!
Tel: 051 738 0646.
TASCAM 424 Portastudio, 2

months old, boxed, bargain,
£400 ono. Korg Poly 6 with
Kenton MIDI Retrofit, £375ono.
Paul. Tel: 0709 701608.
TASCAM M600 32:16:32
mixing desk, 6 aux, 4 meter
bridge, perfect working order,
£2500 may part -ex multitrack
and smaller desk or similar. Tel:
0344 891110.
TASCAM PORTA 1 4 -track,
excellent condition complete
with psu, punch -in pedal and
manual, £200. Keith. Tel: 0705
465702.
TASCAM PORTAL as new,
boxed, £250 ono. Tel: 0924
864673.
WHY LET all your musicial
inspiration go to waste? Buy my
Fostex X28 4 -track for £250 and
capture them forever. Boxed
with manual, in mint condition.
Paul. Tel: 0842 764762.

SEQUENCERS
ALESIS MMT8 with psu and
manual, £100 ono. Andy. Tel:
031 447 5727.
BROTHER PDC100 32 -track
digital composer with built-in
disk drive. As new, boxed,
£250 ono. Yamaha RX21L latin
drum machine, £60. Pete. Tel:
0883 626971 (Surrey).
DR Ts MIDI recording studio,
sequencer program. Ideal
introduction to Dr Ts KCS Amiga
s/w. Genuine original disk with
52 -page instruction manual.
£30 or swap for Steinberg Pro24
program. Tel: 0273 688777.
MAIN PCV board, useful as a
spare for MC500 Mkl. Paul. Tel:
0920 871639.
ROLAND MV30 16 -track
sequencer and new series sound
module, fully -expanded
sequencer memory, any
reasonable offers considered.
Robin. Tel: 0847 62517.
YAMAHA CX5 mkll including
software, as new, boxed with
manuals, £150. Tel: 0924
864673.
YAMAHA EMQ-1 disk
recording, overdubbing, 2
MIDI outs. 6000 note capacity.
9 songs, boxed manual, box of
11 2.8" Quick disks. Home use
only. Offers?, £120. Ross. Tel:
0903 770376.
YAMAHA QX5 veristile 8 -track
sequencer, £150 ono. Dave. Tel:
0226 283529.

COMPUTERS
AMIGA SOFTWARE DrT's KCS,
version 3.5, £150 ono. Mark.
Tel: 0246 812546.
ATARI 520 upgraded to 1040
with mouse, excellent condition,
£200 ono. Sean. Tel: 0782
812126.
ATARI 520 upgraded to 1040
with mouse. Excellent condition,
£200 ono. Sean. Tel: 0785
812126.
ATARI 1040 ST with mouse and
monitor and Cubase s/w, £400
ono. Sean. Tel: 0785 812126.
ATARI 1040 STF and SM124
monitor with Tiger Cub s/w.
Boxed with manuals, £220

ono. Guildford 506771.
ATARI 1040ST, Atari SM124,
Star LC24 10 and over £1500
worth of s/w accessories. All
boxed, as new, £460 ono.
Michael. Tel: 031 667 2414 or
0721 720778.
ATARI SOFTWARE freestyle
and 2 extra styles disks, £60.
Jazz guitarist, £25. FM melody
maker; 78 voices, 16 styles,
£25. MIDIman universal
editing controller, £30. Pro 24,
£35. Edwards, 53 Deneside
Crescent, Hazelgrove,
Stockport, Cheshire SK7 4NU.
ATARI STE 1Mb with black and
white stereo monitor, 10
months old, unmarked, £250
ono. Tel: 05395 58087 NW
area.
CUBASE V3.0 as new, boxed
complete with manual and
dongle. Andrew. Tel: 061 627
3138 after 6.30pm.
KORG M1 Steinberg editor
programmer, over 2000 sounds,
£50 ono. Sean. Tel: 0785
812126.
MIRICLE PIANO tuition
software and touch -sensitive,
49 -key keyboard for PC or
Nintendo plus 80 additional
songs and £100 -worth or ear -
training sightreading software.
Great fun and only £195 the lot.
Tel: 061 773 9003.
ROLAND MC32 editor for Atari
MrT. Original with manual, £25.
Tel: 0275 332957.
TRAX MIDI sequencing s/w for
PC, 64 -multi -channel tracks,
user-friendly. win 3.1 required,
cost £100, sell £20. Roland
MP32, £150. Tel/Fax: 0273
779271.
XTRUM DELUXE with 1Mb for
Atari STFM memory upgrade,
£30. Gadjits 4D companion ST
ED/Lib for Roland
D20/10/110/5 synths, £25.
Brian. Tel: 0752 550199.

DRUMS
ALESIS HR16D drum machine,
good condition, fully MIDI'able,
with psu and manual and drum
chip. Price £150. Paul Marshall.
Tel: Glasgow 774 5659.
ALESIS SR16 drum machine
plus Groove Factory data
cassette, all boxed, as new, £180
ono. Chris. Tel: 081 533 6273
eves.

BOSS DR660 drum machine
255 excellent editable PCM
sounds and FX. Immaculate
condition, boxed with manual,
home use only. Offers? £265.
Ross. Tel: 0903 770376.
FREE DRUM patterns and fills
on MIDI file. Not GM but easy
to re -map. 2 first class stamps
and blank disk to: John Harrison,
29 Squirrel Close, Hounslow
West, Middx TW4 7NU.
MPC KIT and MPC clap: old
analogue collectables, having a
clearout so very cheap. Kevin.
Tel: 061 620 0058.
ROLAND CR8000 drum
machine, £300 in good working
order. Mike Rogers. Tel: 0703
225823.
ROLAND R5 boxed, complete
vgc, £220 ono. Wanted Alesis
3630 compressor or Quadraverb
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Plus. Mick. Tel: 0622 790915
Maidstone.
ROLAND R8 drum machine,
excellent condition, manuals,
MIDI leads etc. R8 ROM card
still boxed as new. Roland Cube
60 amp. All for £395. Steve. Tel:
091 258 3852.
SIMMONS PORTAKIT for sale.
Good condition, 12 Octapads
onboard. Also with built-in
sequencer and FX. Fully
MIDI'able also with external
inputs, manuals and stand. Price
new was £500, sell price £350.
Paul. Tel: 041 774 5659.
ZILDJIAN ZMP1 cymbal miking
system with 6 mics and leads --
£400. Max. Tel: 0689 857283
(SE).

WANTED
EARN YOURSELF £300 OSC
Oscar MIDI'd version. Cash
waiting. Also wanted a Simmons
ClapTrap. Mark. Tel: 0222
755740.
5U RACKBAGS for 51100 and
SyQuest drive. Also case gig bag
for Ml. Cash waiting. Andy. Tel:
0532 430133.
ANYONE WHO shares my
interest in MIDI Type II files ie.
lyrics included, please contact
Kevin on 061 620 0058.
ART OMNI II swap for my
Ensoniq ESQ1 wavestation fully
expanded with cartridge and
flightcase. Tel: 0964 622068.
ATARI 1040FM and mouse, also
4 -track recorder or small mixer.
Both must be in good condition
and full working order. Paul. Tel:
0424 218711.

Will
pay for photocopy and postage.
Graham. Tel: 0736 755199.
BOSS SE50, Fostex B16,
Kurzweil K2000. Tel: 0344
891110.
CONTROLLER BOSE 802
professional speakers. Contact

Halifax 246775 ask for Chad.
COPY OF the owner manual
for a ZyKlus sequencer. All
informations to Theirry (int
+33) 74 65 10 32 (Tel and Fax)
in France. Some bottles of
famous french wine for the
help.
E -MU EMAX II keyboard,
Mackie 1604 mixer. For sale
Casio PT80 keyboard with ROM
pack, £15. James. Tel: 0484
865137.
E -MU EMAX II keyboard
sampler, Alesis 1622 or Mackie
CR1604 mixer. For sale
immaculate Casio PT80
keyboard with ROM cartridge,
£15. Unused Laney Theatre
2300P powered stage monitor.
James. Tel: 0484 865137.
E -MU EPS Plus keyboard in
perfect condition, cash waiting.
Ian. Tel: 061 442 6039.
EMS VCS3/Synthi A/AKS
required immediately - cash
waiting. Graham. Tel: 071 636
6764 or 071 434 3097.
ENSONIQ ASR10 keyboard
sampler, must be in good nick,
will pay good cash. Martell. Tel:
061 226 5756.
ENSONIQ EPS16+ in good
condition, cash waiting. Call Tim
on 0602 532421.
KENTON PRO 11 MIDI -to -CV
convertor. Cash waiting, can
collect within reason. Call Ian.
Tel: 0703 268817.
KORG DSM1 sampler, vgc only
- will pay approx £500-700.
Please ring Jason. Tel: 0525
717557 (please persevere).
KORG KMS30 MIDI
synchroniser. Tel: Diss 0379
650959 ask for Herman
after 7pm.
ROLAND JUPITER 8, serial
number 171700 or above. Must
be in excellent condition and in
full -working order, as new. £500
cash waiting. Also wanted E -mu
Emax II keyboard sampler.

James. Tel: 0484 865137.
ROLAND SHO9 immaculate
condition and Atari monitors
(high res'). Tel: 0926 407045
(Warwickshire).
ROLAND TB303 bassline, cash
waiting for the right price, can
collect within reason. Call Ian.
Tel: 0703 268817.
SWAPS OF styles, sequences
and sample of the Gen WX2.
Contact Kevin on 061 620 0058.
TASCAM 644- make me an
offer. Tel: 0748 825481 or 0748
824765.
YAMAHA DX7 2FD in as new
condition, including original
box, manual. Tel: 0865 60222
(Oxford) before 8pm, ask for
Mike.

YAMAHA ELECTRIC piano
model PF-P100 or possibly PF-
85 wanted. Maybe part -ex or
swap or cash adjust my
CLP550 Clavinova? Cash
waiting, will collect. Tel: 0633
450623 Newport.
YAMAHA MG3X. Contact: Mr
BB Clarke, 53 Ravenwood Road,
Red House, Sunderland, Tyne
and Wear SR5 51G.

MISC
2 -TIER rack lightweight
aluminium pipe synth stand for
sale. Good condition, price:
£150. Paul Marshall. Tel: 041
774 5659.
BACK ISSUES; 130 issues, H&SR
108 issues. Offers for complete
sets only. Tel: 0707 267439
(Herts).
BOSS ME5 guitar multiple
effects floor unit, little used,
£1 80. Soundtracs CM4400
32:12:24 with patchbay, VCA
automation on 32 -channels and
MIDI muting, £5500. Chris. Tel:
081 748 4631.
BOSS REVERB FX unit RV10000,

PRIORITY AD ORDER FORM
Please fill in your ad opposite. Ads for the June issue should reach us
no later than Monday 9th May.

Please place my ad in the section
I enclose a cheque for £5 made payable to Music Technology
(Publications) Ltd.

Name

Address

Postcode

L

£120. Mike Rogers. Tel: 0703
225823.
CHANDLER FLANGER and
Overdrive rack units, £55 for
pair. Mick. Tel: 0203 301193.
COMPLETE HOME STUDIO
Atari 2Mb STE with s/w. Roland
MT32 TR505. Kawai K1 R.
Cheetah MS6. Casio CZ101.
Korg DP80. Yamaha QX7, CXS,
KM802 mixer, amps, stands and
cables. £1200 ono. Terry. Tel:
051 606 9583.
DEMOS WANTED by Senior
Records house deep dub
techno ambient major and
worldwide distribution,
Masterable tapes only to A&R
dance dept Senor Records, 23
Market Street, Aberdeen AB1
2PY Scotland.
DIGITECH VHM5 vocal
harmony processor with psu and
manual, quick sale £500.
Paul.Tel: 091 2671 339 after
6pm.
ENSONIQ VFX/SD1 RAMs,
ROMs for sale. All originals in
boxes by Valhalla, Voice Crystal,
Ensoniq etc. Richard. Tel: 0736
67531.
EPSON LQ1500 printer, £50.
Various IBM-PC software
(original disks only) under f25
each package . 3.5" blank disks
(Amiga compatible) for
example, 720K 10pcs, f3.50
plus postage. Tel: 0494 716694
(Bucks).
INCA DESIGN 1025 class A
power amp 19" rack mountable,
bombproof construction, cost
over £700, a steal at £350.
Andy. Tel: 0709 876354
anytime.
INFECTIOUS BROTHER Arts is a
new label looking for diverse
music/art forms. Send SAE for
full details to: Infectious Brother
Arts, c/o 486a Brighton Rd,
South Croydon, Surrey CR2 6AP.
KLAUS SCHULZE silver addition
10 CD set. 12.5 hours of
previously unavailable studio

and concert recordings. Steve.
Tel: 0442 251430 (day).
KORG 707, £190. Zoom 9002,
f150. Yamaha QX3, £300.
Yamaha R100, £75. Tel: 031 554
4836.
PHILIPS CN8833 colour
monitor, £150 ono. Anthony.
Tel: 0707 338062.
SOUND PATCHES breathe new
life into your trusty old synth
with some pro sounds in Atari
format. All major keyboards and
modules supported. Andy. Tel:
0532 430177.
STEPP DGX digital guitar
dedicated synth controller with
Stepp Gro case, foot switches
and spares. Very rare collectors
item but still the next best
thing to a SynthAxe for only
£700 ono. Richard. Tel: 0736
67531.

PERSONNEL
ATTENTION MUSICIANS!
Comprehensive directory of
over 400 record labels
(including addresses, contact
numbers) for only £3.95! Send
£3.95 PO to Incognito
Musique, Halifax, NS, Canada,
13£J 151.

COMMERCIAL POP/SOUL band
working with name producer
seek serious management and
labels. Contact Dave 0253
23752.
FEMALE BACKING vocalist to
join interactive dance band:
recording/ publishing/
interest. Songs, beats -
imagination. Tel: 081 892 2887
or 081 941 9396.
REMIXER AVAILABLE for new
dance projects/bands and
singers. Most dance styles
covered. Send me your
accapella DAT tape and tell me
what you want. For more details
contact Paul on 0536 761014.

T

Send your form to: Priority Readers' Ads, MT, Alexander House,
Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF.
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Manfred Mann's Sara Band
For twenty years Manfred Mann's Earth Band made albums that sold millions and spawned

numerous hits. Now Music Maker Records is happy to present the entire Earth Band catalogue,
including the twelve original albums, the "Best of" compilation and a superbly packaged

Limited Edition boxed set.

Solar Fire  MMO4

Earth Band  MMO1

Limited Edition
wooden boxed CD set
includes all twelve
original albums on CD,
a booklet,
postcards, plus
an exclusive
interview CD
including two
rare tracks.
The complete
works!
MM BOX 1:
only £99.99

.cerrr,flLErcr:

The Roaring Silence  MMO7

Messin'  MMO3

Angel Station  MMO9

IllliIh
Nightingales & Bombers  MMO6 Chance  MM1 0

mkgivrivit

Glorified Magnified  MMO2

To order, simply cut out or photocopy this form and send it to: Mail Order Dept., Music
Maker Records, Alexander House, Forehill, Ely, Cambs CB7 4AF or fax it to 0353 662489.
To order by Access or Visa credit card, telephone the Music Maker Orderline on
0353 668850 (9 - 12am & 1 - 5pm) and speak to Rose or Lisa.r

Mamma

The Good Earth  MMO5

All CDs £9.99 each.
Boxed Set £99.99

Cassettes available
at £5.99 each.
All plus P&P.

Manfred 1.41-tri.,

Somewhere In Afrika  MM11

Budapest Live  MM12

20 Years Of Manfred
Mann's Earth Band

1971 - 1991
Includes the hits
Davy's On The

Road Again, The
Mighty Quinn,
Blinded By The

Light, Joybringer,
You Angel You &

The Runner.
MM13: only £9.99

Please add post & packing
Available to UK readers only

CDs and cassettes( first item...80p
each additional item...50p

Booed CD set: sent by carrier, guaranteed next day delivery...£7.50

Please send me the following:
CODE TITLE AMOUNT

Please tick  CD  Cassette
Add postage (see panel)

TOTAL

I enclose a cheque/postal orders for £ made payable to Music Maker Records,
or please debit my AccessNisa credit card number

Expiry Date /

Name

Address

Postcode Daytime Phone Number

L
Overseas payments must be made in pounds sterling drawn on a British bank. It is essential that you include your correct postcode to ensure prompt delivery. Please include a daytime phone number in case of query.

Orders are dispatched within 7 to 10 days but please allow 28 days for delivery. Smart people always read the small print.



The science of effects
projection In the design of Optikinetics lighting

equipment, the bridge between
sound and vision is strengthened by
the highest quality, innovation and
reliability. The Solar 575 Effects
Projector and Solar System go
hand in hand to produce multiple
visual effects that are continually
stunning audiences worldwide.

 High powered effects projection

 Computer precision optics

 Sound animation

 16 interchangeable 2" effects
giving 64 inescapable visuals

 DMX or 0-10v control

 On -board memory card allows
stand alone operation

For further information
please contact:

OPTIKINETICS LTD
38 Cromwell Road
Luton W3 1DN
England
Tel: (0582) 411413
Fax: (0582) 400613

OPTIKINETICS LTD (USA)
275 Dow -Gil Road  Suite A
Ashland  VA 23005
USA

Tel: (804) 752 2570
Fax: (804) 752 2888

OPTIKINETICS
TM

Producers of 11

TM



To book your advertisement

Telephone

0353
665577

COURSES

SOUND CAREER
SCHOOL OF AUDIO ENGINEERING

LONDON
PARIS
SYDNEY
SINGAPORE
VIENF44

'BERL!
AUCK

AMSTERDAM/It

liP bfIf
A RIGHT WAY TO START YOUR CAREER

T C BROADCAST INDUSTRIES
INTERNATIONAL RECOGNITION - SINCE 197T- PRACTICAL
TRAINING - JOB PLACEMENT SCHEME - 16 COLLEGES

=

School of Audio Engineering

LONDON
071-609 2653
SCOTLAND
0236-436561

AUDIO VISUAL TRAINING (0)
Bon Marche, Ferndale Road, London SW9 8EJ
Tel 071-737 7152 or 071-274 4000 ext 338

We offer full-time, weekend , three month and one year
courses in association with the Audio Visual Industry
providing access to the latest production technology.

Advanced Sound Recording and Production.
1 week full-time intro to Recording and Mixing.
TV Video Pre / Post Production Techniques.
Computer Graphics / Animation.
10 Day Courses: Music Video / 16mm Film Production.
Courses commence on 24th January and 3rd May 1994.

(1)

N.
Media Production

THE RECORDING WORKSHOP
Offers a 2 month course of 8 creative workshops in

small groups, on recording and production

techniques. 16 track studio near Shepherds Bush.

Hands.on experience from the start.

Beginners welcome. All aspects covered from midi,

microphone techniques to HI, effects use and

mixing. Emphasis on practical experience.

FOR PROSPECTUS: 081 743 2645

SERVICES

PANIC MUSIC SERVICES
HI -TECH SERVICE CENTRE

ALL MUSIC EQUIPMENT REPAIRED AND
SERVICED MOOG-ARP, ETC. A

SPECIALITY
SERVICE CENTRE FOR ROLAND, SANSUI

TEAC/TASCAM. YAMAHA & AKAI

0954 231348 or 0860 782541

MIDI SOFTWARE
for the ST

Phone Sam on

0522 533461

Fax your
Classified Advertisement

to ++++:.
Alex Lambert
++:::- on +:::":

0353 662489

FOR SALE

 Compact Discs from 80p
 Blank Tape wound to length
 DAT Blanks & Copies from £2.88
 Realtime & Loop Bin Duplication
 AMPEX & ZONAL Studio Tapes

SELECTA SOUND 0708 453424

FOR HIRE

ADVANCED SOUNDS HIRE
 Musical & Studio Equipment
 Home Recording Packages
 New & Used Equipment Sales
 Part Ex / Delivery / Collection

F-1 Low Rates / Good Service =

081 462 6261 or 8621

STUDIOHIRE
mm

I 1

071 - 431 - 0212
071 - 431 - 0212

IN STOCK NOW - FOSTEX PORTASTUDIOS,

MULTITRACKS & P.A. FOR SALE OR HIRE

WE ALSO STOCK A COMPREHENSIVE RANGE OF ANALOQUE RECORDING

EQUIPMENT, KEYBOARDS, BACKLINE AND EFFILTS FOR HIREORSSLE

YOU NAME IT- WE'VE GOT IT-RINI; FOR SF'[AILS

CD/CASSETTE

DUPLICATION

Thinking of producing....

COMPACT DISC * CASSETTE
VINYL * PRINT * VIDEO

or MERCHANDISE???
Then you only need one number, ours!

ON -Q PRODUCTIONS
081 671 4431
(well OK, perhaps the fax too!)

081 671 3115 -

FDR THE DEBT in
cornPFICT DISCS
Minimum quantity 250

Unit 10,

Chadldrk Industrial Estate,
RomIlay, Stockport SK6 311

Tar: 061-427-6608

FOR THE BEST In
MUSIC CASSETTES
mooted Of CliStOOT Wm! Minks



SOFTWARE, HARDWARE & SAMPLES

VISA

CUSTOM MADE COVERS
Made from nylon, padded and PVC materials

Top quality hand -made covers and cases for all

equipment, keyboards, amps etc

We are official manufacturers and suppliers to:

5t tang KORG JBL Fostex VOX
YAMAHA Pro Music TEA

For free brochure/samples please write or phone

CAPITAL MAMBA (GIG)
96 CUMBERLAND AVENUE, WORPLESDON, GUILDFORD, SURREY GU2 6YH

0483 236449
*******
SPECIALS!

Guitar Bass bags...padded with side pocket and shoulder straps. £30.00 normally £46.00

JBL M -Series covers... to fit M330/M350/M355/M360

Made from ultra thick M330 size £55.00 inc. normally £130.00
black PVC with JBL logo M360 size £60.00 inc. normally £89.00

SEQUENTIAL Prophet
Product Specialists

sales - service - software
original parts - since 1987

call or write for free catalogue
Wine Country Productions
1572 Park Crest Court #505
San Jose, California 95118
USA Phone 408 265 2008

FAX 408 266 6591

100 + Samples
 Percussion, Piano's,
 Strings, Brass,
 Metal Guitar, Bass,
 Layered Sounds,
 Effects Sounds
The list goes on and on..

Only

£6.95
w Inc.
Z P&P0

Digitally Mastered
onto Chrome Tape
Send Cheques/PO's
payable to:

POWERAGE STUDIOS
12 St. Peters Footpath
Margate. Kent, CT9 ITL

SERVICE

MANUALS

1-1-1 271.11 1.0/1/..

We specialise in supplying high quality copies of owners &

service manuals for analogue synths and drum machines.

Large lists available.

We also buy and sell equipment.

Manuals purchased I traded.

Servicing available.

Send SAE to:

5 The Meadows, Worlington, Suffolk IP28 8SH
0638 510155
Fax: 0638 711538

You can advertise
in this space for as

little as
£40 per month

music _
Cr international

Telephone or write for FREE Catalogue

MIDI SONG FILES
6, Linden Close, Westgete-oreSee, Keel CT8 8EH

Tel: 0843 836150
as: 0843 83615

We new sell books Can tor detailsBIG TIME 1 amides 
PRODUCTIONS

0000 VALI r AIL ROUND

The Clock II Sync:
MIDI le Sync volt C.v....,

on
m

ly Lass.
MIDI "Y" Swkh
Allows one MID, 1,1/01.0. to mmIch
bet.en sew. MO OUT/INS
2..y .3.011
Sway

Synth Patch. 

. SMAPLE: 110.9Semh

samplingC2 plc.  VD11.2 saki* on aele
s OrSi .196 reldmv reDedvrVI SAMPLECDS:

ECSTATIC ACID BYTES.Efl.%

'ROIL t7r:c'sr,rc SAAI

D.A.T.

RLETAPES
oo CHROME ER.50 METAL

* FREE P&P ON ALL ORDERS*

EPS/EPS16+/ASF110/TS10
Korg DSS1/DSM1
YAMAHA SY-85/SY99/
TX16W, Atari ST
AvaloNGenwaveiSound Designer
100'S of disks available.
Prices from £2.50 per disk.

Wr. er .1 to, ftee catalogue for any of the above

Pro Music
The MIDI Specialists

See our ad in this issue for further

details or call 0284 765765

CRY9TLI WHY PAY MORE FOR DAIS,

i U PATCHEX,S-

ONLY :35.99 -VAT!
IWO GREATOESIGNS

3.2.WAY JACK

loWel JACK 8 WAY NM
REVERSIBLE NORMALISING

DAT R48. FROM 1.2.69,V- 
DAT R62  FROM £2.90 i
DAT R92 - mom S:2

DATI11122 - FROM : :

MAXELL TAPE -RATED FIRST IN A
TOP SURVEY (COPIES AVAILABLE)

i

CALL FOR FULL PRICE LIST

PLASMA GLOBES
FROM

 NOLDSIO OATS  LOCKS TOGETHER 

*FREESTANDING OR WALL MOUNTED 

E29.99.vAT ACTIVE C B0XE29 99VAT
PROFESSIONAL

Tel: 0223 208937
Fax: 0223 207021

QUALITY 
. PHANTOWBATTERY POWERED 

 HIGH AND LOW OUTPUTS*
. FULLY BALANCED*

NORTH ROAD WENDY ROYSTON HEATS SG8 0AB

Heavenly Music MIDI Software
ATARI, IBM, AMIGA (w/ CrossDos, SB55, SD35, MAC (AFE or Sys 7.1)
GM/GS compatable, Roland, Yamaha, BCK, Quasimidi approve

If you're serious about MUSIC - The choice is obvious.
6 Vols of Drum & Percussion Patterns
800 MCPS licenced MIDI Song Files
MIDI File LPs
2 Vols of the very best 'Jam' Files
Groove Disks
Editors & Utilities
Guitar Disks

But don't be fooled by numbers....
Read the reviews

NEW BYTES'n'PlECES Song Construction Disk
You asked for it so here it is. Over 90 files and HUNDREDS el
ESSENTIAL Bits'n'Pieces including new Drum/Percussion
Patterns, Bass Lines, Rhythm & Lead Guitar Lines, Sax Solos
Harp Glisses, Timpani Rolls, Grooves, Human Shakers,

Tambourines, Cowbells and LOTS MORE. All the bits you
need to put that Heavenly sound into your music. Programmes

by top session players. Extensive documentation on disk for
lust £24.95 incl. VAT.

Tel / Fax 0255 434217

HEAVENLY MUSIC, 39 Garden Rd, Jaywick Village, Clacton, Essex, C015 2RT ENGLAND
Add £1.00 p&p for U.K.£2.00 for overseas

Setting standards even we have to beat! VISA

r
- - ,

C.I.S, International Limited are proud to announce the exclusive collection of Roland 'D' series sounds.

The sounds are out of this world and include the legendary Hammond 115', and ultra realistic sounds of

the Harmonica, Strings, Piano, Fender Bass, 'Equinox' synths, and Numerous other Dance & Rave Sounds,

A coliedion oI IM Rem somas me, sliipki Ial Mee we yaw Relatia

'05.018 020 B' 01111' tonal synallser M bib pabulum feat
These mks Nee aka mans B ere* al Isle hat avail*.
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NEWTRONIC
SOUND SERVICE

SAMPLE CDs & CD-ROMS

State Of The Art
CD-ROM for EIII/XR (500 Mbyte)

by Grammy Award Winner

ARNOLD ZIELINSKY

Lenny Bernstein's Engineer ....CALL!

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 1

DRUMS & PERCUSSION

AN OLD FAVOURITE!

SPECIAL OFFER ...............£29.95 only

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 2

STRING ORCHESTRA!

THE ESSENTIAL LIBRARY

SPECIAL OFFER ...............£29.95 only

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 3

SHORT SOUND EFFECTS!

TOP QUALITY SFX LIBRARY!

SPECIAL OFFER U9.95 only

ECSTATIC ACID BYTES

3000 TECHNO/TRANCE SAMPLES

THE PRODUCTION POWER PACK

SPECIAL OFFER only

ASTROGLIDE

800 MC 202 SAMPLES

BEST VALUE FOR MONEY CD

ORDER NOW....................£14.95 only

SAMPLE POOL (was Sample Mania)

THE TECHNOIDANCE CD!

MADE IN GERMANY -EXCELLENT

Loops/SoundsNocals/SFX

ORDER NOW. £79.00 only

NATURAL SOUND SAMPLER VOL 4

WIND INSTRUMENTS

ANOTHER ESSENTIAL

SPECIAL OFFER ...............£29.95 only

NEWTRONIC SYNTH SOUNDS
SC55 MEGA SOUNDS ........per set ..................£19 only
JD990 MEGA SOUNDS per set ...................£29 only
JD800 MEGA SOUNDS .........per set ...................£29 only

J1/80 MEGA SOUNDS... per set ...................£29 only
U220 MEGA SOUNDS .........2 sets .£29 only
D50 WORLD SET.. 3000 sounds .£29 only
01/W MAGIC PATCHES.......per set ...................£29 only
03RMI MAGIC PATCHES.......per set ...................£29 only

X3 MAGIC PATCHES. per set .529 only
2/3 MAGIC PATCHES. per set ...................£29 only
Tseries MAGIC PATCHES. per set ...................£29 only
WS MAGIC PATCHES.......per set ...................£29 only

DW8000 PD EDITOR 6 banks. .£39 only
SY99 MEGA SOUNDS.........per set ..................£29 only
SY85

SY77 MEGA SOUNDS per set ...................£19 only

SY22 MEGA SOUNDS per set ...................£19 Only

TX81Z BEST OF Sounds .......512 Sounds ...........£19 only

DX7 Best Of Sounds ...1000 Sounds....£14.95 only
EMU VINTAGE KEYS .. per set .£29 only

EMU PROTEUS III. ...per set.. .£39 Only

PROPHET VS MANAGER (ST) ...+ Sounds. .£69 only

WALDORF MICROWAVE per sel .£29 only

NEWTRONIC SONGWARE
3000 MIDI SONGFILES IN TOP STUDIO QUALITY!

INCLUDING LATEST CHARTS, POP/ROCK, 60'5/70's

DANCE, GUITAR CLASSICS, JAZZ, CLASSIC,
BALLROOM. WIDE RANGE OF DRUM PATTERNS!
Send £2 in stamps for latest catalogue 8 demo disk.

NEWTRONIC =
SOUND DESIGN & MIDI SOFTWARE LTD

62b MANOR AVENUE SE4 1TE

TEUFAX +44(0) 81 691 1087
INTERNATIONAL MAIL ORDER SERVICE
P&P £2 (UK) £5 (EC) £12 (OVERSEAS)
NEXT DAY UK/EUROPE ON REQUEST



FOR SALE

AVE
ON

SAMPLING

MEGA BEATS
SAVE 125.00 ON RRP

VOCAL BYTES
1070 ORIGINAL VOCAL SAMPLES

ALE PRICE

ONLY

014.95

locks An maces ale rccoder ho mom CHI'ec'ec vocal , 00cec s cwevne

Buy with confidence: and kok mi rem fird a CD Ike Hlsagar. No odd koccl lees mooed to use hese samples in music. Get yours cowl

Patchworks are long established in the DANCE CONSTRUCTION SET
business of software & sample CDs, so
for the best service and keenest

pricesKikin' & Livin' HOT from the USA
ca/10424 436674 to place your order.

711 E ULTIMATE IN DANCE COMPOSITION
occskuded=

f24.95

For further informationsee our full page
'Paid bonus tom caviled by 3(0 ProdLoons Featured. The blest or machines including

advertisement in this magazine
TR109I*D"D'DO6 I.',,p Pradgy !uno 2 SH ICI. IP 203 MC202

.. . ... ..... ... . ,

Overseas: please add £5.00 for express - 7 . ' . - - 7 .7- -

despatch and carriage. ,,,e, 4.: , & 0,5,,,,lely UK 2' ',I ad II 0' oorce .rauchor, - longing 20C'

kl c..r.^..'''d''''..'..,',d t...P..... unheard cogskality If YOU CAN ONLY AY FORD ONE CD TODAY- THIS IS III

pie, 74 mm,Ies oi

ti MT Classified Advertising
rLC)

LC)
CC

-
Fax your Classified Ad to

ALEX LAMBERT on
0353 662489

CLASSIFIED ADVERTS
MUSIC TECHNOLOGY RATES

The following are just a few examples of the shapes and sizes available. The
prices shown in the boxes represent the cost per month

1 column (4.4 cm)

1 column (4.4 cm)

6 cm. £90
(+VAT)

1 column (4.4 cm)

2 column (9 cm)

Please note to qualify for these introductory rates i.e. £15 (plus VAT) per
column cm your initial booking must be for three months.

To advertise please send your copy & cheque (including VAT) for the first
advertisement to:

MUSIC TECHNOLOGY (Classified Department), Alexander
House, Forehill, Ely, Cambridgeshire CB7 4AF

or telephone:

Alex Lambert
on

0353 665577

ADVERTISERS INDEX
ABC Music 39

51AMG
Babel 68

Blue Point 15

CIS 54

43D Zone
Eddie Moors 34, 35

Et Cetera 25

Gigsounds IFC

64Hometech
63Intasound
62Kenton

Lowrie Woolf 18

Metra Sound 39

Millenium 20

Music Control 30

Music Inn 57, 64

Patchworks 65

Peavey UK 13

Pro Music 70

Pulsar 43

Roland UK 3

Silica 49, 55

Soho Soundhouse 44, 45

Sound Technology 11

Techmate 23

Time & Space 6, 7

Time Recording 70

Yamaha OBC

Classifieds
Advanced Sounds Hire
Big Time Productions
Capital Mamba
CIS

Crystal
Sam Griffiths
Heavenly Music
Inter Manual Rescue
Media Production
Newtronic
On -Q Productions

PMS

Patchworks
Powerage Studios
Pro Music
Recording Workshop
Replica
SAE

Selecta Sound
Stage One Music
Studio Hire
Wine County Productions



SOUNDSCAPE

MULTI -TRACK HARD DISK RECORDER

Soundscape is a high quality 16 bit digital audio recording and editing system, and is

capable of expanding your studio with 4/8/12/16 or up to 64 tracks. The system can

be used in a recording/composing environment and has extensive non-destructive
audio editing facilities.

WWI11111112.11

2U 19" rackmounted unit.

Physical tracks: 4

Sampling rate: 22.05/32/44.1/48KHz

Data format: 16 bit linear

Signal processing: 24 -bit internal N.L.

Data storage: IDE hard disk 18mS,
fitted in the rack unit (not supplied),
size depends upon recording time
required, e.g. 130MB gives 25min
45sec total CO 44.1KHz, 1gB gives

3 hours 22 minutes

2nd internal IDE drive can be fitted.

ND conversion: 16 bit sigma -delta
64 x oversampled

SOUNDSCAPE DIGITAL TECHNOLOGY LTD

26 CasteII Coch View,
Tongwynlais,
Cardiff CF4 7LA,
United Kingdom

Cardiff: + 44 (0) 222 811512

Operation is from an IBM PCTM or compatible and runs

under Windows 3.1TM. Software allows up to 64 virtual

tracks to be recorded in stereo, edited (non-destructive)

and digitally mixed down to four outputs. As the system is

modular, several Soundscape units can be synchronised

with full sample rate accuracy and used together giving

up to a maximum of 32 inputs and 64 outputs.

If you are looking for a Hard Disk recorder/editor with

"Open" architecture that can be totally
integrated with any WindowsTM sequencer

or editing package, is random access to the

disk, expandable beyond 8 tracks and
offers full "chase lock" synchronisation to

analog/video tape machines then the next
stage of the digital revolution starts here.

D/A conversion:

18 bit sigma -delta 64 x

oversampled

Synchronisation: Master or Slave,

MTC with full chase lock, MIDI song
pos.pointer + clock

Analogue in: 2 x RCA/cinch,
unbalanced - 10dBv/+4dBv (2 tracks in)

Analogue out: 4 x RCA/cinch,
unbalanced + 4dBv (4 tracks out)

Digital in: 1 x RCA/cinch,

S/PDIF format (2 tracks in)

Digital out: 2 x RCA/cinch,
S/PDIF format (4 tracks out)

Input S/N Ratio: > 93dB un-weighted

Output S/N Ratio: > 113dB un-weighted

Wow and Flutter. Un-measurable

Pro -Audio Option: XLR balanced ir
Analogue inputs and outputs, /,'
AES/EBU Digital inputs

and outputs (XLR)
e

Host Interface: IBM -AT: parallel

via PC expansion plug-in card (ISA).

Supports 2 x 4 track rack units.

MIDI: in, thru, out

e
e

e

Back-up medium: DAT-recorder
with digital i/o, or via the
PC (e.g. to a SCSI optical /
drive or any logical
PC drive)

I"

e,_

e\42,

CoN' e
c



from a car crash in a canyon to
a blues harp in the basement

YAMAHA - .SOC1

VOL

With 456 preset and 128 ful ale
user voices, 9 drum kits plus a built in

multi -effects processor there's precious

little you can't do with a TG300.

Voices, courtesy of Yamaha's acclaimed AWM2

sound generation system, are accommodated

in the massive 6Mbytes of waveform ROM.

And with General MIDI, 16 part multitimbrality
and a built-in PC and MacTM interface the
TG300 will put heart and soul into any modern

MIDI setup.

Up to three simultaneous 16 -bit, CD quality

effects including reverb, chorus, flanging, EQ,
rotary speaker and even an Aural ExciterTM

complement the picture, adding
space, depth and sparkle to your

sounds.

And, talking of pictures, just check out the
display - a backlit, 168 character, graphic LCD -

probably the clearest, most intuitive user
interface ever to grace a tone generator.

The amazing TG300 is available from Yamaha

dealers right now.

Hear it today or call for more information.

YAMAHA
Yamaha-Kemble Music (U.K.) Ltd. Prcfessiuna! Music Division


